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This manual provides compiete informati.on detailing description, insrallation and

integration of your Motorola Oncore Receiver. To help you find the informarion

you need, we have provided a brief overview of each chapter.

Chapter I Intro duction

This chapter introduces you to the Oncore family of products and familiarizes you
with the Global Posirioning Sy$em (GpS) environment.

Chapter 2 GPS Principles

This chapter describes the functions and operatrng environment of GpS.

Chaptcr 3 Product Description

This chapter describes features and technical characteristics of rhe family of
Oncore products.

Chapter 4 llardware Installation

This chapter describes equipment for insulladon, insralation considerations and

procedures for configuring hardware.

Chapter 5 Systerh Integration

This chapter describes message formas and system integration rcquiremenb.

Chapter 5 VO Softwarc Commands

This chapter provides a complete list and description of all of the Oncore

lnput/Output (VO) commands.

Appendices

Appendix A: Datums

Appcndix 31 Fllipsoids
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER CONTENT

Refer to this chapter for the following:

. An introduction to GPS and the Oncore receiver.

A limited warranty for the LC Oncore receiver

A glossary defining common GPS terminology and acronlrns.

OVERVIEW

Nearly a decade of Global Positioning System (GPS) er?erience, combined with
worldclass expertise in semicoDductor products and corrununication development,

has led Motorola to production of a new generation of GPS receiver modules,

more compact and lightweight than ever before. Each channel of this versatile, 6-

or 8-channel receiver independently tracks both code and carrier phases for the

superior performance required in today's GPS user envircnment. Time recovery

and differential GPS features are also inherent in the design. Speciftcally designed

for embedded applications, the Oncore product line, when combined with its
neq low-profile, active microstrip patch antenna, affords the engileer new free-

dom in bringing GPS technology ro the mosr demanding Original Equipment

Manufacturer (OEM) applications. The Oncore receiver is offered in three ver-

sions: the Basic Oncore receivel the XT Oncore receiver, and the VP Oncore

receiver. The three versions make Oncore technology available to suppon a wide

aray of cu$omers' needs.

The Motorola GPS receiver transmits autonomous position, velociry heading,

satellite tracking status, and time information in three diflerent, us€r selectable yO

protocols: Motorola Biaary Forrnat, National Marine Electronics Association
(NMEA)-0I83 Format, and LOMN Emulation Format. In addition, the basic GPS

receiver rnay be configured to include 1PPS (one pulse per second) timing ourpur,

real-dme diflerential GPS capabilities (both master and remore starions), and raw

pseudorange/carrier phase observation data output.

d\ ,, I



Helpful Hints for using
this Manual

Applications

til

i.

USER'S GUIDE ORGANIZATION/CONTENT

This User's Guide contains six chapters and two. Chapter I Introduction is

provided to imroduce you to rhe Oncore family of products and familiarize you
with the Global Posirioning Sysrem (GPS) environment. Chaprer 2, GpS principles

describes the functions and operadng environmem of GpS. Chapter 3, product

Descripdon, describes features and technical characteristics of the family of
Oncore products. Chapter 4, flardware lnstallation, describes equipment for
installadon, installation considerations and procedures for dilferent hardware con-
figurations. Cbapter 5, System lntegEdon, describes message forrnats and system

integration requiremenrs. Chapter 6 VO Software Commands provides a complere

Iist and description of all of the Oncore lnpuvOurput (VO) commands. The

appendices consiss of Appendix A, Datums and Appendix B, Ellipsoids.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Considering that 24-hour, worldwide coverage is fundamental to GpS positioning
and navigation, it is easy to envision a broad range of applicatioru and a large

cosununity of GPS users. Applications include the following:

. AutomobileNavigation,

. Aircraft Navigation,

. l-and Navigadon,

. Marine Navigation,

. Fleet Trackirrg,

. Differential S)stems,

. Routing Systems,

. Rail Managemem,

. Asset Management,

. Emergency Search and Rescue,

. Utility Services,

. Precise Time Mesurement,

. Surveying and Mapping,

. Exploration, and

. Space.

ii"



Features Features unique to the Motorola Oncore product line include

the following:

. Six- or eight-channel parallel receiver,

. Code plus carrier rracking (carrier-aided tracking),

. Fony-nine available coordinate datums; two user-defined datums,

. Selectable idle mode of operation,

. Weather-resistantmicrostrippatchantenna,

. Opemtes from +5 Vdc regulated or +12 Vdc unregulared (inremal +5V

regulator conforms to Auromorive Specification SAE J1I3),

. R5-232OTTL interface to hosL equipment,

. NMEA and LOMN emulation interface capabilities,

. Three-dimensional positioning within 25 meren, SEP (wirhout Selecrive

Ava ability ISAI),

\v . latitude, longrtude, height, velociry heading, time, and sarellire staus

inlormation output either continuously (once per second) or polled,

. RTCM SC-104 Type I and 9 interface capability,

. Optional lithium backup battery mounted on the board,

. Oprional real-rime-differential (RTD) GPS capabiliries are now a

standard feature,

. Optional 1 PPS output for special time applications, and

. Optional satellite pseudorange/carrier phase data output.

1.3 at



LIMITED WARRANTY
MOTOROLA GPS PRODUCTS

What This Warranty Covers and for How Long

MOTOROfA, lNC. C'MOTOROLA") warrants its Global Positioning System (GpS)

Products ('Product') against defects on material and worlcnanship under normal use

and service for a period of twelve (12) months from Product's in-service date, but in
no event longer than eighteen (18) months from inirial shipment of the Product.

MOTOROLA, at its option, will at no charge either repair, exchange, or replace

this Product during the warramy period provided it is returned in accordance

with the terms of this waranty Replaced parts or boards are warranted for the

balance of the original applicable warranty period. All replaced pans or Product

shall become the propeny of MOTOROLA. Any repairs nor covered by this war-

ranty will be chalged at the cost of replaced pars plus the MOTOROIA hourly
Iabor rate current at that dme.

This express limited warranty is e{ended by MOTOROLA to rhe origrnal end user

purchaser only and is not assignable or transferable to any other parq4 This is the

complete warranty for Products manufactured by MOTOROIA. MOTOROIA
does not warrant the inshllation, mai enance or service ofthe Product.

MOTOROIA cannot be responsible in any way for any ancillary equipment nor

fumished by MOTOROIA which is attached to or used in connecrion wirh
MOTOROIA's GPS Products, or for operation of the Product with any ancillary

equipment and all such equipmenr is expressly excluded from this warranryr The

Global Positioning System is operated and supponed by the U.5. Depanment of
Defense and is made available for civilian use solely at its discretion- The Global

Positioning System is subject to degradation of position and velocity accuracies by
rhe Depanment of Defense. MOTOROIA does nor warrant or control Global

Positioning System availability or performance.

This warranty applies withh rhe flfty (50) Unircd Srates and rhe District of Columbia.

What This Warranty Does Not Cover

(a) Defects or damage resultrng from use of the Product in other than its norrnal

and customary manner (b) Defects or damage from rnisuse, accident or neglect.

(c) Defects or damage from improper tesdng, operation, maintenance, installa-

tion, alteration, modiffcation or adjustmenr. (d) Defects or damage due to light-

ning or other electrical discharge. (e) Product disassembled or repaired ia such a

[anner as to adveEely aflect performance or prevent adequate inspection and

tesdng to verify any waranty claim. (f) Product which has had the serial number

removed or made illegible. (g) Freighr costs to the repair depot.

1.s fi



Limited Warranty
(Continued)

How to Get Warranty Service

To rcceive warranty sewice, deliver or send the Product, hansportation and insur-

ance prepaid, along with your proof of purchase and receiver serial number to

MOTOROLA. Call847-7I4-72OI or FltX 847 -7),4-7325 for retum aurhorization

and the shipping address.

General Provisions

This warranty ses fonh the full extent of MOTOROIA's responsibility regarding

the Product. Repair, leplacement, or refund of the purchase price, at

MOTOROIA's option, is the exclusive remedy THIS WARMNTY 15 GIVEN lN
LIEU OF AII OTHER EXPRESS WARMNTIES. IMPLIED WARMNTIES,

INCLUDING WITHOUT UMITAT1ON IMPLIED WARMNTIES OF MER.

CHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED
TO THE DURATION OF THIS UMITED WARMNTY. IN NO EVENT SIIALL
MOTOROTA BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES IN E(CESS OF THE PURCHASE *
PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, FOR ANY LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF TIME, INCON-
VENIENCE, COMMERCIAL LOSS, LOST PROFITS OR SA\INGS OR OTHER

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THE INSTALLATION. USE, OR INABIUTY TO USE SUCH PRODUCT, TO THE

FULL EXTENT SUCH MAY BE DISC1AIMED BY Ij\M

$ 1.6
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GLOSSARY

Almanac

Data rransrnitted by a GPS satellire which inciudes orbital information on all
rhe satellites, clock correction, and atmospheric delay parameters. These data

are used to facilitate rapid satellite acquisition. The orbiral infornation in rhe

almanac is less accurate than the ephemeris, but valid for a longer rime
(one to two years).

Ambiguity

The unknown integer number of cycles of the reconstructed carrier phase

contained in an unbroken set of measurements from a single satellite pass at

a single receiver

Argument of l:titude
The sum of the true anomaly and the argr.rment of perigee.

Argument of Perigee

The angle or arc from the ascending node to lhe closest approach of the orbit-
ing body to the focus or perigee point, as measured at the focus of an ellipt!
cal orbit, in the orbital plane in the direction of motion of rhe

orbidng body

Ascending Node

The point at which an objedb orbit crosses the reference plane (ie., the equa-

torial plane) from south to nonh.

Azimurh

A horizontal direction expressed as the angular distance between a fixed

direction, such as north, and rhe direction of rhe object.

Bandwidth

A measure of the inforrnation-carrying capacity of a sigrul, expressed as the

width of the spectrum of that signal (frequency domain representadon) in
Henz (tlz).

Baseline

The three-dimensional (3D) vector distance between a pair of stations for

which simuluneous GPS data has been collected and processed wirh difleren-

ti,al techniques.

Beat Frequenry

Either of two additional frequencies obuined when signals of two frequencies

are mixed. The beat frequencies are equal to the sum or dillerence of the orig-
inal ftequencies.

1..7 g
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Glossary
(Continued)

Bias

See lnteger Bias Terms.

Binary Biphase Modulation

Phase changes of either zero or 180 degrees (representing a binary zero or
one, respectively) on a constant frequency carrier . GpS signals are biphase
modulated.

Binary Pulse Code Modulation

Pulse modulation using a string of binary numbers (codes). This coding is
usually represented by ones and zeros with definite meanings assigned to
them, such as changes in phase or dirccdon of a wave_

Bluebook

A slang term derived from a blue NGS reference book. The book contarns
information and formats required by NGS for suwey data that is submitted to
be considered for use in the national network.

C/A Code

The Coarse/Acquisition (or Clear/Acquisition) code modulated onto the GpS
Ll signal. This code is a sequence of lO23 pseudorandom binary biphase
modulations on the GpS carrier at a chipping rate o{ I.023 MFIZ, rhus having
a code repetition period of one millisecond. This code was selected to provide _
good acquisitron propefties.

Carrier

A radio wave having at least one characteristic (zuch as frequency amplitude,
phase) that may be varied from a known reference value by mod.ulation.

Carrier Beat Phase

The phase of the signal that remains when the incoming Doppler-shifted
satellite carrier sigral is beat (the difference ftequency signal is generated)
with the nominally constant reference frequency generated in the receiver.

Carrier Frequency

The frequency of the unmodulated fundamental output of a radio transmifter.
The GPS Ll carrier frequency is I575.12W12.

Celestial Equator

The great circle that is the projecrion of the eanh's geographical equator of
rotation onto the celestial sphere. Its poles are the nonh and south celestial
poles.

Celestial Meridian

The venical great circle on the celestial sphere that passes through the celes_

tial poles, rhe asrronomical zenith, and the nadir.

t*t 1.8
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(Continued) The length of time required to rransmit either a one or a zero in binary
pulse code. One chip of the C,/A code is about 977 ns long, which corre_

sponds to a distance of 293 m.

Chip Rate

Number of chips per second (e.g., the C/A code chip rare = 1.023 MHz).

Ciock Offset

Constant difference in time readings between two clocks.

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

A method of frequency reuse whereby many radios use the same frequen-

cy bur with each one having a separate and unique code. GpS uses CDMA
techniques with Goldb codes for their unique cross-correlarion propenies.

Conventional lntemational Origin (CIO)

Average position of rhe eanh's rotation axis during the years 1900-1905.

Correlation-True Channel

A GPS receiver channel that uses a delay-lock-loop (DLL) to mainain an

alignment (correlation peak) between the replica of the GpS code generated

in the receiver and the received code from the satellite.

Deflection of the Venical

The angle between the normal to the ellipsoid and the venical (true

plumbline). Since this angle has borh a rnagnitude and a direction, it js

uzually resolved into nvo componenb: one in the meridian and the other
perpendicular to it in the prirne venical.

Delay-lock-loop

The technique whereby the received code (generated by the satellite clock)
is compared with the intemal code generated by the receiver clock.

The latter is shifted in time until rhe two codes rnatch. DelayJo&-loops

can be implemented in several ways, including tau dither and early-minus-

late gadng.

Delta Pseudorange

see Reconstructed Carrier Phase.

Differemial Processing

GPS measurements can be differenced between receivers, satellites,

and epochs. Although many combinations are possible, the present

convenrion for differendal processing of GPS measurements ar eto first take

dillerences between receivers (single difference), then between satellites

(double difference), then between measurement epochs (triple difference).

1.e $
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'Glossary A single-difference measuremenr between receivers is rhe instankneous dil-

(Continued) ference in phase of rhe signal from the same satellite, measured by two
receivers simultaneouslv

A double-difference measurement is obtained by differencing the single dif-
ference for one satellite with respect to the corresponding single difference

for a chosen reference saellite.

A triple-difference measurement is the difference between a double difference

at one epoch of time and the same double difference at the previous epoch

of time.

Diflerential GPS solutions can be computed using eirher code phase or carri-
er phase rneasurements. In differential carrier phase solutions, the integer
ambrguities must be resolved.

Differential (Relative) Positioning

Determination of rclative coordirntes of two or more receivers tllat are simul-
taneously tracking the same satellites. D)namic differential positioning is a

real-time technique achieved by sending code corrections to the roving

receiver from one or more monitor stadons. Stadc diflerendal GpS involves

determining baseline vectors between pairs of receivers.

Dilution of Precision

A description of *re geometrical contribution to the uncertainty in a position

fix, given by the expression DOP = SQRT TMCE (ArA), where A is the

design matrix for the instantaneous position solution (dependent on satellite-

receiver geometry). The tlpe of DOP factor depends on the parameters of
the position fix solution. Sbndard t€rrns for GPS applicarions include the

following:

GDOP Geomerric DOP - three coordinates plus dock offset in
the solution.

PDOP Position DOP - three coordinares.

HDOP Horizonal DOP - two horizontal coordinates.

VDOP Venical DOP - height only

TDOP Time DOP - clock offset onlv

RDOP Relative DOP - normalized to 60 seconds.

DoD

United Stares Depanment of Defense. The govemment agency thar led the

development, deplo)'ment, and operation of GPS.

[',
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Doppler Aiding

The use of Doppler carrier-phase measurements to smooth the code-phase

measurements. Also referred to as carrier aided smoothing or carrier-aided

tracking.

Doppler Shift

The apparent change in frequency of a received signal due to the rate of

change of the range between the transmitter and receiver See Reconstructed

Carrier Phase.

Double-Difference Ambiguiry Resolut jon

A method to determine the set of ambiguity values which mi.nirnizes the vari-

ance of the solution for a receiver pair baseline vector

Dlnamic Positioning

Determinadon of a timed series of ses of coordinates for a moving receiver,

each set of coordinates being derermined from a single data sarnple, and usu-

ally computed in real tirne.

Eanh-Centered Eanh-Fixed (ECEF)

Usually refers to a coordinate s)'stem centered at the center of the eanh that

rotates with the earth. Canesian coordinate system where the X direction is

the intersection of the prime meridian (Greenwich) with the equator The X

and Y vectors rotate with the earth. Z is the direction of rhe spin axis.

Eccentric Anomaly E

The regularizing variable in the two-body problem. E is related to the mean

anomaly M by Keplerb equation. M = E - e.sin(E), where e is the eccenrriciry

Ecce ricity

The ratio of the distance from the center of an ellipse to its focus ro rhe semi-

major axis. e = (l - bz/az) - l/2, where a and b are the semimajor and semi-

minor axes of the ellipse.

Ecliptic

The eanh-sun orbital plane. North is the direction of the system's angular

momentum. Also called the ecliptic pole.

Elevation

Height above mean sea level or venical distance above the geoid.

Elevation Mask Angle

The elevation angle below which satellites are ignored. Normally set to ten

degrees to avoid interference problems caused by buildings, trees, multipath,

and atmospheric errors.

1.11 i
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Glossary
(Continued)

Ellipsoid Height

The measure of venical disunce above the ellipsoid. Not the same as eleva-

rion above sea level, because the ellipsoid does not agree exactly with
the geoid. GPS receivers outpur position fix height referenced to the

WGS-84 datum

Ephemeris

A list of orbital parameters of a celestial object that can be used ro compure

accurate positions as a funcdon of time. Available as broadcast ephemeris or
as postprocessed precise ephemeris.

Epoch

Measurement interval or data frequenry For example, if measurements are

made and reponed every ffve seconds, then we have five second epochs.

Fast Switching Channel

A switching channel with a sequence time shon enough to recover (through

software prediction) the inEger part of the carrier beat phase.

Flattening

A parameter used to define the shape of an ellipsoid.

I = (a -b)/a = 1 - (I - e2)n, where

a = semimajor axis

b = semiminor axis

e = eccenkicity

Frequency Band

A range of frequencies in a panicular region of the electrornagnedc specrum.

Frequenry Spectrum

The distribution of amplitudes as a function of frequency of the constituent
waves in a signal.

Fundamental Frequency

The fundamental frequ€ncy used in GpS is 10.23 MHz. The carrier frequen-
cies Ll and 12 are integer multiples of this fundamental frcquency

Ll = l54F = 1575.42 MIlz
12 = l20F = 1227.60 Mllz

GDOP

Geomerric dilution of precision. See Dilution of precision.

GDOP2=pDOp2+TDOP2

Geocenter

The center of mass o[ the eanh.

_l
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Glossary
(Continued)

Geodetic Datum

A mathematical model designed to besr fit pan or all of the geoid. lr is
defined by an ellipsoid and the relationship between the ellipsoid and a

point on the topographic surface established as the origin of daturn. The

relationship can be defined by six quantities, generally (bur nor necessarily)

the geodetic latitude, longrtude, and height of the origrn, the two compo-

nents of the deflection ol the venical at rhe origin, and the geodetic

azimuth of a line from rhe origin to some other point.

Geoid

The panicular equipotential surface which coincides with mean sea level,

and which may be imzrgined to extend through the cominents. This surface

is perpendicular to the force of gravity at all points.

Geoid Height

The height above the geoid is often called elevation above mean sea level.

GPS

Global Posirioning System, consisting of the space segment (up to 24

NAVSTAR satellites ln six different orbital planes), rhe control segment (five

monitor stations, one master control station and three uplink stations), and

the user segment (GPS receivers).

NAVSTAR satellites carry extrcmely accurate atomic clocks and broadcast

coherent simultaneous signals.

GPS rCD-200

The GPS Interface Control Document is a govemment document that con-

tains the full technical description of the interface bemeen the sarellires

and the user GPS receivers must comply with this specification if they are

to receive and process GPS signals properly

Gmvitational Consant

The proponionality constant in Nefion's Law of Gravitation. G = 6.672 x
1O-1I Nm2/Kg2.

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)

See Universal Time.

HDOP

Horizontal dilution o[ precision. See Dilution of Precision.
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Glossary
(Continued)

HOW

Handover Word. The word in the GPS message that contains time s,,nchro-
nization informadon for the transfer from the C/A code to the p code.

lnclination

The angle berween the orbital plane of a body and some reference plane
(e.g. equatorial plane).

rNs

Inenial Navigation System, which contains an lnertial Measutement Unit

oMU).

lnteger Bias Terms

The receiver counts the radio waves from the satellite, as they pass its amen-
na, to a high degree of accuracy However, it has no informadon on the num-
ber of waves to the satellite at the time it $aded counthg. This unlsrown
number of wavelengths between the satellite and the antema is the integer

bias term.

lntegrated Doppler

A measurement of Doppler shilt frequency or phase over dme.

Ionospheric Delay

A wave experiences delay while propagating through the ionosphere, which is
non-homogeneous in space and time and is a dispersive medium. phase delay
depends on electron content and affects carrier signals. Group delay depends

on dispersion in the ionosphere as well, and afects signal modulation
(codes). The phase and group delay are of the same magnitude, but
opPosite sign.

JPO

Joint Program Office for GPS located at the USAF Space Division ar El

Segundo, Califomia. The JPO consiss of the USAF Program Manager and

Deputy hogram Managers representing rhe Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coasr

Guard, Defense Mapping Agency, and NATO.

Kalman Filter

A numerical merhod used to track a time-varying signal in the presence of
noise. lf the signal can be characterized by some number of panmeters that
vary slowly with time, then Kalman fihering can be used to rcll how incomrng

raw measurements should be processed to best estimate those parameters as a

function of time.

: 7.74
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Kinematic Surveying

A form of condnuous dillerential carrier-phase suweyrng requiring only short
periods of data observations. Operarional constants include saning from or
determining a known baseline, and tracking a minimum of four sarellites.

One receiver is statically located at a control point, while others are moved

between points to be measured.

Keplerian Orbital Elemens

Allow description of any astronomical orbir. The six Keplerian orbital ele-

ments are as follows:

a = semimajor axis

e = eccentricity

w = argument of perigee

(l = right ascension of ascending node

i = inclination of orbital plane

To = epoch of perigee passage.

Ll, t2
The L-band signals radiated by each NAVSTAR satellite. The Ll signal is a

1575.42-Ml].z catner modulated with both the C/A and p codes and with the
NAV message. The 12 signal is a 122750-MHz catier modulated with the p

code and the NAV message. Under anti-spoofing, the p code becomes the
encrypted Y code for authorized users only

l-ane

The area (or volume) enclosed by adjacent lines (or surfaces) of zero phase of
either the carrier beat phase signal, or of the difference between two carrier
beat phase signals. On the eanh's surface, a line of zero phase is the focus o[
all points for which the obsewed value would have an exact integer value for
t}te complete instantaneous phase measurement. ln three dimensions, this

lane becomes a surface.

L Band

The radi.o frequency band extending from 390 Mt{z (nominally) to 1550

MHz.

Mean Alomaly

M = n(t - T), where n is the mean motion, t is the time, and T is the instant of
perigee passage.

Mean Motion

n = 24 where P is the period of revolution.

Microstrip Antenna

A two-dimensional, flat, precisely-cut piece of meal foil glued to a substrare.

1.1s r
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(Continued) Any of a worldwide group of stations used in the Gps control segmem ro

monitor satellite clock and orbital paramete$. Data collected at these sites are

Iinked to a mager station where corections are calculated and controlled.
These data are uploaded to each satellire at least once per day from an uplink
station.

Multichannel Receiver

A receiver conbining many independent channels. Such a receiver offers the

highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because each channel uack one satellite

continuouslv

Multiparh

lmerference similar to ghosts on a television screen, which occurs when mul-
tiple signals arrive at an a enna having fiaversed different parhs. ln GpS, rhe

signal travering the longer path will yield a Iarger pseudorange estimate and

increase the error. Multiple paths may arise from reflecrions from structures

near the antenna or from the ground.

Multipath Error

A positioning error resulting from interference between radio waves that have

Eaveled between the transmitter and the receiver by paths of different electri-

cal lengths.

Multiplexing Channel

A receiver cbannel that is sequenced through several satellite channels (each

from a specific satellite and at a specific frequency) at a rate which is synchro-

nous with the satellite message bit rate (50 bits per second, or 20 millisec-

onds per bit). Thus, one complete sequence is completed in a muLiple of 20

milliseconds.

NAD-83

Nonh American Datum, 1983

NAVDATA

The 1500-bit navigation message broadcast by each sarellire ar 50 bps on both
the LI and L2 signals. The message contains system time, clock correcrion

parameters, ionospheric delay model parameters, and the satellite's ephemeris

and health. This information is used by the GPS receiver in processing GpS

signals to obtain user position, velocity, and time.

NAVSTAR

The name given to GPS satellites, which smnds for NAvigation Sarcllite

Timing and Ranging.

$ 
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Observarion Session

The period of time over which simultaneous GpS dara is collected by two or
more receivels.

Outage

A point in dme and space that the GPS receiver is unable to compute a posi_

tion fix. This may be due ro sakllit€ signal blockage, unheahhy satellites, or a
dilution of precision (DOP) value that exceeds a specified limit.

P Code

The protected or precise code modulated on both the Ll and 12 GpS signals.

The P code is a very long (about lO14 birs) sequence of pseudorandom binary
biphase modulations on rhe GPS carrier at a chipping rate of 10.23 Mltz rhat

does not repeat itself for about 38 weeks. Each satellite uses its own unique
one-week segment of this code, which is reset each week. Under anti-spoof-
ing, rhe P code is encrypted to form Y code. The y code is only accessible by
authorized users, as controlled by the U.S. DoD.

PDOP

Posidon dilution of precision, a unitless figure of merit expressing the rela-

tionship between the error in us€r position and the error in satellite ranges.

Geometrically, PDOP is proponional ro the inverse of the volume of the pyra-
mid formed by liaes running from the receiver to four observed satellites.

Values considered good for positioning are small, such as 3. Values greater

than 7 are considered poor Small PDOP is associated with many or widely
separated satellites, and Iarge PDOP is associated with bunched up or few

saLellites. See Dilurion of Precision

Parity Error

A digital message consists of ones and zeros. Parity is an exclusive-or sum of
these bis in a word unit. A pariry eror results when a bit (or bits) is changed

during transmission, so that the parity calculated at reception is not the same

as it was when the message was transmitted.

Perigee

That point in a geocentric orbit when the geometric distance is a minimum.
The dosest approach of rhe orbiting body

Phase-l-ock-Ioop

The technique of making the phase of an oscillator signal follow exactly the
phase of a reference sigul. This is accomplished by first comparing the phas-

es of the two signals, and then using the resulting phase difference signal to
adjust the reference oscillator frequency to eliminate phase difference when
the two signals are next compared.

r.77 6
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Phase Observable

See Reconstructed Carrier Phase.

Point Positioning

Geographic positions produced from one receiver in stand-alone mode. At
best, position accuracy obtained from a stand-alone receiver is 15 to 25

meters (without 5A), depending on the geometry of the satellites.

Polar Motion

Motion of the instantaneous axis of the rotation of the earth with respect to

the solid body of the eanh. This motion is irregular but more or less circular

wirh an amplirude of about 15 miles and a main period of about 430 days
(also called Chandler Wobble).

Precise Positioning Service (PPS)

The highest level of military dynamic positioning accuracy provided by GpS,

based on the dual frequency P code and having high anti-jam and anti-spoof
qualities.

Prime Venical

The venical circle perpendicular to rhe celestial meridian.

Pseudorandom noise, a sequence of digital ones and zeros that appear to be

randomly distributed like noise, but which can be exactly reproduced. The

most significant propeny of PRN codes is that they have a low autocorreladon

value for all delays or lags except when they are exacdy coincident. Each

NAVSTAR satellite has its own unique C/A and P pseudorandom noise codes.

Pseudolite

A ground-based GPS transmitter station that broadcasts a signal with a struc-
ture similar to that of an actual GPS satellite. Pseudolites are designed to

improve the accuracy and integriry of GPS, particularly near airporrs.

Pseudorange

A measure of the apparent propagadon time from satellite to receiver anknna,
expressed as a distance. A pseudorange is obuined by multiplying the appar-

ent signal propagation time by the speed of light. Pseudoranges diller from
actual geometric ranges due to the satellitdreceiver clock oflset, propagadon

delays, and other errors. The apparent propagation time is determined from
the ti,me shift required to align (correlate) a replica of the GpS code generated

ir the receiver with the rcceived GPS code. The time shift is the difference

between the time of signal reception (measured in the receiver time frame)

and the time of sigral emission (measured in the satellite time frame).

$ r.rs
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(Continued)
Range Rate

The rare of change of range between the satellite and the receiver. The range

to a satellite changes due to both satellite and receiver modon. Range rate (or

pseudorange rate) is determined by measuring the Doppler shift of the sarei-

Iite signal's carrier frequency

RDOP

Relative dilution of precision. See Dilution of Precision.

Reconstructed Carrier Phase

The difference berween the phase of the incoming Doppler-shifted GpS carrier

and the phase of a nominally corsrant reference frequency generated in the

receiver. For static positioning, the reconstructed carrier phase is sampled at

epochs determined by a clock in the receiver The reconstructed carrier pbase

changes according to the continuously integrated Doppler shift of the incom-

ing signal, biased by the integral of the frequency offset berween the satellite

and receiver reference oscillators. The reconstructed carrier phase can be

related to the satellite-to-receive! range, once the initial range (or phase amb!
guity) has been determined. A change in the satellite-to-receiver range of one

wavelength of the GPS carrier (19 cm for LI) will result in a one-cycle change

in the pbase of the reconstruct€d carrier.

Relative Navigation

A technique similar ro reladve posirioning except rhat one or both of rhe

points may be moving. The pilot of a ship or an aircraft may need to know
the vehicle's position relative to a harbor or runway A data link is used to

relay the error terms to the moving vessel to allow real-time navigarion,

Right Ascension

The angular distance measured from the vemal equinox, positive to the east,

along the celestial equator to the ascending node. Typically denoted by a capi-

tal omega (f,,). Used to discriminate between orbital planes.

RICM

Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services Commission set up ro

defiae a dillerential dau link to relay GPS correction messages from a monitor

$adon to a field user RTCM SC-104 recomrnendations define the correction

rnessage format and 16 different corection message t)?es.

SATNAV

A Iocal term referring to use of the older TMNS1T system for satellite naviga-

don. One major dilTerence between TRANSIT and cPS is rhat the TMNSIT
satellites are in low-altitude polar orbits with a g0-minute

period.

1.1e i
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Selective Availability (SA)

A DoD program to control the accuracy of pseudorange measuremenls,

whereby the user receives a false pseudorange which is in error by a con-
trolled amount. Differential GPS techniques can reduce these effects for local
applications. Under SA, the DoD guaramees unauthorized users a\ accrracy
of 100 m 2DRMS at a 95% confidence level.

Semi-major Axis

One half of the major axis of an ellipse.

SEP

Spherical Error Probable, a $atistical measure of precision defined as the 50th
percentile value of the three-dimensional position error stadstics. Thus, half of
the results arc within the 3D SEP value.

Sidereal Day

Time between two successive upper tmnsits of the vemal equinox. One sider-
al day is just under four minutes shorter than one sola! da).

Simultaneous Measurements

Measurements referenced to time-frame epochs that are either exacdy equal or
so closely spaced in dme thal the time misalignment can be accommodated

by coirecdon terms in the observation equation rather than by parameter esri-

rnation,

Slope Distance

The three-dimensional vector distance from station one to station two. The

shortest distance (a chord) between two poins.

Slow Switching Channel

A switching channel with a sequencing period that is too long to allow recov-
ery of the integer pan of the carrier beat phase.

Solar Day

Time between two successive upper tmnsits of the sun.

Spheroid

See Ellipsoid.

Spread Spectrum

The received GPS signal is a wide bandwidth low-power signal (-160 dBW).
This propeny results from modulating the L-band signal with a pRN code in
order to spread the signal enerry over a bandwidth that is much grearer than
the signal information bandwidth. This is done to provide the abiliry ro

receive all satellites unarnbiguously and to provide some resistance to nojse

and multipath.

fi',o
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Spread Spectrum System

A system ia which the transmitted signal is spread over a lrequenry band
much wider than the minimum bandwidth needed to transmit the infoma_
rion being sent.

sPs

Standard Positioning Service, uses the C/A code to provide a rninimum level

of d)'namic or static positioning capability The accuracy of this sewice is ser

at a level consistent with natiotul security See Selective Availability

Squaring-Type Channel

A GPS receiver rhat multiplies the received signal by itself ro obtain a second
harmonic of the carrier that does not contain the code modulation. Used, in
codeless receiver designs to obtain dual frequency measuremens.

Static Positioning

Posidoning applications in which the positions of static or near_static points
are determined.

SV

Satellite vehicle or space vehicle.

Switching Channel

A receiver channel that is sequenced through a number of satellite signals
(each from a specific satellite and at a specific frequency) ar a rate which is
slower than, and aslnchronous with, the message data rare.

TDOP

Time dilution of precision. See Dilution of precision.

TOW

Time of week, in seconds from midnight gturday UTC.

Translocation

A version of relative positioning that makes use of a lqtown position, such as

aJSGS suwey mark, to aid in accurarely positioning a desired point. The
position of the mark, determined using GpS, is compared wirh t}le arcepted
value. The three-dimensiorral differences arc then used in the calculations for
the second point.

Tiopospheric correction

The correction applied to the measurement to account for tropospheric delay
This value is normally obtained from the modified Hopfield model, the para_

meters of which are broadcast by the satellites.

1.21 
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True Anomaly

The angular distance, measured in the orbital plane from the earth's center
(occupied focus) from the perigee ro rhe current locarion of the satellite
(orbital body).

Universal Time

Local solar mean dme at Greenwich Meddian. Some commonly used versions

of universal dme follow:

UTO Universal time as deduced directly from observations of sars
and the fi:ed numerical relationship between universal and side-

real time (3 minutes, 56.555 seconds).

UTl UTO correcred for polar motion.

UT2 UTO corrected for seasonal variations in the eanhb rotational rate.

UTC Universal time coordinated; uniform atom.ic time system kept

very close to UT2 by offsets. Maintained by the U.S. Naval

Observatory GJSNO)

GPS tirne is direcdy related to UTC by the following:

UTC - cPS = UTC offser (11 secon& in 1996)

User Range Accurary (URA)

The contribution ro the mnge measurement error from an individual enor source

(apparent dock and ephemeris prediction accuracies) convened into range units,

assuming that the error source is uncorre-lated with all other error sourcrs.

UTM

Universal transverse mercator conformal map projection. A special case of the

transvere mercator projection. Abbreviated as the UTM gdd, it consists of 60

north-south zones, each six degrees wide in longitude.

VDOP

Venical dilution of precision. See Dilution of Precision.

Vemal Equinox

One of two dates per year when the equator and ecliptic intersect along the

line between the eanh and sun. On these days, the day and night arc each 12

hours long everywhere on eanh, hence the term equinox, or "equal nights',.

The vemal equinox corresponds to the spring equinox in the Nonhem
Hemisphere.

Venical

The line perpendicu)ar to the geoid at any point, which is the direction of the

force of gravity at that point. Aslo known as the plumbline.

4 1.22
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wG5-72

World Geodetic System (1972). The mathematical reference ellipsoid previ_

ously used by GPS, having a semimajor axis of 637g.135 km and a flartemng
ol I/298.26.

wGs-84

World Geodetic Sysrem (1984). The mathematical ellipsoid used by GpS since

January 1984, having a semimajor axis of 6378.I37 km and a flattening of
r/298.257223563.

Z-Count

The GPS satellire clock time at the leading edge of the next data subframe of
the transmitted GPS message (usually expressed as an integer number of six
seconds).

7.n l:
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CHAPTER 2 GPS PRINCIPLES

CIIAPTER CONTENT

Refer ro this chapter for the following:

A description of the NAVSTAR GPS segmenrs.

An explarution of the GPS navigation message.

Available public GPS information services.

OVERVIEW

The NAVigation Satellite Timing and Rangrng (NAVSTAR) GpS is an all weather,

radio based, satellite navigation system that enables users to accurately determine

three-dimensional position, velocity, and time. The overall system consists of three

major segments: the space segnent, the ground connol segnent, and the user

segment.

The space segment is a constellation of satellires operating in l2-hour orbits at an

altitude of 20,I83 km (10,898 nmi). When completed, this consellation will con-

tain 2l satellites (plus three spares) in six orbits, each orbital plane equally spaced

about the equator and inclined at 55 degrees.

The ground control segment consists of a master control center and a number of
widely separated monitoring starions. The ground control network tracks the

satellites, precisely determines their orbits, and periodically uploads ephemeris

correction and other system data to all satellites for retransmission to rhe user

segmeff.

The user segment is the collection of all GPS user receivers (such as your Motorola

GPS Receiver) and their suppon equipment. Navigation with the receiver is

accomplished by passive mukilaterarion. More simply, the GPS Receiyer's position

is derermined by the geometric inte$ecdon of several simultaneously obsewed

ranges (satellite to receiver distances) from satellites wirh knowa coordinates in
space. The receiver measures the transmission dme required for a satellite signal to
reach the receiver. Transit time is determiaed using code correlation techniques.

The actual measurement is a unique time shift for which the code sequence trans-

mitted by the satellite conelates with an identical code generated in the tracking

About NAVSTAR GPS

Space Segment

Ground Control Segment

User Segnent
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receiver. The receiver code is shifted until maximum correlation berween the two
codes is achieved. This time shift muldplied by rhe speed of light is the receiver's

measure of the range to the sarellite. Because this measurement includes various
propagation delaJs, as well as sarellite and receiver clock errors, it is not a true
geomelric range and so is called a pseudorange. The receiver processes these

pseudorange rneasurements along with the received ephemeris data (satellite orbit
dara) to determine the user's three-dimensional position. A minimum of four
pseudorange observadons are requircd to mathemadcally solve for four unknown
rcceiver pammeters (i.e., latitude, Iongitude, altitude, time). lf one of these para-

meters is known (for example, altitude fixed) then only three satellite pseudorange

observarions are required and thus only three sarellites need to be tracked in these

cases.

PLANNED CONSTELLATION:
. 21 ACTIVE SATELUTES PLUS 3 SPARES IN 6 ORBITS
O EACH ORBIT AT 55 DEGBEES INCLNANON
O ORBITS EOUALLY SPACED AFOUND EOUATOR

DOWNLINK DATA:
. SATELLM EPHEMERIS (ORBITAL POSMO$ DATA. SATELLM CLOCK DATA

UPLINK DATA:
. SATELLITE EPIIEMERIS CORRECNONS
. CLOCK CORRECTIONS

SPACE
SEGMENT

l,lAvGATtoNAL (Lr/t-2)
SIGNALS:
O RANGING CODES
. SYSTEI' TIIIE
. CLOCK CORRECNON
. PROPAGATION DELAY
O VEHICLE EPHET'ERIS
. VETIICLE HEALTH

SEGMENT :

.UPLKCONTROL SEGMENT SITE LOCATTONSi

I'ASTER CONTROL STATION - COLORADO SPNINGS

I'ONITOR STATIONS . COLORADO SPRINGS
ASCENSION
DIEGO GARCIA
KIYAJALEIN
HAWAIt

UPLINK STATIONS - ASCENSION
DIEGO GARCIA
KIYA,ALEIN

g
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About the GPS
Navigation Message

Additional Information
Sources

GPS NAVIGATION MESSAGE

The GPS navigation message is the data supplied ro rhe user from a sarellire.

Signals are transmitted at two L-band frequencies, L1 and L2, to permit correc-

tions to be made for ionospheric delays in signal propagation time.

The LI carrier is modulated with a 10.23 MHz precision ranging (p-code) signal

and a 1.023 MfL dear acquisition (OA code) ranging signal. These are pseudo

random (PR) noise codes in phase quadrature. The L2 signal is modulared w.ith

the P-code only Both the Ll and L2 signals also are continuously modulared with
a data-bit stream at 50 bits per second. The P-code is a pR sequence wirh a period

of 38(+) weeks. The qA code is a shoner PR sequence of lO23 bits having a peri-

od of one millisecond. The P-code is intended for military use and ultimately will
be a ilable to authorized users only Access to the GPS system by civilian usels is

provided through the C/A coded signals.

The navigarion message consists of a 50 bit per second data stream comaining
information enabling the receiver to perform the computations required for suc-

cessful navigation. Each sarellite has its own unique C,/A code rhat provides sarel-

lite identificarion for acquisition and tracking by the user

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES

There are several sources from which to obtain funher informarion about GpS and
the current status of the satellites. lnformation about four public GpS lnfonrEtion
Centers is provided below.

USCG GPs IC

Commanding Ofrcer (GPSIC)

Omega No,igation Systsm Center

7323 Telegraph Rd-

Alexa ilrit, VA 22310-3998

The Civil GPS Service was established to provide civil GpS users with information
on system shtus and a point of contact. As a pan of this service, the U.S. Coast

Guard has begun opemtions of the GPSIC on a test and evaluation basis. Current
servicer include GPS operational advisory brcadcasts (OAB) containing current
constellation status, future scheduled outages, and an almanac suitable for making
GPS coverage and satellite visibility predictions. The OABs are available 24 hours
a day by computer bulletin board, or as a recorded telephone message (without
almanac) at (703) 3f3-5907. The cornmunications parameters for the bulletin
board (703) 313-5910 are 8 data bits, I stop bit, no parity, and modem speeds

of 300 to 14,400 bps.

For intemet access, or to speak with a represemative! call (703) 313-5900 or fax
(703)-313-5920 .

,.t 
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Additional Information
Sources

(Continued)

GPS Bulletin Board. at Holloman

Formerly located at Yuma, Arizona, this bulletin board recently has been moved to
Holloman Air Force Base. The bulletin board provides a daily almanac, obsewed

range erors, commems on the satellite, and the OCS advisories. This service

requires full duplex, 8-bit data words, no pariry and I stop bir (preferred because

it supports the X-modem and Y-modem error checking block rransrnission) or full
duplex, 7-bit word, odd or even pariry, and 1 stop bit.

1200 baud (preferred) (505) 679-t525,1526,
or 300 baud 1527, 1528

To speak with a represenradve, call (505) 679,1794, 1787, or 1657.

GPS Sdtellite Cloch Behtyior and

Related GP S InJonnotion

U.S. Nmal Obsematory

wLshington D.c. 20392-5100 USA

USNO Series 4 Weekly Bulletirs. Received by mail, they contain information on

the status of GPS and timing data.

To speak with a representadve, call (202) 653-1525

Available telephone lines (202) 653-0068,0155, 1079

Baud rates 1200, 24OO or 9600

Cornm parameters 8 data bis, I stop, no parity;

terminate lines u/ith CR F

Password Call for password

Lntemet access (telnet) tycho.usno.

navyrnil

(192.5.4t.239)

Login as ads

Comments to: adsmgr@rycho.usno.nalymil

NOAA

Nationrl GeoiletX Suwey, N/CG774

SSMC 3, Station 09535

1375 E. West Highway

Silver Spings, MD 20910

Precise orbital positions and velocities based on post computations of tracking
data collected from stations of the Coopentive lntemadonal GpS Tiacking

Network (CIGNET) are available from NGS. Satellite orbital data are scheduled to

be available two weeks after the racking data are collected. For a description of
formats, fee schedule, or to order data contact (3Ot) 7I3-3Z*Z.

t
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Additional Information
Sources

(Continued)

For detailed information about NMEA formats and specifications, contact:

NMEA - National Maine Electronics Association

P. O. Box 50O40

Mobile, AL 36606

(205) 473-1793

For detailed information about RTCM formats and specifications, contact:

Ra.dio Technkal Commhsion for Maritime Seryices

Post Offlce Box 19087

Washingtoq D.C. 20036

There are several GPS relared sires on the World Wide Web (WWW) that are

excellent resources for Ieaming more about GpS. To find a curent listing of these

sites, use any of the search engines to search for "GpS".
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CHAPTER 3 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CTIAPTER CONTENT

Refer to this chapter for the following:

. A sinplified functional description of Oncore operation.

. Physical mounting and electrical connection oI Oncore receivers.

. BASIC Oncore technical characreristics and operating features.

. XT Oncore technical characteristics and operatrng features.

. VP Oncore technical characterisdcs and openting feaures.

OVERVIEW

The Basic, XT and VP receivers provide position, velocity, time, and sarellire rrack-

ing sutus.

A simplified functional block diagram of an Oncore receiver is shoru in the fol-

lowing illustration.

Onrore Receiyer Furrdonal Bloch Aagram

DATA I I DATA BUS

(a un o*^ 3.1 !



Simplified Block
Diagram Description

ovERvrEw (CoNTTNUED)

The Oncore receiver is a six (or eight) charmel parallel design capable of tracking
six or eight satellites simultaneously The module receives the Ll GpS signal
(1575.12 MIlz) and operates off the clear/acquisition (C/A) carrier tracking. The

code ra&ing is carrier aided. The BASIC and XT Oncore receivers can be pow-

ered with unregulated 12 Vdc or optionally with regulated 5 Vdc power

Differentlal GPS and time recovery capabilities are inherenr il the architecture and

available as options.

The Ll band signals transmirred ftom GPS sarellites are coilLcted by a low-profile,
microstrip patch antenna, passed through a narrow band bandpass fiher, and then
amplified by a signal preamplifier contained within the Anterura Module. Filtered
and amplfied Ll band signals from the Antenna Module are then routed to the RF

signal processing section of the Oncore receiver Module via a single coaxial i:ater-

connecting cable. This interco recring cable also provides rhe required +5V for
signal preamplification in the Antenna Module.

The RF signal processing section of the Oncore receiver printed circuit board
(PCB) contains the required circuitry for downconvening the GPS signals received

from the Antenna Module. The resulting intermediate frequency (lF) signal is then
passed to the six (or eight) channel code and carrier corelaror section of the GpS

receiver PCB where a single, high-speed analog-to-digital (AD) convener converts

the lF signal to a digital sequence prior to channel separation. This digitized IF
signal is then routed to the digital signal processor (al.so contained wirhin the six
(or eight) channel code and carrier correlator section) where rhe signal is split into
six (or eight) separate channels for code correlation, filtering, carrier tracking,

code uacking, and sigral detection.

The processed signals are qnchronously routed to the position processor (micro-

processor [MPU]) section. This secrion contols rhe cPS receiver PCB opeEring
modes and decodes and processes satellite data and pseudorange and delta range

measurements used to compute position and velocity ln addition, the position

processor s€ction contains the required interface to the RS232 pon for rhe BASIC

and XI Oncore receiver and a TTL interface for the W Oncore receiver

Keep-alive random access memory (MM) is provided for retention of satellite

ephemeris data. To prevent loss of this informadon when the Oncore receiver is

powered off, an exrcmal +I2V/+5V BAIT source is required. Nonvolatile electri-

cally erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM) is used for storage of
custom opemting parameters, almanac information, and other in{ormation, as

specified in Chapter 5.

Retention of the real-time-clock (RTC) value also requires the extemal +I2V/+5V
BAIT source when the Oncore receiver is powered off.

p
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ANTENNA MODULE

Description

The antenna module is housed in a custom styled, molded encasement that pro-

vides a rugged, durable protective cover, ready for exposure to the elements.

AII of the antenna module's electrical circuitry and components are conuined

within the sealed anterma assembly The major components include a low profile,

microstrip patch antenna, a ceramic RF filter (i.e., preselector), and a signal pre-

amplifier The antenna module is designed and runed to efficiently collecr rhe LI
band signals trarxmitted ftom GPS satellites at a nominal frequency of 1575.42

MHz. Once colleded, the signals are amplified and relayed to the Oncore receiver.

Signal preamplificarion withir the antenna module is made possible by extemal

power supplied by the Oncore receiver The antenaa module nominally draws 22

mA of current (50 mA maximum) at 5 Vdc, dircctly from the antema connector

on the Oncore receiYer.

Various antenna module mounting options and assembly instructioru are detailed in

Chapter 4. The dimensions of the Motorola GPS anterma are shown in Figure 3.2

Active Antenna Specifications

The GPS receiver supplies power (+5Vdc) to this active antenna.

24 dB

50 c)

2:1 max at 1575.42 MHz +1 MHz

OSX Jack, Straight

+5 Vdc, 25 mA available at connector
(max 50 mA)

1575.42 MHz

30 MHz tpical

Right hand circular

Essentially hemispherical

+3 dBic minimum at 90o above horizon (zenith)

0 dBic minimum at 30" above horizon

-6 dBic minimum at 0" above horizon

18 dB minimum (including 6 dB cable loss)

2.5 dB maximum

Table 3.1 Active Antenna W lnterface Specifications
Amplification:

Input impedance:

vswR

Connector type:

Preampliffer power:

Operating frequency :

Bandwidth:

Polarization:

Pattem :

Gain Characteristics:

Preamplifier Gaiu:

Noise Figure:

3.3 [
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co ilECToR B00T ( REIOVAELt )

ANTENNA MODULE (CONTINUED)

I

TABLE I

I.{ODEL NO. ASSEMBL Y NO. COL OR

lNT6230 tA I

ANT6230 t8 t

0tv43r99T94
0tv4lt99ut0

GRAY
$H lrt

F t'n
t

GPS Antenno. Dtmensl.orLs
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Antenna Gain Pattern

The sensitiviry of an amenna as a function of elevation angle is represented by the
gain pattern. Some directions are much more appropriate for signal reception than
others, so the gain characteristics of an antenna play a significant role in the
antenna's overall performance -

A cross-sectional view of the antenna gain pattem along a fixed azimuth (in a ver_
tical cut) is displayed in the following figure. The gain pattem clearly indicates

that the anknna is designed for full, upper hemispherical coverage, with the gain
diminlshing at low elevations. This cross-section is representarive of any vertical
qoss-section over a 0 to 360 degee azimuth range and thus, the 3_dimensional
gain pattem is a symmeEic spheroidal zurface. lt is imponant to note that this
gain pattem varies in elevation angle, but nor in horizonral azimuth. This des.ign is
well-suited for mauy GPS applications, accommodating full sky coverage above
the locai horizon and minimizing ground-reflected multipath ellects.

Figure 3.3: Typical Antenno Gain Pattern
For ANT 62301n
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

The BASIC, XT and VP Oncore receiver receive electrical power and

receive/transmit ASCII signals through a connector (power/dara connector)

mounted on the Oncore receivers.

The following tables list assigned signal connectiors of the BASIC, XT and \?
Oncore receivers' power/data connectors. lllustrations of connector and prn num-
ber oientation appear in the discussions for each of the receivers after printed cir-
cuit board mounting paragraphs.

BASIC Orcore PowerlDatn Cornectnr Pin Assignmenrs

Pin # Signal Name Description

1 +12Vl+5V BATT (Optional) +5 Vdc regulated or +'12 Vdc
unregulated for running F€alTime Cloc* and
retention ol satelllte ephemeris intormation
stored in keep-alive RAM memory

2 +5V MAIN (Optional) +5 Vdc regulated for pow€r require-
menb ot entire GPS recsiver (+12 Vdc
signal not used)

3 +12Vl+5V RTN Power supply (+5 V or +12 V) ratum

4 vpp Flash memory (EPROM) pogramming vottage

5 +12V MAIN +12 Vdc unrsgulated for pov!€r requiremEnis of
enlire GPS rec€h/et

1 PPS One pulse per second output

7 1 PPS RTN One pulsE psr second return

E RS232 TXD Serial RS232 data ouhut

9 RS232 RXD Serial RS232 data input

10 RS232 RTN Signal rsturn br RS232 signals.

Xf Oncore Power/Data Comector Pin Assignmefis

Pin # Signal Name Description

SHIELD TO CASE Shield to case / EMI ground

RS232 RXD Ssrial RS232 dstia input

3 RS232 TXD S€rial RS232 data outsut

4 Vpp Fla6h memory (EPROM) Programming Voltage

5 ONEPPS RTN Ong pulsg per aecond retum

6 +5V/+ l 2V BATT +5 Vdc regulated or +1 2 Vdc unregulated br
running real-iime-clock and r€tention of satEllitE
ephemeris information stored in keep-alive
RAM memory

7 +5V/+12 RTN
AND RS232 RTN

Powsr supply (+5V or + 1 2V) retum and
return tor RS232 signal

I +12V SW +'12 V sxritched

I ONEPPS One pulse per sscond signal

E s.e
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS (CONT)

\Q Oncore Power/DatL Connector Pin Assignments

Pin # Signal Name Description

1 BATTERY External applied back-up

2 +5V PWR +5 Vdc r€gulated

GROUND Ground (receiver)

4 vpp Flash memory (EPROM) Programming Voltage

5

ONEPPS One pulse per second signal

7 ONEPPS RTN One pulse per second return

a TTL TXD Transmit 5V logic

9 TTL RXD Receive 5V logic

10 TTL RTN Transmiyreceive return

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING

Boards shipped in a plastic housing to prevenr inadvertent darnage and to provide

environmental protection may be installed in the plastic housing or free of the
housing depending on your particular OEM application. The following illustra-
tions show each mounting conffguration.

WB$n10U CES 01110 GR ' s

M0r{nm scREt4
I]IBEADSET 4XOJ
(l nEOUrsEO)

Plastic Encased Oncore Riceiyer Mounting

^- !J,/ :1
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING (CONTINUED)

CAUTION: The GPS receiver PCB contains pans and assemblies sensirive ro

damage by electrosuric discharge (ESD). Use ESD precaurionary

procedures when handling, removing or insefting rhe pCB.

3.94 i.rtctFs
(100 mn)

COUPONEM
HCT 5,0 mn

03.2 nm CI,EAMNE Ctl Pc
AR0JI,ID HOLE IrR lmNIlM
IIAIUARE ( r.e. SPATXaS,
mSHERS )

&"

Renoval of Oncore Receiver lrom Plastic Housing

Mounting oJ Oncore Receiyer PCB
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BASIC ONCORE RECEIVER

The following discussion describes the operating fearures and technical character_

istics for the BASIC Oncore receiver.

Operating Features

The BASIC Oncore receiver represents hardware venion 1.5. lt operates on +5

Vdc regulated or +12 Vdc unregulated power source. lts data pon interface is
R5232 comparible. lt is shipped withia a plastic housing. 1t has a 10-pin, recran_

gular data,/power connector and a OSX RF connector for antenna signal connec-

BASIC Oncore Receiver

J2 POWENiDATA @T*{ECIOR
PINOTJT OETAILS

PIII NUI'BER SIGMI NAME

1 5Vi.12V BATT

5V{rAtt{

5V/1zV.Am

vm
12V.MAlt'/

6 ONEPPS

7

8 R9232.TXD

I R9232.nXD
10 RS,'12.RTN

3.e {,I
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BASIC Oncore GPS Receiver Technical Characteristics

Gana6l
CharlcLrbtic!

Paftoarnlnca
Chaalclciiallca

S.rbl
Comrnunicrtl,on

El.ctrlc.l
Charact€rlatlcr

Phyrlc!l
Chaalctarlltlc.

Envlronm.ntel
Ch!irctdrtlc.

l6c€iv€r Architeclurs I (or g) cflann6l
Ll 1575.42 MHz
C/A cod6 (1.023 MHz chip rate)
Code du6 caffier tracking (cader aid€d facking)

racking Capabllily 6 (or 8) simultanoou6 satallite vehiclos

Dynamics Veloclty: 1000 ktots (515 rnls)
> 1 000 knotB at alttudos < 60,000 tt.
AcceleEton: 4 g

Jerk 5 n/s3

qcquiEilion lime fnme To FirBt

ix, TTFD
:S 6 typical TTFF (with cursnt almanac, poslton, tiln6 and
eph€rtl6ris)

45 s typjcd TIFF (with cunenl atmanac, posnion and lime)
2.5 s typlcal roacquire (<1 s intsmal)

todtioning Accuracy L€ss than 25 m, SEP {without SA) lDoD may invoko Soi€ctive
Avallaulity (SA), potontially dograding accuracy to t m n eORMS)l
DGPS accuracy 1-5 metsrs typical

nming Accuracy (1 Puls€ Per 130 ns oh9€rwd (1o) roith SA on
ln po6idon hold mode. < 50 ns oboorv€d (1a) with SA on

AniEnna Aclivo micro strip patch ant€nna modulo
Pov6red by rec€ivor moduta (25rnA e svdc)

Dalums 4{l 6td. datum6, 2 us6r defin€d, d€fautl WGS-84

Cutsut Messag€6 Ldlilude, longitude, hBighl v6lodty, hsading, tme, sat€llito lfttcking
statug (iroiorole binery prdocol)
NMEA-o1 83 V€rsion 2.m (sotoctod irrmab) aya ade
Sottlvare seleclatte ouFut rat€ (coitinuous or po )
Bbad llst of co.nmand/contol m€ssagss
RS-232C int€rhc€

tow6r Requlremonls I to 16 Vdc or 5 Vdc i 0.25 V

lGotrAllvs' BATT Po',vEr 4.7$16Vdc;0.3 nA (max) or
3V on-board battery: 1 5|lA 0yp.) 50FA (nax)

:o €r Cm6umption 1.3WO5Vdc;1.8WO12Vdc

)im€nsions Roc€iwr board 3.94 x 2.76 x O.7 in. (100 x 70 x 17.0 nln)
Plastic hou6irE 4.13 x 3.03 x 1 in. (1oS x 7/ x 25.4 mm)
Activo ani.nna modut€ 4.01 (da.) x 0.89 h. (1(}2 (da.) x 22.6 mm)

W€ight Receiv6r boerd 2,3 oz. (54 g)

Rgc€iver in ples'tlc houdng 3.8 oz. (1 07 g)
Aclivo antonm modulo 4.S oz. (1 3€2 g)

Conn€cto6 Datehow6r: 10 pin (2r5) shrouded hsad6r, RF: OSX (subminiaturg
snatron)

Antsnna io R€c€iwa
ntercoon6clion

Slngle coaxial cade (6 dB rnsx toss at L1; 1575, 42 MHz)

Cp€rating Tomperatur€ R€cei\rer nodule -3O'C io +85.C
Acliw ant€nm rnodule -4O.C to +lm.C

Humidily 95% noncond€n6lng +3O'C to {€0.C

AlUtrde 60,mo fi. 08 kn)
> @,Om fi. (18 krn) lrr wlocnies < 10m knotE

Optiooal foaturos 1 PPS tmlng outsut
Raw m€asur€mqrt data
On-bo6rd r€chalgeable lhhjum battory

DGPS Olfior6nlial GPs.6tandard sottwere f6atub
FICM SGl 04 bmat (romots input)
Motorola custom lomat (master ou$ut and rgmote lnput)

f; 3.10
t
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TABLE II
COMPONENT LEGEND

B:SIGNATION SIDE
LOC

'x'
ATION

i -v'
stzEfit rr ftr^ro{ rrr 30r[0

-x' I -v" ltrqoHr
c: TOP 25. 3? .50 10.50 IJ.3O
c3 10P t7.5? 26.39 .60 460 3.35
c{ IOP ?.1.33 26 5? t0 60 3.15
c5 €0tT0N 26.8 57. 6.30 3.5r .05
c6 80TTot .35 36 6.30 305

08 IO? 40. I6.EI '1.60 1.50 .35
cr09 T0t 40 31 . 19 .50 160 .35c 0 l0P 40.34 2t 95 7.60 .60 35

0t TOP Jt.5t .76 t0 669 1.25
06 TOP tt8 t.19 .59 3 8l
D] TOP 50. t5 559 3.6 | 2 8t
08 l0P t.99 5{ l3 59 3.Er .Et
il I TOP r9 38 35.5 r5 0t t.3i 6.09

TOP r.26 5 t0 t0 69 655
L?0 IOP 2a 7 | 26 .50 t0 69 6.55
UI TOP t9.00 1g l6 8 6 .4t 254
u3 80TT0r.{ 14 1 lt.?2 I 5 24 r5
U4 80lIori 35.26 t8 .56 8l
U5 r0P 43.00 6 16? 4.4
U6 IOP 43 00 19.00 6.20 5.00 2.00
U] TOP 65 6 t 3 t2 r0 8.90 2.95
118 TOP 05.48 lt.{4 t7 I0 r8.90 1.95
lJ9 IOP 52.78 42. ?1 8.00 t_30 2.4
ut0 TOP 52.14 ?9 95 .c0 1 .30

80rT0{r 12.85 16.14 28.0t t8 0l 4.62
l TOP 65. t8 5!.64 t0.55 t0 15 .90

r0P .61 5t.?8 0 5.00 2.00
IOP 83. 29_ 95 t2 60 t5 t0

ut5 IOP 8t l0 l0 0r 12.6! t5. t0 3.8 r

TOP 80.59 19. 6 3 l2 60 t5 t0
lJr 8CTT0 11 10 5.tl t0 l?.95 290
YI IOP 54. t8 59. t6 8. 406 .5{

AA]TE RY 80TTO[ 20.35 t8.9? ?1.40 25 5 6.60

Bosic Orcore Dimer'sions

ls sHot/



XT ONCORE RECEIVER

The following discussion describes the operating features and technical character-

istics for the XT Oncore receiver

Operating Features

The XT Oncore receiver represents hardware version 1.5. It opemtes on +5 Vdc

regulated or +12 Vdc unregulared power source. Its data pon imerface is RS232

compadble. lt is encased within an aluminum housing. it has a 9-pin, DB

dahlpower connector and a BNC RF connector for antenna signal cormection.

XT Otcore Receiver

POWEM'ATA CONNECTOR
PIN-OUT DETAILS

PIN NUUBEN SIGNAL NAME

I S}IIELD TO CASE/EI'I GND

2 R$232-RXD
3 RS-232-TXD

4 vpp
5 ONEPPS.RTN

6 5/l2V-BAT
7 s/I2.RTN AND

RS232-RIN
8 12V-SW

9 ONEPPS

I s.rz
r
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Gen6r!l
Chfiacterlstlcr

Oncore GPS Receiver Technical Characteristics

Padoamancs
Chelactcrlatlc.

S.dal
Conmunlcation

PhyCcsl
ChaEct rlliic.

Erwiaonmai|tal
CharactarLtlcs

ELctrlc.l
C,haaacted!tlcr

lllrcall6neoss

Rec€iv6r Archltecture 5 (or 8) channol

L1 1575.42 MHz
C/A code (1 .023 MHz chip ralo)
Code plus cani€r Aacking (cani€r aid€d tracking)

Tracking Capability 6 (or 8) simultanaors satellits vehictes

Dynamics Velocity: 1000 knot6 (515 nvs)
> 1 000 knols at allitlJdss < m,OOO lt.
Accgleratioar: 4 g
J6rk 5 n/s3

Acquisition l'im€ Cnme To Fi6t
Flx, TTFD

23 s t!,ttcal TTFF (vith cun€nt atmanac, position, tim6 A?
eOeri)€ds)
45 s tydcai TTFF (with cunont almanac, poslfon and time)
2.5 6 typical rgacquire (<1 s int€rnat)

Poshionlng Accuecy Less than 25 m, SEP (wihout SA) [DoD may invok€ S€tsctil/€
Availabllity (SA), potenfa y degrading accuracy to 1 m m (2DRMS)]
DGPS accuEcy 1 -S rn6ts.s tyDical

Thlng Accuracy (1 Puls€ Por 130 ns ob€erved (1o) wtth SA on
h posilion hold mod€. < 50 ns obs€rved (16) wtth SA on

Active micro 6tip paich antenm modF
Po €rsd by rBceiwr modute (25mA O SVdc)

Datum6 49 std. datum6,2 u6€r detin€d, dehuh WGS-a4

Outsut Ms6sag6s Latitude, longilude, h€ight, vetocttv, h€ading, tihe, sate tte tracking
slatrs {Motorola binary protocol)

NMEA-O183 Version 2.00 (s6t€cled tormats) a\raitabte
Softwars setoctaue outsut lat6 (conlinuous or poll)
Broad list of codlmencyconbol messagos
RS-232C htoface

Pow6r R€quiremonts I to 16 Vdc or 5 Vdc I 0.25 V

'lGetrAli!€" BATT Porv€r 4.75-16Vdc;0.3 mA (max) or
3V oGboard battery: 15fA (typ-) 60!A (max)

Pov/€t Consumption necoiwr in n6talhou;ing t.g W O 12 Vdc

DimenEions Beceivar 5.5 x 42 x 1.25 in. (1,tO x 1OZ x O2 mm)
Acliw anlenna moduto 4.01 (dia.) x o.89 in. (1m (da.) x 22.6 mm)

W€ight R€cei\€r in metsl houslng 1 A.9 oz. (393 g)
Acliw anl€nna rnodute 4.8 oz. (l 36.2 g)

Coflnecto16 Dat€"/power: OB.9, RF:BNC

Anlonna to R€c!i\/sr Single coaxial caHe (6 dB max loss at L1; 1575, 42 MHz)

Op€€fng T€mpoEture Rsc€iwr modul€ '3O.C lo +85.C
Acliv6 anlenna modut6 -4OoC to +IOO'C

Humidlly 95% noncond€rdng +3).C to +6O.C

Alttrd€ 60,000 tl.08 kn)
> 6O,m0 fi. (1 8 kn) tor \€toctdes < 1 mO knots

Oplioial f6atur6s 1 PPS tming outsut
Rau/ mgasubm€nt data
On-bo6rd rechargeabto lithium baflory

DGPS Diflorental ePs-6tandard soltMr€ leaiJrc
RTCM SC-'104 tonhat (r€mote jnput)

Mololola cuslo.n format (maslsr ouFut and remoto input)

3.13 g
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VP ONCORE RECEIVER

The followiag discussion describes the operadng fea$res and rechnical chamcter-

istics lor the \? Oncore receiver

Operating Features

The VP Oncore receiver represenB hardware version 1.5. lt operates on +5 Vdc

regulated power source. lts data port interface is invened TTL compatible. lt is
shipped within protective packaging. lt has a l0-pin, datalpower connector and a
OSX RF connector for anEnna signal connection.

W Orcore Recavn

'* 
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VP Oncore GPS Receiver Technical Characteristics

Gcng'rl
Chancterlt'llca

Partofinanca
Ch.raclo.iltlca

S€r&l
Cornlnuhlc.tloo

Ebctdcrl
Chrf'ct rt llcr

Phy3lc.l
Chlr.ct rldlc.

Envlronmonl!l
CharacLrlltlca

MLc.ll.n.ou.

! a.re
i

R€caiver Arct lscturd 6 (or 8) channel

L1 1575.42 MHz

C/A code (1.Cr23 MHz chip tate)
Code piu6 carid tracking (callier aided hackjng)

Tracldng Capability 6 (or 8) simultanoous satellito vehlct€s

Dynamb6 V6lodty: 1000 knot6 (515 rn/s)
> 1 00O knol6 al altitudes < 60,000 ft.
Accel€raton: 4 g

Jerk 5 fiV63

Acquisidon iime cnm6 To Fltsl
Fx, TTFF)

23 s typlcal TTFF (with curont atmanac, position, lme and
€phemsds)
45 s lypicslTTFF (vdth cunsnt almanac, position and tms)
2.5 s typical reacquir€ (< 1 s lntamaD

Po6ilionlng Accuracy Le€s than 25 m, SEP (wtthout sA) [ooD lnay invoke sslocliw
Avaihbillty (SA), potontialy dogreding ac.uary to tcn m (2DRMSI
DGPS accurdcy 1-5 metoc tydcat

Thing Accuaacy (1 Puls€ P6r

S€cond, 1 PPS)

13O ns okeN€d (1a) with SA on
ln pooidon hold mode. < 50 ns obs€^,ed (1<') with SA on

Antenna ,cliv€ micro strip pebh antonne modute
Pow€r€d by rocohr6r modde (25rnA C! SVdc)
Pas6ive anlonna confguEton (s€e optionat t6atur€s)

DafumE 49 sd. dafun6, 2 us6r clefn6d, d6hu[ WG$84

Oubut Messag€s Latitud€, longltudo, helght, wtodty, headtng, tjme, saiE tte tackng
status (Motorola blnary protocol)
NMEA{I q} V6ntm 2.O0 (sel€ctsd brmats) avallaus
Sothvare s€lectauo outsut rato (continuols or pdl)
Broad list of cornmand/control m€seagss
TTL htrrfece (lnvert6d)

Pol ,€r RequlFmgnt6 5 t 0.25 Vdc fO mvpp ripple (max)

'Ko€trAliE BATT Povt€r Extamal 2.5 V to 5.25 V I sFA (type 6OpA {max)
3V o.t-b@rd battory: 15yA (typ.) SOFA (max)

Powor Con6umpton 't.1 w o 5v
Dim6nsions R€celr€r 2.m x 325 x 0.64 tn. (s0.8 x 82.6 x.t6.s mm))

Acliw ant€nna modute 4.01 (dta.) x 0.89 in. (.t 02 (da.) x 22.6 mm)

Weight R6c€lv6r 1.8 oz. (5t g))
Acitu€ anieona module 4.e 02.036.2 g)

codn€clots Data&orer: 10 dn (2x5) unshroud€d hoacl€r on 0.100 centers
RF: rlght anglg OSX (subminiafure snapon)

Anlohne to Recai\r€r Single coaial caua (for actir/€ anlenna - 6 dB max tos6 at L1;
1575.42 MHz)

Opsaiing T€mp€reture Roc€iver module -3O"C to +a5.C

Humidty 95% noncondendng +30eC io r€o.C

Alit de 6O,mO ft (18 krn)

> 60,m0 ff. (18 lan) br volocitio6 < 10m krct6

Optonal batures 1 PPS limhg outsut
Raw moasuremet dala
On-board t€afiaq€au€ Lithium baflery
On-board LNA opfon for use wlth passtv€ antenna

DGPS Olfielenlial GPs-staMard goflwalo lsaturo
RTCM SG1 04 lrrmat (remote hput)
Motorola cusiom tdmat (rnast€r outJut and remole input)



lJ1}POWER/DA]A LEGEND

SIGIIALNAM€ DESCRPNON

EXITRNAL APPIIED 8IC(.UP

+5Vdc iEGULATEo

GBOiJND GFOUND (FECE|VEE)

FLASH EPROM PROGMXMING

(NOr USEo)

OT{EPPS 1 PUISE PEB SECONO OIJIPW

7 ONEPP$FIN I PULSE PEF SEM D REruFN

E ]TL.TXD TNANSMIT5V LOGIC

I m.R)o RECEIVE 5VLOGIC

10 m.fiN ]RANSMITNECEIVE REIUBN

] 
r ooe sroer

i<--'-?655
'0'

Eiq [4
'B' (BOTTOM StDE)

COMPONENT LEGEND

BEF

DESIG
PCS
SIDE

L0cqn0 st4

B1 T 12A 33.6 20.5 1.0

cr7 T 67.1 6.,{ 4.3 7.tr 2.8

.t1 B 7214 9.,15 1.9 12.3 8.2

t2 B 3.35 28_15 6.0 6.0 6.0

S1 T n.6 10.6 39.3 23.0 5.9

B ?1A 10.6 393 23.8 5.9

Ll3 I 55.5 131 20.0 14.0 3.0

t/1 T 56t 1.2 ?s 10.3 2.5

vt B 16.0 14.0 11.5 3.6

U9 T 3,1.1 11.7 21.0 32
u10 I 35.5 35.1 150 11.5 3.6

u11 T 60.0 33.7 24.2 21.2 1.6

u12 I 61.3 29.8 15.0 3.6

Y1 T 45.0 5.9 2.5 6.7 1,5

NOTEI

(J1 ) POWERTDATA CONNECTOR:

MFfi: A[.lP i{lCr432G06

HEADER, lGPIN W2.54 CENTEBS

{J2) RF CONNECTOR:

MFR: MACoM *58d1-5002-1 0
(osx) su&MtN|ATURE SNAP-ON

W Ontore Pritted Grcuit Board
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CHAPTER 4 HARDWARE INSTALLATION

CHAPTER CONTENT

Refer to this chapter for the following:

. lnsullationprecautions.

. Thermalconsiderations.

. GPS Anteruu Module mounting.

RECEIVER MODULE INSTALLATION

Your Oncore receiver has been carefully inspected and packaged to ensure

optimum performance. As with any piece of electronic equipment, proper

installation is essential before you can use the equipment.

You can mount the Oncore receiver board into your existing

housilg system.

INSTALLATION PRECAUTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Before you insull an Oncore receiver, please reiew the following precautions and

considerations.

Electrostatic Precautions

The Oncore receiver prirted circuit boards (PCBs) contain parts and assemblies

sensitive to damage by electrostatic discharge (ESD). Use ESD precaurionary

procedures when handling the PCB.

Electromagnetic Considerations

The Oncore receiver PCBs contain a very sensitive RF receiver; you must observe

cenain precautions to prevent possible interference from the host s'Etem. Because

the electromagnetic environment will vary for each OEM application, it Is not

possible to define exact guidelines ro assure electrormgnetic compatibiliry.

RF Shielding

The RF circuitry sections on the Oncore GPS receiver boald are protected with a

tin plate shield to guard against porential interference from extemal sources.

When a design calls for the Oncore to be near or around RF sources such as

Installation Overview

CAUTIONI

@ noro^ot o 4.7 ,:
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Installer Caution
(Continued)

RF Shielding (Continued)

radios, it is recommended that the Oncore be tested and tried in the target

environment to identify potential interference issues prior to final design.

In wo6t cas€ situatioru, the Oncore receiver PCB may rcquire an addirional enclosure

in a metal shield to eliminate electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems.

Real-Time Clock (RTC)

When powered up, the RIC in the Oncore receiver will have an incorrecr time

unless it was previously set and maintained by extemal backup power. To ensure

a faster time to first fix, the time, dare, and GMT offset should be input if borh the
main power and battery backup power have been disconnected.

Thermal Considerations

The receiver operadng temperaure range is -30"C to +85"C, and the storage

temperature range is -40"C to +125"C. The antenna operating range is -40.C to
+100'C, and the storage remperature range is -4OoC to +125.C. Before

installation, you should perform a thermal analysis of the housing environment to
ensure that temperatures do not exceed +85"C when operating (+125"C stored).

This is panicularly impofiant iJ

. air circulation in the installation site is poor,

. other electronics are installed in the enclosure with the Oncore receiver
PCB, or

. the Oncore receiver PCB is enclosed within a shielded container due ro
electromagnetic interference (EMl) requirements.

Grounding Considerations

The VP Oncore receiver is grounded through pin 3 of the power/data corurector.

The four rnounting holes in the receiver PCB are isolated from the pCB ground
plane.

3 +.2
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PCB Mounting Hardware

ONCORE RECEIVER ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Refer to Chapter 3 for detailed electrical and mechanical specifications conceming
your Oncore receiver

Mounting Hardware

For all the design validation and process validation tests that were conducred and

completed successfully by Motorola, the VP Oncore PCBs were mounted on round
or hex female threaded meral standoffs and screwed/tightened down with metal

engl,sh or metric screws. The mounting standoffs are also available with english or
metric threads.

One of the key points in selecdng the four standoffs rhar will mechanically hold
and secure the VP Oncore PCB ro rhe applicarion PCB direcdy or indirecrly is rhe

diameter of the standofls. Obviously the height of the standoff will be determined

by the customers application. Recommended nominal diarneter of the standofls

should be around 0.165 in. or 4.16 rrun (See Figure 4.I.)

These standoff should give ample space and clearance between

. the outside diamerer of the sandoff and rhe outside edge of the RF shields of
the \? Oncore, and

. the outside diameter o[ the standoff and the outside edge of the l0 pin header

of the VP Oncore.

If the recomrnended diameters of the standoff are not alailable, one can probably

go higher with the next available diameter. See Table I for a suggested list of
companies that carry standoffs equal or close to the recommended diameters.

The maximum Iimit is around 0.212 in. or 5.38 mm diameter; at this point rhe

standoffs are literally touching rhe RF shields.

Another impofiant point to consider is the mating 10-pin receptacle on the

application PCB. When choosing this mating connector, one must be aware that

the outer diameter of the sundoffs should not come too close to this connecro!.

Obviously the height of the standoffs will be derermined by the components

that are populared on the applicarion PCB, especially rhe height of the l0 pin
receptacle. See Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for recommended layouts of the sundoffs and

4.3 ii
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Mounting Hardware
(Continued)

Mounting Hardware (Continued)

maring receptacles. Also see Motorola drawing in Chapter 3, which has an outline
drawing of the VP Oncore receiver The drawing describes the overall placement

and height of large componems and connectors populated on both sides of rhe

W Oncore PCB.

The recommended screws for the standoffs that will secure the \? Oncore to the
standoffs are metal screws with 4-40 threads or M3 thrcads. The nominal torque
to assemble the VP Oncore PCB with screws ro the standoffs is 6 inlb each with a

maximum of 7 and minimum of 5 in-lb. Washers are not required nor
recomrnended for use with the VP Oncore PCB. All design and process validation
testing was completed with metal screws mounted directly onto the pCB without
washers.

Figure 4.1: Layout oJ the W Oncore pCB cross sectioft with reference to
the stand.off and, screw

L€ngth ol standoff
determined by
application

* nn

I

English or me166 

-

standoffs. (tor OD of
standotfs see Table 1)



Mounting Hardware
(Continued)

Mounting Hardware (Continued)

Table 4.1: List of Threadzd Standolf Snppliers

Design and Process Validation Test Information

Motorola has conducted numerous design and process tzlidation tests for different

versions of the \? Oncore. Mechanica\ the VP Oncore dimensioru are exactly

the same for different versions (rnodel numbers) of the \? Oncore PCB.

One of the key legs of the design validation is the thermal shock testing followed

by vibration testing. ln thermal shock testing the temperature cycles every hour
from -3O"C to +85'C . The unis are put rhrough anl.where from 300 ro 500

cydes before going on to the vibration table where they are mounted on metal

standolls.

Sturdiness and Reliability of Metal Standoffs

The VP Oncore PCB mounted on standoffs 0.375 or 0.500 in. Iong passed the

vibration test successfully. The vibradon test is three axes, one hour each, at 7.7

Gs random vibration, ln the final analysis this is a severe military specification as

per MIL-STD 8i0E. After the vibration rest leg of the design validarion, rhe screws

lose about 60% to 80% torque, which is expected as per design. Also, all rhe parts

populated on both sides of the W Oncore PCB remain soldered ro rhe PCB wirh
no loose connections. lndependent vibration tesring at two hours per axis also

proved successful.

4.s tI
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No. Company Name Pan description of metal sundoffs Outside
diameter

I Keysrone Electronic Corp.
Tel: 7I8-956-8900
Frx: 718-956-9040

. Plain female standoffs
4-40 threads available in lengtis
from 0.250 to 1.0 in.

. Plain female sundoffs
M3x0.5 mm drcads available in
Iengtls lrom 5 to 25 mm

0.187 in.
round or
hex

5mm
hex

2 RAF Elecuonics Hardware
Tel: 203-888-2133
Fax: 203-888-q860

. Plain fernale sundoffs
4-40 threads available in lengths
from 0.250 to I.0 in.

. Plain female standoffs
M3x0.5 mm thrcads available in
Iengrhs flom 5 to 25 mm

0.187 in.
round

4.5 mrD
hex

3 PEM Engineenng &
Manufacturing Corp
Tel: 215-766-8853
Fax: 215-766-0143

. Self clinching female sundoffs
4-40 threa& available in lengbs
from 0.250 to 1.0 in.

. Self clinching female standoffs
M3:O.5 mm thteads available in
Iengths from 5 to 25 mm

0.165 in.
round

4.2mm
round



Moun ing Hardware
(Continued)

Sturdiness and Reliability of Metal Standoffs (Continued)

Motorola has also conducted independent vibration tess such as the SAE J1455
Truck Cab spec. (1.04 Gs for four hours per axis) and the SAEJ12l1 Car Chassis

spec. (2.57 Gs for four hours per axis). Both of them passed successfully with rhe

\P Oncore PCB mounted on 0.375 in. high standoffs.

Motorola conducted independent shock tesu conducted ar the 30 G level (10 ms

duration) for 100 times, which also passed successfully

Design Worksheets

Given below in figures 4.2 and 4.3 are sample worksheets which show the Vp

Oncore and the application PCB mounted in rwo different ways. The purpose of
these workheets is to provide the reader with recommended design guidelines.

Figure 4.2: Sanple lalout oJ cps W On ore pCB which is directly
connected. to the application pCB:

4-40 screw

VP ONCORE PCB
0.062 thick

I /- 10 pin Header

O.o9o AMP p/n:104:|266
Plain tround standotls
0.375 high with a OD ol
0,187. For example, use
Keystone Corp. standolts -
p/n: 2026 aluminum
material or p/n: 1804 brass
zinc plated material

<- Nominal Gap 0.020

0.265 

- 
l0 pin Receptacte
AMP p/n: 146219-2
or AMP p/n: 53586-3

All dirnensions are in inches

Applicatjon PCB

t n.a
I
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Mounting Hardware
(Continued)

Design Worksheets (Continued)

Figure 4.3: Sample layout ol GPS W Oncore pCB and, the application
PCB indzpndentlt mounted. on obaseplate:

VP ONCORE PCB
0.062 flick

Applicalton PCB
0.062 thick

'10 pin Header
AMP p/n: 1043264

10 pin Recepiacle
AMP p/n: 146219.2
orAMP p/n: 53586.3

Distance
between

PCB8 = 0.376

All dimensions are in inches

4.7 ,
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Anterma Module
Mounting
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ANTENNA MODULE CONNECTION AND MOUNTING
Your antenna module contains a low-profile antenna specifically designed for use

with the Oncore receiver. GPS signals are received by the antenna, amplified
within the aruenna assembly, and then relayed via cable ro the Oncore rcceiver
module for processirg. The antenna is enclosed in a plastic housing which
protects it from harsh environmental conditions

Cable and Connector Requirements

The antenna module relays received GPS signals and receives power (5 Vdc @ 25

mA) from the receiver module via a single cable.

An RG-58 coaxial cable is recommended for proper connecdon of the antenna

module to the receiver module. Note that the cable should have a stranded or
braided inner wire rather than a solid inner wire. A female RF connector located
in the base of the anterma module provides the necessary interface to the antenna,s

electrical circuitry Note that the power loss along the cable should not exceed 6
dB at a frequenry of 1575.42 MfL (GPS - LI). For RG-58 cables, the maximum
cable length is restricred ro 6 m ro satisfy this 6 dB requirement.

RF connections between the antenna module and the receiver module are

connected by cables having right angle subminiature sn .* . ,n connecrors on both
ends. The recommended suppliers for these RG-58 cable assemblies are:

. M/A-COM subminiarure plugs; p/n: 5837-50O6-13, and

. Phoenix Company subminiature plugs; p/n 13-2800-I2OOM.

lf you are planning to use other suppliers for the plugs, they must mate to the
corresponding subminiature jacks that are currently on the GpS receivers and
GPS antenrEs. For reference, the supplier name and their part numbers are:

. For CPS antennas: M,/A-COM straighr subminiature jack,

p/n: 5862-5013-13,

. For GPS receivers: WA-COM straight subminiature jack,

p/n: 5862-500+-10 and M/A_COM right angle

subminiature jack, p/n: 5864-5002-lO, and

Pho€nix Company dght angle subrniniature jack;

p/n: l3-345O_01N.

Mounting

The following frve different amema mount optioru are available for the amenna

module:

. Direct Mount Kit.

. Lip Moum Kit.

. Magnet Mount Kit.

. Post Mount Kir.

. Marine Mount Kit

Refer to Table 4.2 for recommended antenna installaion torques.

Detailed descriptions of the first four kit assemblies follow

$ n.t
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

When mounting the antenna module, it is imponant to remember that GpS

positioning performance will be most optimal when

. the antenna patch plane is level with the local geographic horizon, and

. the antenna bas full view of the sky ensuring direct line-of-sight to all visible

satellites over head.

Table 1.2 Recornmended Installation Torques
Assemble and,/or mount GPS Antenna

Model # ANT630IA1 (grey) or ANT62301B1 (white)

Direct Mount Model No. MNT623IIA]: 12 ro 15 in-lb
Post Mount Model No. MNT623I2AI: 12 to 15 in-lb
Lip Mount Model No. MNT623I3AI; l0 to 12 inlb

Magnet Mount Model No. MNT62314AI: lO to 12 in-lb
Marine Mount Model No. MNT623I5B1: 12 ro 15 in-lb

Notes: L For all autennas marked with Model Years 92 and 93, the recommended torque
should not exceed 10 in-lb. for the differcnt mounting versions.

2. EEgUsh to meEic - torque conveEion:
. l0 inlb = I.13 N-m = 0.115 kg-In
. 12 in-lb = I.35 N-m = 0.138 kg-lll
. 15 inlb = 1.69 N-m = 0.173 kg-m

Figure 4.4: Proper Anteffia Placement

2nd Choice Placement
ll r€commsnded pbc€m€ob are not

aYallabb, heso may Stllllce

tlot i Oi trEl€, er{..r$B @ bG ph6d tErb ! ft.At e. ltdoit d 6 ts d|i6/6 sld.
.rt lbr @ vix nld
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Direct Mount Kit Installation

The direcr mount accommodates applications requiring rigid, surface mouming.

Perform the following steps to install the direct mount kit:

L Dnll a 20 mm hole through the deck plane where you will place the antenna.

2. Attach the antenna cable connector to the mating connector on the anenna

module base.

3.

Figure 4.5: Direct Mounted Antenna Module

lnsert the connedor boot over the cable connection and irtro the circular boot

socket.

Route the antenna cable along the strain relief track located in the base of the

antenna module (see Figure 4.6).

Route the antenna cable through the hollow slot in the antenna module,s

threaded stem.

Rernove the peel-off liner from the outer gasket and attach the gasket to the
bottom of the mounting shroud.

lnsen the threaded stem through the mounting shroud, outer gasket and

deck plane.

lnstall and riglrten the cable retaining nut to the threaded stem of the antenna

module. Refer to Table 4.2 for torque requiremens.

7.

4.

5.

4.10



Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Direct Mount Kit Installation (Continued)

Figure 4.6: Direct Mount Kit Assembly

NOTE: For low-profile cable mounting, route the antenna interface cable through
the side slot in the cable retaining nur.

CAELE
BOUTING
OIAGRAM
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)
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Lip Mount Kit Installation

The lip mount allows for amenna placement along the edge of a deck plane (3.2

mm maximum thickness), such as the trunk lid of an auromobile.

Figure 4.7: Lip Mounted. Antentn Module

Perform the following steps ro install the lip mount kit.

I. Auach die antenna cable cormector to the mating connector at the antenna

module base.

2. lnsert the connector boot over the cable connection and into the circular boot
socket,

3. Route the antenna cable along the strain relief track located in the bottom of
the antenna module (see Figure 4.8).

4. Fit the mountitg shroud to the antenna module.

5. Route the antenna cable rhrough the side slot in the middle of the mouming
shroud base.

6. Place the lip bracket over the threaded stem of the antenna module and pass

the cable through the lip bracker cable norch.

7. Tighten the panel nut onto the threaded stem, securing the entire assembly A
15 mm 6 point socket is recommended.

8. Remove the peel-off liner from Iip bracket pad and adhere rhe pad to the lip
bracket covering the panel nut.

9. CIip the lip bracket assembly to the selected antenna deck plaue (3.2 mm
maximum).

10. Tighten the endre asxmbly to the deck plane by tightening the set screw
(M5 x 0.8 hex Allen wrench).

| +.p
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Lip Mount Kit Installation (Continued)

SEI SCFEW
(Ms x 03)

CABLE Rd/TING
DIAGMI'

-e
Figure 4 .8: Lip Mount Kit Assenbly
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Magnet Mount Kit lnstallation

The magnet mount allows you to mount the antenna module on a flat metal

zurface without the need to drill mouming holes.

An adhesive-backed insulator is placed over the magnet at the base of the shroud
to prevent surface scratching.

Figure 4.9: Mognet Mounted. Anteana Module

Perform the following steps to assemble the magnet mount kit.

l. Attach the antenna cable connector to the mating connector at rhe antenna

rnodule base.

2. Insert the connector boot over the cable connection and into the circular boot
socket (see Figure 4.10).

3. Route the antenna cable along the strain relief track located ar the base of the
anterma module.

4. lnsert the a enna module into the mounting shroud. Align the shroud's cable

exit slot over the cable.

5. lnsen the magnet into the shroud such that the magnetic side faces outward.

6. Tighten the panel nut onto the threaded stem, securing the entire assembly

7. Remove the peel-off liner from the insulator and adhere the protective

insulator over the magnetic surface at the base of the shroud.

;
I
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Magnet Mount Kit Installation (Continued)

'Ir'

RUBBER
B0oT

ctsrE Fot flNG
DIAGMI,l

Figure 4.10: Magnet Mount Kit Assembly
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)
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Post Mount Kit Installation

The post mount allows you to mount the antenna module onto a verdcal or
horizontal post or bar with a maximum diameter of 30 mm (such as rhe suppon
arm of a rruckl extemal side mirror).

Figure 4.11: Post Mount Antenna Module

Perform the follov/ing steps to assemble the post moum kit.

1. Attach rhe antenru cable cornector to the rnating connector on the antenna
module.

2. Insen the connecror boot over the antenna cable connector and into the
circular boot socket.

3. Route the antenna cable along the strain relief rrack locared in the base of the
anterus module.

4. Route the antenna cable through the hollow slot in the antenna module's

threaded stem.

5. Remove the peel-off liner from the outer gasket and atrach to the bortom of
the shroud.

6. lnse the threaded stem through the mounting shroud, outer gasket, and

post bmcket.

7. lnstall and tighren the cable retaining nur to rhe threaded stem of the amenna

module-

i.

I
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Antenna Module
Mounting (Continued)

Post Mount Kit lnstallation (Continued)

8. Arrach rhe post to the post bracket with the bolts, post clamp, lock washers,

and nuts

NOTE: The post bracket can support a venical or horizontal post by rotating the
post clamp. For low profile mounting, route the cable through the side

slot in the cable retairung nut.

CAB{T
NEIAINII'IG
NUt

Figure 4 .12: Post Mount Kit Assembly
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CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM INTEGRATION

CIIAPTER CONTENT

fufer to this chapter for the following:

Interface protocol descriprions.

Operational modes of your Oncore receiver

Additional customizing capabilirievoperarion.

OVERVIEW

The Mororola Oncore receiver is an inteliigent GpS sensor intended to be used as

a component in a precision navigation system. The Oncore receiver is capable of
providing autonomous position, velocity, and time information over a serial RS232

pon. The minimum usable system combines the Oncore receiver and an intelli-
gent system controller device.

INTERFACE PROTOCOL

The Mororola Oncore receiver is provided with one RS-232 serial data pon. The

pon is configured as a data communicadons equipment (DCE) pon and provides

the main control and data path between the Oncore receiver and the s;ntem con-

tloller. The user can customize the VO protocol on the Oncore poft to be one of
three different forrnats. ln order to suppon differenrial applicatioru, the Oncore

receivers suppon various degrees of di{Ierential capabilities dependent on the

selected protocol. The table below sumnarizes rhe buih-in DGPS features as a

function of the user-selected VO protocol. The Basic and Xf Oncore recetvers use

an R5-232 poft, and the \? Oncore uses an inverred TTL pon.

Operational Overview

Available Interface
Protocols

Availahle Protocoh

FOHMAT TYPE BAIJD BITS STAFT$OP PARITY FEATURES
DIFFERENTIAL

CAPABILITY

Motorola Binary 9600 8 1t1 No Full controyall data FITCM SGl041 or Motorola binary

NMEA ASC 4400 I 1tl No Partial contrcl/selected
messages

RTCM SG1O41

LORAN ASCII 12m I 111 No Litte coniroyone ouFut
message

None

Notes: 1. RTCM SC-1.O4 decoding of Message Type #l & 9 exists in deoptioned unirs- It is available to all users at no addirional cost.
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Available Interface
Protocols

(Continued)

INTERFACE PROTOCOL (CONTINUED)

Once you select a format t1pe, the Oncore receiver operates in the selecred proto-
col. The Oncore receiver remembers the protocol when the power is removed and

initializes itself to the previous sute when power is reapplied. You can switch ro
an altemate VO protocol by issuing the valid "switch Format" input command in
the currendy selected forrnat. All parameterc set in one format are remembered

and applied in the alternate format.

The VO pon operares under intemrpt control. lncoming dau is stored in a buffer
that is serviced by the Oncore receiver's operating pro$am. 1n the posirion Fix
mode, this buffer is sen'iced every 1.0 seconds.

Description of the Motorola Binary Format
Motorola Binary Format 

The binary d.ata messages used by the oncore receiver consist of a variable num-
ber of binary characters. These binary messages begin with the ASCII @@ charac

ters and are terminated with the ASCU carriage return and line feed <CR><I-F>.

The first two bytes afrer the @@ characters are two ASCII rnessage lD bytes that

identify the panicular strucure and format of rhe remaining binary data. The last

three bytes of all messages comain a single by'te checksum (the exclusive-or of all

message bltes after the @@ and before the checksum), and a message terminating
ASCII carriage retum line feed character sequence.

Message Start:

@@ - (two hex 40s) denotes san of binary message.

Message lD:
(A..2)(a..2, A..2,0..9) - ASCIT upper-case letter, follorved by an ASCI1

lower-case or upper case letter, or digit. These two characters identify

the message type, and implies the correct message length and format.

Binary Data Sequence:

Variable number of bytes of birury data dependent on the command q,pe.

Checksurn;

C - The exclusive-or of all bpes after the @@ and prior ro rhe checkum.

Message Terminator:

<CR><LF> - carriage retum line feed denodng end of the binary message.

Every Oncore receiver input command has a conesponding response message so

you can verify that the input cornmands have been accepted or rejected by the

Oncore receiver. The rnessage format descriptions in Chapter 6 detail the input
comrnand and response message formae. lnformation contained in the data fieLds

is normally numeric. The interface desrgn assumes that the operator display is

under the control of an external system dara processor and that display format

and teft messages reside in its memory This approach gives you complete control
of display format and language. The Oncore receiver reads the input command '
string on the input buffer once per second. lf a full command has been received,

| :.2
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Description of the
Motorola Binary Format

(Contiuued)

Motorola Binary Format (Continued)

then it operates on thar command and performs the indicated funcdon. The fol-
lowing logrc relates to the input character string checks that are performed on the

input commands:

. A binary message js considered to be received if

(1) it began with @@ and is rerminated with a carriage rerurn and a line feed,

(2) the message is the correct lengrh for its type, and

(3) the checksum validates.

You must take care in correctly formatting the input command. pay panicular
attention to the number of paramerers and their valid range. An invalid message

could be interpreted as a valid unintended message. A beginning @@, a valid
checksum, a terminating carriage rctum line feed, the correct message length and
valid parameter ranges are the only indicators of a valid input command to the

Oncore receiver For multiparameter input commands, the Oncore receiver will
reject the entire comnand if one of the input parameters is out of range.

Input and output data fields conuin binary data rhat can be interpreted as scaled

floadng point or integer dau. The field width and appropriate scale factors for each

parameter are described in the individual VO message format descriptions. polariry

of the data (positive or negative) is described via twob complement presentarion.

Once the input comrnand is detected, the Oncore receiver validates the message

by checking the checkum blte in the message.

lnput corrunand messages can be stacked into the Oncore receiver inpur buffer, up
to the depth of the message buffer (2048 chancrers long). The Oncore receiver

will operate on all full mersages received during the previous one second interval

and will process them in the order they are received.

Every irtput command has a conesponding output response message. This erubles you

to veriS tlut the Oncore receiver accepted the input command. The Oncore receiver

Esponse rnessage to properly formatted commands with at least one out-of,range para-

meter is to retum the origirul non+hanged value of rhe parameter(s).

lnput commands may be of the type that change a particular configuration para-

meter of the Oncore receiver. Examples of these input corrrand rJpes include

commands to change the initial posj.tion, the Oncore receiver intemal time and

date, satellite mask angle, satellite almanac, etc. These input commands, when
received and validated by the Oncore receiver, change the indicated parameter

and result in a response message to show the new value of the particular parame-

ter. lf the new value shows no change, then the input command was either for-

rnatted improperh or the paramercr was out of its valid range.

5.3 ,
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Description of the
Motorola Binary Format

(Continued)

Motorola Binary Format (Continued)

lnput commands may be of the type rhat enable or disable the output of dau or
status messages. These output shtus messages include those that the enemal con-
troller will use for measuring position, velocit)l time, pseudomnge, and satellite

ephemeris data. Sktus messages are output at the selecred update rate (typically,

once per second) for those messages that conuin position, velocitll time, or range

data, or can be commanded to outpur the data one time upon request. Those mes-

sages that include slowly changing data, such as satellite ephemeris data, satellite

visibility tables, xDOP tables, etc., are ourput only when the Oncore receiver

detects a change in rhe data from the previous output data. For example, if the user

enables the Oncore receiver to output ephemeris dau, the Oncore receiver will out-
put the ephemeris data once upon receipt of the input command, and then once

upon detection of the change of the ephemeris (typically once per hour).

All of the Posirion/SatuvData message types can be selected independently to be

outpur ir a continuous fashion (at the selecred update rate), or once each time the
data is requested (polled). The rate at which the data is ourpur in the cominuous

output mode is dependent on the type of data in the message. The Data Message

Output Rates table shows the rates at which the data messages are output for each

type of message, depending on the setting o[ rhe continuouyone-rime opdon rhat

is pan of lhe inpul command.

For the case where more than one output message is scheduled during rhe same

one second interval, the GPS receiver will output all scheduled messages but will
attempt to Iimit the total number of byes transmitted each second to 750 b1tes.

For the case of multiple output messages, if the next message to be sent fits

around the 750 bFe length goal, then the message will be output. For example, if
messages totaling 718 bytes are scheduled to be sent, and the user requests anoth-

er 58 byte message, then 776 bytes will actuaUy be senr. lf the user requests yet

another 86 blte message, then its ourput will be left pending and will be sched-

uled when the total number of output bpes allows. The order shown in the Data

Message Output Rates rable is the priority order for uansmitting messages. Below

this priority list, the Oncore receiver Control Parameters response messages and

the Utilities response messages have the lowest priorit)a You can select each of the

output data messages as either one-time ourput (polled), or output continuously
(continuous) at a selected update rate.

The polled or continuous option of each output message is remembered during
the power-off state in the Oncore receiver nonvolatile memory

NOTE: Every "change-parameter type" input command has a corresponding

response messzrge showing the configuration parameter change. To

request the current status of the Oncore receiver, enter an input com-

mand with at least one out-of-range parameter The response message to

properly formatted commands with out-of-range parameteE is ro output
the original unchanged value of the parameter.
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Description of the ili Motorola Binary Format (Continued)
Motorola Binary Format $

(Continued) ;1 oaa Messdge output Rttes
...:

i I oureur uessAGE TypE I conrrnuous 1m=r...zs:

* 
The message is sent one second after word l0 of the currenr subframe is collected.
One rime a{rer rhe current sublrame (word l0) of dau has been collected.

The Oncore receiver is capable of supponing the following oprional capability via
the Motorola Binary yO Format. Receivers with no options insralled will not
respond ro, nor create, the following input/output messages listed below In addi-
tion, the I PPS hardware output of the receiver VO pon is deactivated. you can
irutall these options independently at any time. Contact your Motorola pNSB

customer representarive for information about option fistallation.

Options

Option: TimingfTime MM

Option: Timiftg/1 PPS C^pabiity
Position Hold Posirion
Position Hold Enable/Disable
Measurement Epoch Offset
I PPS Time O{Iset
I PPS Cable Delay

Optiot: Real-nme Diferential Capabiliry (is now a standard feature)
Position Hold Position
Posidon Hold Enable/Disable
Output Pseudorange Correction (Master Station)
lnput Pseudorange Correction (Remote Mobile)

OUTPUT MESSAGE TYPE CONTINUOUS (m=1...25s) ONE TIME (m=0)

Position/Channel Status

Position/Statrs/Data Extension
Output Message

At sslected update rate

At selected update rate

When requested

When requested

8-Channel Position/Statu$/Data
Output Message

At sglecled update rate When requested

S.Channel Position/StatudData
Extension Outsut Message

At selected update rate When requested

Satellite Range Data Output At selected updale rate When requested

8-Channel Satellite Range
Data Output

At selected update rate When requested

Pseudorange Corr€ction
Output

At select8d update rate When requested

Ephemeris Data Output When Eph data changes When rgquested

Satellite Broadcast Data
Msg

Once e!r'ery six seconds' One time"

Visible Satelllte Status When Vis data changes When requested

DOP Table Status When DOP data changes When requested

&Channel DOP Table Status When DOP data changes When requested

Almanac Slatus When requested

Leap Seclnd Pending When requested

).) ii
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do pseudorange and carrier phase processing in real-rime or post-mission.

Motorola Binary Format InpuVOutput Processing Tirne
Input/Output Processing

Time The receiver operates in two modes: idle and position fix. When the receiver is in
the idle mode, no satellites are being tracked, and only the lasr knowa receiver

position is arailable. When the receiver is in the position fix mode, satellites are

being tracked, and the current receiver posl,tion is available. ln the idle mode, the

receiver processes input buffer data as soon as a full command has been detected.

ln the position fix mode, the inpur buffer data is serviced once a second.

The message response time will be the time from rhe trar:srnission of the first byte
of inpur data to rhe rransmission of the last bJte of outpur data. For the idle

mode, assuming I ms per ransmission of a data byte, and assuming 50 ms com-

mand processing, the best case and worst case scenarios follow.

Best Case (ldle): Delete all waypoins
Tbci = shonest command input + command processing + shon-

est command output -
= 7ms+50ms+7ms
= 64 ms

Worst Case (ldle); Output route

Twci = longest command input + comrund processing
+ longest command output

= 2I ms+50ms+377ms

= 448 ms

ln the position fix mode, the command processing time will be skewed since the

rime will be dependent on when rhe inpur message buffer is processed. For best

case processing, the input command would have to arrive just before the input
buffer data is processed, and the output response would have to be the first (or

only) receiver output. For worst case processing, the input command would have

to arrive jusr after rhe input buffer data bad been processed, and the outpur

response would have to be t}te Iast receiver output. Assuming one ms per trans-

mission of a data bfe, assuming 50 ms command processing, and assuming a

uniform distribution for time of input command data entry the best case, typical
case, and worst case scenarios are shown below.

t s.oi
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Motorola Binary Format
Input/Output Processing

Time (Continued)

NMEA-0I83 Format
Overview
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Input/Output Processing Time (Continued)

Best Case (Position Fix): Delere all waypoints

Tbcf = shonest command input + command processing + short-

est command output

= 7ms+50ms+7ms
= 64 ms

T'?ical Case (Position Fix): Any command

Ttcf = input an1'where across one second period

+ command processing + output anyvhere across one

second period following comrnand processing

= 0.5 sec + 0.05 sec + 0.475 sec

= L025 sec

Worst Case (Position Fix): Any command

Twcf = input beginning of one second period + output end of

one second period

= I sec+ I sec

= 2 sec

NMEA-0 183 Format Description

Output of data in NMEA-0I83 standard format allows interface via the RS232

port to an electronic navigation instrument that suppons the specilic messages

that are transmitted. The Oncore receiver will support the following NMEA output

messages as per the NMEA-0183 Revision 2.0.1

Specilication:

GPGGA GPS Fix Data

GPGLL GeographicPosition-l-atitudel-ongitude

GPGSA GPS DOP and Acrive Sarellites

GPGSV GPS Sarellites in View

GPRMC Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/

TMNSIT Data

GPVTG Track Made Good and Ground Speed

GPZDA Time and Dare

You can enable or disable each message output independently and control the

update rate at which the informadon is output. Once enabled to output a panicu-

lar message at a panicular rate, the GPS receiver remembers the settings when

powered off and reconfigures iself to the same state when powered up again.

,
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NMEA-0183 Format
Overview (Continued)

LORAN Format
Overview

RTCM SC-104 Format
Overview

NMEA-0183 Format Description (Continued)

AII NMEA messages are formatted in s€nrences *ut begin with ASCII $ (hex 24)
and end with ASCll <CR><LF> (hex 0D and hex 0A). A five-character address

occurs after the ASCII $. The firsr two characrers are the talker lD (which is Gp

for GPS equipment), and the last three characters are the sentence formatter or
message ID from the list above. Any number of fields and an oprional checksum

can occur in the sentence as long as the toral number of characters does not
exceed 79. Fields within the message are delimited by the ASCII comma.

The checksum is calculated by XORing the I da:a bits of each character in rhe

sentence between, but excluding, the $ and the optional (*) or (CS) checksum.

The high and low nibbles of rhe checkum byte are sent as ASCII characters.

You control the output of the above listed messages with Motorola NM format
me.asages. Inpur messages are allowed in the NMEA specification, and uke the
form $PMOTG,,,,,*CS<CR><LF>. All input paramerers are separated with comma
delimiters. The P characrer identifies the message as proprietary formaq and the
MOT is the manufacturer designator for Motorola lnc.

For the case where more than one output message is scheduled during the same

one second interval, the GPS receiver will output all scheduled messages bur will
attempt to limit rhe number of byes transmitted each second to 375 bytes. For
the case of multiple output messages, if the next message to be sent fits around
the 375 byte length goal, then the message will be output. For example, if mes-

sages totaling 334 bytes are scheduled to be sent, and the user requests another
80 byte message, then 414 bnes will actually be sent. lf the user requesrs yet

another 70 b}te message, then its output will not be generated. The order for pri.-

ority for transmitting messages is simply alphabetical.

LORAN Emulation Format Description

This panicular output message format is intended to emulate the position sutus
rnessage string from a LOMN receiver This allows you to use the GpS receiver ro

replace the LOMN receiver in embedded positioning system applications.

You can request the LOMN position sutus message string to be output at any
update rate (ftom one second to one hour in one second increments) and can

operate it in a polled mode where the host can request the receiver to output the
position status message upon request. The selected rate of the output message is

remembered between power on-off-on sequences.

RTCM SC-10,+ Format Description Version 2.0

The receiver ernploys a decoding algorithm thar allows the unit to directly decode

the RTCM SC-IO4 Tlpe I differential message from rhe input serial pon. The

technique employed allows the unit to simulaneously accept rhe RTCM SC-IO4
T}'I)e I format (6 of 8 type with rwo mosr significant bits always Ol) data srream

along with other receiver input commands (in either Mororola binary format or in

I"
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RTCM SC-104 Format
Overview

(Continued)

Operating Modes

Time to First Fix

U/A - This panmder is airurned ro b. nor available.
N/A - Not applieblc. Knryledge of rhir parrnctcr bs no dlecr on TTFF in rhis conffEuErid
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RTCM SC-104 Format Description (Continued)

NMEA format) on rhe receiverb single inpur RS-232 poft. To input both RTCM
SC-i04 Type 1 dau as well as Motorola binary or NMEA prorocol commands,

there is a simple set of rules that must be employed to ensure that one rype of
data is not interpreted as the orher

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Oncore receiver can operate irl one of two modes:

. Position Fix Mode

. ldle Mode

ln rhe Position Fix mode the Oncore receiver auromatically acquires and tncks
satellites; meazures the pseudorange and integrated carrier phase data to each of
up to six or eighr sarellites; decodes and collects satellite broadcasr data; computes

the Oncore receiver's position, velocity and time; and outputs the rcsuls accord-
ing to the curre VO configuration selected.

ln the ldle mode, the Oncore receiver's real-time clock and battery-backed RAM
are mainuined, but no satellite tracking or positioning opeEdons are performed.
Power consumption is reduced slightly in this rnode.

TTFF is a function of position uncertainrt time uncefiainty, almanac age, and

ephemeris age as described in the TTFF Information table. The following inforrna-
tion assumes the 6-channel Oncore receiver Aatenna has full view of the sky
when tumed on.

Reacquisition time for all GPS satellite signals after signal obscumtion is a function
of the obscuration time, as shown in the Reacquisition table.

8-Channel6or TTFF

POWER.UP
STATE

INITIAL ERROR AGE TTFF

POS VEL TIME ALMANAC EPHEMERIS (typical) (e0%)

Hot 100 km 75 rnlsec 3 min 1 month <4hrs 23 sec 30 sec

Warm '100 km 75 n/sec 3 min 'I month U/A 53 sec 66 sec

Cold - 1 N/A t{/A N/A 'I month U/A 7.9 min 15.0 min

Cold - 2
(detault) N/A N/A N/A uA UIA 13.0 min 25.0 min

Rea.qukition Time

TIME OBSCURED REACQUISITION TIME (Typical)

15 sac < 2.5 (<1.0 seconds internal)

30 sec < 3.5

45 sec < 3.5

60- sec < 3.6

5.s tt
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First Tirne On

When the Oncore receiver powers up for the first time after factory shipmenr, ir is

configured in the Position Fix mode and Mororola Binary format. By default, the
initial date and time wili be inconect. This will force the Oncore receiver inro a

cold power-up state (cold stan), and it will begin to search the sky for all available

satellites. After one satellite has been acquired, the date and time automadcally

will be set from the satellite. When three or more satellites are tracked, automatic

position computarion is inidated.

At power down, the Oncore receiver remembers its currem configuration. This is

the configuration it will be in upon the next power up.

"Keep Alive" Power Disconnect

If you disconnect the "Keep Alive" power (BATT power), then the real-time clock

and the battery backed MM memory will be erased. ln this scenario, date and

time are lost and the Oncore receiver will enter the cold power-up state when
power is reapplied.

Motorola Binary Format Initialization

The Oncore receiver powers up in the same mode it was in the last time it was

used. lf it was left in the Position Fix mode, the Oncore receiver executes the

satellire acquisition and tracking algorirhrns and will compute posirion when it
acquires at least three satellites. The type of message output also depends on the

previous $ate. For each of the user-rcquesuble outputs, the receiver remembers

the previously requested message state and rate (conthuous or one-time) and out-
puts the prcviously requested messages. If no messages were requested condnu-

ously the last time the receiver was used, it wais for an rnput command before ir
outputs any other data, even though it may have acquired mtellites and is com-
puting position internall)r

The Oncore receiver need not be initialized to its approximate user position coordi-

nates to acquire satellite and output position, nor does it require a cuEent satellite

almanac. However, the TTFF will be considerably shoner if you help the Oncore

receiver find satellites by s€tting the appoxirnate initial position coordinates, setting

the time and dae correctly, and insulling a current satellite almanac.

When it is tumed off, the Oncore receiver remembers all of the user-set input
parameters with the following exceprions:

It always configures itself into the autornatic satellite selection mode when

power is applied. You can command the receiver into manual satellite select

mode after applying power

After being powered down, the receiver does not remember manual satellite

assignmens to channels or the state of the ephemeris hold switch.

!
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Operating Modes
(Continued)

Motorola Binary Format Initialization (Continued)

The Oncore receiver stores its last used posirion coordinates in nonvolatile rnemo_

ry and uses this information in the satellite acquisition aigorithm. It also stores
time and date information in an intemal real-time clock so you do nor have to ini_
tialize this information after you initially set rhe rime or after it is obtained from
the satellites. ln addition, the rcceiver retains the last used satellite ephemeris as
long as the 5/I2V_BATT power is applied. lf you move the Oncore receiver a grear
distance before using it again, it will find and acquire satellites, but the TTFF will
be longer than normal the first time you use the receiver you can initiaiize the
approximare posirion coordinares for faster TTFF if desired.

Each parameter in the VO format description shows the factory_set default value
for each parameter.

NMEA Format Receiver lnitialization

The Oncore receiver powers up in the same mode it was in the last time lt $ras

used. lf it was in the Position Fix mode, it executes the satellite acquisition and
tracking algorithms and will compute position when it acquires at least three satel_
lites. The type of message output also depends on the previous state. For each of
the user-requestable outputs, the Oncore receiver remembers the previously
requested message state and update rate and outpus the previously requested
messages. If no messages were requested the last time the Oncore receiver was
used, the receiver waits for an input command before it outputs any other data,
even though it may have acquired satellires and is compuring position internally

LORAN Format Receiver Initialization

The Oncore receiver po$/ers up in the same mode it was in the last time rt was
used and remembers the rimed position update count. lf it was in the position Fix
mode, it executes the satellite acquisiiion and tracking algorithms and will com_
pute position dau when it acquires at least three satellites.

When you power up the receiver, it will outpur the first verified posirion (qualiry
factor = 1) when it acquires the lirst three or more satellites and computes a valid
position. It will then reset the dmed interval counter and begin to output the data
on the timed update Iate.

If the Oncore receiver cannot obtain a verfied position after the timed update
period i.s completed, it will outpur the last known verified valid posirion wirh the
Q status set to 0 and restan the timed update intewal.

lf the record output at the end of a timed interval contains e = 0, the Oncore
receiver will send out one more record the next time it computes valid data and
the Q status will be set to one in this record. Timed outputs will continue without
modification of the timer; that is, the rimed intewal will not be reset to zero corn_
cident with the secondary Q = 1 6u1pu1.

r
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Operating Modes
(Continued)

RTCM SC-IO4 TYPE I/9 MESSAGE DECODING

When using rhe RrCM SC-I04 T1pe f/9 data (6 of 8 t1pe, with wo most signif!
cant bits always 01) in conjuncrion with either the Mororola Binary or the NMEA
protocol, special care must be exercised by the user to ensure that the RTCM SC-

lO4 T>pe I/9 dau messages and the Motorola Binary,AlMEA data messages do nor
interfere with each orher

To better understand what the user must do to insert borh RTCM SC-IO4 dara

and eirher Motorola binary data or NMEA format commands, the user should

understand how the receiver RS-232 message decoding software operates.

The Oncore receiver RS-232 decoding logic operates as follows:

The received data from the RS-232 pon is placed into tv/o buffers yia imerrupr
driven software. l-abel these two dara buffers BI and 82. The Motorola binary
Data format and the NMEA dara formar is onhogonal to the RTCM data.

Consequendy the receiver message decoding logic first looks for Mororola format
data (or NMEA data, depending on the message formar selected) firs by decoding
the appropriate format data from bufler B1. lf any GpS input command.s or dau is
detected in the itream, the intemal software executes tbrt cosunand and then
removes the Motorola binary data message out of buffer BI and 82. Any remain-

ing data left in 82 is passed to the RTCM SC-104 decode sofrware.

The user of the receiver in a diJlerential system (based on the RTCM SC-IO4 Typ€

l/9 conection stream) can configure their slstem i o two classes, depending on
their requirements. These two conffgurations consist of:

(l) Applications NOT requiring real-time GpS control.
(2) Applications requiring rcal-time GPS control.

Applications NOT Requiring Real-Tirne

To operate the Oncore receiver with a beacon receiver, the Oncorc receiver must
first be configured into i.ts desired operadng mode with the Oncore IBM-PC con-
troller (supplied) or the userb custom equivalent. This requires connectrng the

Oncore receiver VO port direcdy to a PC with a standard serial cable, running the
receiver control software, and setdng the configuration desired. Configuring the

receiver establishes the desircd operating mode and allows the user to select

which type of output data format they desire (examples, Motorola binary or
NMEA).

l s. rzi
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Applications NOT Requiring Real-Time (Continued)

System Itterconnect anA Dqto, FIow oJ Differentia.l S|stem

Not Requiing Real-Time GPS receiver Control

DIFFENNTIAL

c0BnEcTloNs
300 kHz ./

so BPs (usK) .'
8TCM.104 FORMAT//

SATELLITE SIGNALS

1.5?5 cHz

/ ./ 50 8PS (BPS()

/

I

ryVtt
lcolsr cumo I

I srerror 
I

Eh
!q

ONCORE

RECEIVER

(6OFEo Ln RXD

TXD

COISTGUARD

BEACON RECEIVER

MOTOROLA BIITARY DATA

OF
NMEA DATA

+12 VDC TO USESEoU|PMEIIT +svDc oR

+12VDC

ln the differential application shown above, the Oncore receiver cannot be con-
trolled by an extemal device while in operadon as rhe inpur pon is tied up by the
beacon receiver input. ln addition, the output port of the Oncore receiver is dedi_
cated to the uset's output data logging or display systern,

Applications Requiring Real-Time

ln order to utilize the Oncore receivets' VO pon for both iapur of differential cor_

rections and rcceiyer commands, the user must install some form of system con-
troller between his source of rhe RTCM SC-IO4 data and the receiver. The follow-
rng figure shows the interconnect diagram of the Oncore receiver, the beacon

receiver, and the user control-display processing unit.

The Oncore receiver is designed to accept its normal VO commands and at the
same time accept RTCM SC-104 format differential corrections. The user's con_

troller-display processor acts as a lralfic cop and appends user directed commands

to the RTCM 5C-104 decoded data before the combined data is sent to rhe

Oncore receiver

Of course, there are some restrictions as to how the user's control-display unit
appends the GPS commands ro rhe RTCM SC-104 decoded data so as ro prevenr

&
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Applications Requiring Real-Time (Continued)

data collisions and corruption. These requirements, and others, are described
below

Recommended logic to prevent data collisions is as follows:

The User Conkoller/Display unit can pass the RTCM SC-IO4 daa stream directly
Irom rts beacon input pon [o the Oncore recelver ourpur pon.

When it is time for the ControyDisplay unit to issue a series of commands to the

Oncore receiver, the ControVDisplay unir buffers the RTCM SC-1O4 data stream in
a local buffer while rhe command(s) are being passed to the Oncole receiver.

System Intermmect and Datq. Flow oJ Differenti.ql

System kquiirlg Real-Time GPS receiyer Cottrol

A-fter all of the commands are sent to the Oncore receiver, the ControV Display

SATELLITE SIGNALS

1.575 cHz
_- / s0 BPs (8PSK)

OIFFEBENTIAL

CORRECTIONS

O0 kHz

s0 BPS {li,!SK)
RTCM-Io4 FoRMAT -/

unit can then send all buffered RTCM SC-I04 data to the Oncore receiver without
loss of any data.

The Oncore receiver automatically outputs a short birury response meisage
(@@Ck...Motorola binary format) to every correctly decoded RTCM SC-104 Tlpe
1 message received. lf operating in NMEA protocol, the NMEA sentence GGA has

a field that indicates the age of the last RTCM SC-104 Tlpe I correcdon.

g

{

COASTGUARD

EEACON RECEIVEB

USER CO{TROU
DISPLAYUNIT
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OUTPUT DATA LATENCY

The Oncore receiver outputs position, velocity and time data on rhe RS232 poft
once each second. The stan of rhe ourput data is timed to closeiy correspond with
the receiver measurernent epoch. (The measurement epoch is rbat pobt in time at
which the receiver makes satellite mnge measurements for the purpose of comput-
rng position). The first blte of RS232 dara in the posirion message is output between
0 and 50 msec after the mosa recent Oncore receiver measurement epoch.

Refer to the Posirion Channel Status Output Message latency figure for the d,iscus_

sions that follow.

Let T1 be the most recent measurement epoch. The Oncore receiver takes about
one second to compute data frcm the satellite mnge measutemems. Consequently,
the data output 0 to 50 ms after Tp reprcsents the best esrimate of the posiuon,
velociry and time based on the measiurements taken one second. in the past; that
is, at time Tk_l. Position data Qadtude, longirude, and height) is compured ftom
the most recent rneasurement epoch data, and is available about 0.3 to 0.7 sec_

onds after the measuremenb are taken.

Position Anmel Stotus Output Message l,atency

It-t = Computer frequsncy olfsst ot r€csiv€r tocet osci ator

Fo 1575.42 MHz

K1 , Kp - ConveFion trom radians2d to meters/sed

K3, l(4 - ConwGion tmrn radian!y' s€c to m€t6rs/ssc
(VELOCIry.MAGNITUDE)

(HEADING)

$

SATELLITE RANGES @ TK-I
SATELLTTE RANGE RATES @ TK-1

IF&-r+at 
1&-ry

Or=h-r+at 1ir,-r1

Hs=H1-1*4 
1ft1-1 ;

T*=T,.-,+t* (*-rlFo;

vprffi,P+-(q-{fffi--p
HDdanr(K3(\-j), & (4k-i)X4 quadran0
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OUTPUT DATA LATENCY (CONTINUED)

To compensate for the one second computational pipeline delay a one second

propagated position is also cornputed that corresponds to T1 based on the pos!
tion and velocity data computed from measurements taken at time Tp_1. ln rhis
way, the position dara ourput on epoch Tp will most closely correspond with the

receiver true position when the data is output on the RS232 port. Of course, therc

can be a position error due to the propagation process if the receiver is undergo-

ing acceleration. The error can be as large as 4.5 meters for every g of acceleration.

There is no sigmficant error under stationary or constant velocity conditions.

Position Data Latency

The position data output in the current data packet; i.e., at time Tk, is the result

of a least squares estimation (l.SE) algorithm operating on satellite pseudorange

measuremenE uken at time Tk_1. The resulting lSE position corresponding to

rime T1_1 is then propagated one second forward by the velocity vector (also the
result of an I5E fit based on satellite pseudorange rate measuremenb taken at

Tp-1). The resulting propagated posirion is output at the Tk epoch.

Velocity Data Latency

The velocity data output in rhe current data packet (i.e., at time Tk) is the result

of a least squares algorithm operating on satellite pseudorange rate measurements

taken at time T1_1. The pseudorange rate measuremenls are derived from the dif-
ference in integrated canier phase data sampled at measurement epochs T1_1 and
T1-1 -200 milliseconds.

Time Data l-atency

The time data output in the current data packet; i.e., at time Tk, is the result of a
least squares algorithm operadng on satellite pseudorange measurements taken at

time Tp_l. The time estimate at T1-1 is then propagared by one second plus the

computed receiver clock bias rate at time Tp_1 before being output at time Tk.
The resulting time data is the best esdmate of the local time conesponding to the
Tp measurement epoch based on data available at T1_1.

Satellite Range/Range Rate Data latency

The sarellite time data fields ourput in the current data packet; i.e., at time Tk,
rcpresent the time indicated by the received dara for each satellite at the T1_1

measurement epoch, The satellite time data is precisely the same data the Oncore
receiver uses in the computation of satellite pseudoranges for use in its intemal
lSE algorithm. The satellite time data is the result of a narrow band code tracking
filter that is carrier aided. This smoothing process reduces the measurement jitter
to a very srnall quantity, yet still allows the output position to respond to d)mamic
behavior with no associated ffltering lag.

5.16
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Satellite Range/Range Rare Data Latency (Continued)

The raw code phase and code discriminator data is not smoothed and reflects the
instantaneous code phase at the Tk-l measuremem epoch.

The integrated carrier phase data is the irstantaneous phase of the Ll carier at
the Tk_1 measuremem epoch. The data contains both integer and fractional carri-
er cycle data.

The "GPS local time" field in rhe message corresponds ro the best estimate (i.e.,
ISE derived) of rhe measurement epoch time at time T1- 

1 
.

Pseudorange Correction Data Latency

The data output in the current data packet (i.e., at time Tk) represents the cofiec_
tions to pseudorange and pseudorange rate as observed by rhe GpS receiver ar
time Tk_1 The Oncore time reference field in the message corresponds to the
Oncore receiver's best estirEte (i.e., I5E denved) of the measurement epoch time
at time Tk-I.

ONE PULSE PER SECOND (IPPS) TIMING

System Timing - Measurement Epoch

The Oncore receiver timing is established relative to an intemal, asl,nchronous, I
kHz clock derived from the local oscillator The receiver counts the one kFlz clock
cycles, and uses each successive IO00 clock cycles to define the time when the
measurement epoch is to take place. The measurement epoch is the poim ar
which the receiver captures the pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements
for computing position, velocity, and time.

When the receivet stars, it defines the first clock cycle as the measurement epoch.
Every lOO0 clock cycles from that point define the next measurement epoch. Each
measurernent epoch is about one second later than the previous measurement
epoch, where any di{Ierence from I.OOOOOOOOO seconds is rhe result of the receiv_

er local oscillator intentional offset (about +13 microseconds per second) and the
oscillatorb inherent insrability (i2 parts per million over temperature range).

When the Oncore prccess computes receiver local time, this time conesponds to
the rime of the last receiver measurement epoch. This time is precisely known by
the Oncore process to an accuracy of approximately 20 to 300 nanoseconds
depending on satellite geometry and the eflects of SA.

The Oncore receiver allows users to specify the fractional pan of time for the mea_

surement epoch to within one millisecond. For example, suppose the uset speci_

fies the measurement epoch offset to be 0.123 seconds. When this occurs, the
measurement epoch of the receiver is adjusted so that the fractional pan of

I5.r7



System Timing (Continued)

receiver local time b between 0.123000000 and 0.123999999 seconds. Time is

reladve to UTC or GPS time depending on rhe dme-tlpe as specified by rhe user

by the UTC Time Correction Enable/Disable parameter.

The Oncore system dming is designed to slip time when necessary in discrere one

millisecond intervals so that the receiver local time corresponds to the desired

measurement epoch offset. The Oncore observes the enor between actual receiver

local time and the desired measuremenr epoch offset and then slips the appropd-
ate integer milliseconds to place the measurement epoch to the corect integer

millisecond. When a time skew occurs (such as after initial acquisition or to keep

time within limits due to local oscillalor drift), the receiver lengthens or shonens

the next processing period in discrete one millisecond steps.

Valid range for the timing skew is -1 to +999 milliseconds. The -l input is intend-
ed to compensate for Iocal oscillator intentional offset. Recall rhat the receiver

local oscillator is tuned slightly Iow in frequency, which causes slightly more than

one second of dme to be clicked off between each 1000 clock cycles. At the first
fix, when rhe s)stern measures dme for the fir$ time, there can be up to 999 addi-

tional milliseconds in the next one second interval (that is, the very next inter%l
can be extended by up to 0.999 seconds) in order to place the measurement

epoch at the user-selected value of i.nteger millisecond time range.

IPPS Timing

Users can specify an ofiset (via the One Pulse Per Second Time Oflset) for the lppS
output anywhere between 0.000000000 to 0.999999999 seconds from the mea-

surement epoch time. Users also can comperuate for antenru cable length with the

parameter One Pulse Per Second Cable Delay The rising edge of the lpps js placed

so that it corresponds to the dme indicated by the following equation:

1PPS Rising Edge Time

Measurement Epoch Offset Time + 1PPS OIIset Time - IPPS Cable Delay Time

Consider the following example:

Measurement Epoch Offset Time = 0.100(+)

IPPS Offset Time = 0.500987654(+)

IPPS Cable Delay Time = 0.000654321(-)

TOTAL 1PPS Rising Edge Time = 0.600333333

The rising edge of the IPPS signal is adju$ed so that it occurs corresponding to

the fractional part of time equal ro the rotal above. The fractional pan of time is

measured relative to UTC time or GPS time depending on the setting of the UTC

Time Correction Enable/Disable parameter

& '"
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IPPS Timiug (Continued)

The rising edge of rhe IPPS signal is the rime reference. The falling edge will
occur approximately 200 miiliseconds (+/-l ms) after the rising edge. The falling
edge should not be used for accurate time keeping.

1PPS Signal Definition

. 0to5Vlivepulse

. I PPS time mark is synchronous with rising edge of pulse

risingfrom0Vro5V

. Rjse time is approximately 20 to 30 ns

. 5 V pulse width is approximately 200 ms i 1 ms

. The falling edge will occur approximately 200 ms after

the rising edge.

. Accumte to 300 to 500 ns in stand alone mode

. Accurate to under 50 ns in position-hold mode

Output Data Timing Relative to Measurement Epoch

The receiver outputs six messages containing time informadon:

(l) Posirion/StaruyData Output Message (hours, mirrutes, seconds,
fractional seconds)

(2) Satellite Range Data Outpur Message (GpS local time in integer and
fractional seconds)

(3) Pseudorange Conection Message (GpS reference time for the
corrections)

(,+) NMEA GpcGA Message (hours, minutes, seconds, hundred*rs
of second)

(5) NMEA GPRMC Message ftrours, minutes, seconds, hundredths
of second)

(6) NMEA GPGLL Message (hours, minutes, seconds, hundredths
of second)

These six messages, if enabled, will be ourput from the receiver shonly after a

measurement epoch. Generally, the first data blte in the first message will be out-
put belween 0 to 50 milliseconds afrer a measurement epoch. For the
Position/SatuyData message as well as all of the NMEA messages, the time outpur
in the message reflects the best estimate of the most recent measurement epoch.
For the Satellite Range Data message and the pseudorange Correction message,

5.1s t
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Output Data Timing Relative to Measurement Epoch
(Continued)

the dme data indicates the best estimate of the measurement epoch two epochs

ago (rhat is, approximately 1.0 to 1.05 seconds ago). A simple riming diagam is

shown below

'jpps oFFSETAND lpps cABLE oELAy = o

Inverted TTL Output

The serial interface signals, RXD and TXD, are available for user connection.

A ground signal is also required to complete the serial interface. There is no addi-

tiornl protection and signal conditioning besides the imemal protection of
the microprocessor These signals are coming from the rnicroprocessor directly
They are regular TTL signals with voltage ranges from O to 5V For input signals,

minimum input high voltage is 2.0V and the maximum input high voltage is 5V

Minimum input low voluge is 0V and the maximum inpur low voltage is O.BV

For output signals, minimum output high voltage is 2.4V and the maximum out-
put low voltage is 0.5V

This interface is not a conventional R5-232 itterface that can connect to a pC

(which is normally equipped with an R5-232 interface) directly An RS-232 dri-
verlreceiver is required to make this connection. The driver/receiver provides a

voltage shift from 0 ro 5V to a positive and negarive voltage (for example, tLoV),
and also has an inversion process in it, Some R5-232 driver^eceiver integrated cir-
cuits (lCs)-for example; Mororola's MCI45407-will provide all these functions

with only a +5 V supply

0Vto0.8V =logic0
2.4 V to 5.0 V= logic I

RS-232 -5 V to -15 V = logic I
5Vto15V =1ogic0

NOTE: 50 pf rnaximum capacitance on TTL level output

j'<-- 0.50 ms

$ s.zo
p
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SIGNAL STRENGTH VALUES

The Positiou,/Status Data Output Message has a unitless signal strength valve

that can be used to determine the relative signal levels of received satellite signals
(refer to the figures below). The accompanying formulas are approximadons for
the assumed typical receiver paramet€rs and should be accurare to approximately
t 2 dB. Formula 1 translates the signal srrength value to dBm, and Formula 2

yields the signal to noise ratio (SNo). Borh formula assume a 1 Hz bandwidth. The
greatest margin of enor will occur at the stronger levels, and the formulas will not
work at levels where the signal strength value has been limited to the maximum
value ol .215

300

250

200

Signal rso

Strenglh
Value 1oo

5o

0

Sigtul Strength Value os. Input Sigfltl Leael
Formula 1: dBm = 20 * Logl0 [sv] - 163.4

n50 -145 n40 -135 -130 _125 -120 _115 -1lO nos

lnput Signat (dBm)

)

)
(

)
I )

300

250

200

Signal 150

Strength
Value 1oo

50

0

Signal Strength Value os. Signal to Noix Spectrat Density
Formula 2: SNo = 20 * Logt0 lsvl + 4.6

27.9 32,9 37.9 42.9 47.9 52.9 5A.1 63,5 69,2

SNo (dB)

)

.)
/

-.t
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ffiffiE CHAPTER 6 VO SOFTWARE COMMANDS
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i,

lli:l
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The following Input aud Output data lields contain binary data rhat can be inrer-
preted as scaled floating poim or integer data. The field widrh and appropriate scale

factors for each parameter are described in the individual VO message format descrip-

tions. Polariry of the data is described via the two's complement presentation. lnpur
commands may be of the type that enable or disable the output of data or status mes-

sages. These output status messages include those that the extemal controller will use

for measuring position, velocity, time, pseudorange, and satellite ephemeris data.

lmmediately following this page is a listing of the Input and Output fields in
alphabetic order by function. You may use this to find the appropriate binary com-
mand that you may wish to look up in this section.
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Command List Alphabetically by Function

Note; This is a Quick Reference of PC controller commands. The comr
are listed by both the "controller command, and the .binary 

@@
mand",

tunctioD Description ffi
Cornmand Setting Conmand Pase #

IPPS ppsdelay 0.000 @Az 6.58IPPS CASLE DEIAY OPTION

IPPS NONE 0.000 @Ax 6.s4MEASUREMENT EPOCH OFFSE-T OPTION

IPPS TIME RAIM SETL? AND STATUS GCITANNEL rrsla! ri-. nerU OOgo-t:O:-
Aborithm'oFF"

TIME nnIM SEruP AND SIATUS 8-CIIANNEL tIsrrtg Tinae RAIM @En 6. I38
AlgoritiEr .OFF"

IPPS

ppsofl 0 @Ay 6.56
IPPS ]PPS TIME OFFSET

2-D 2-D TO O-D HDOP THRESHOLD doprrask 12.0 @AC 6.64

3-D TO 2-D XDOP IHRESHOLD3-D doptlu 6.0 @@Al 6.28
ALERT-PI-ANNTNG AI.ERTPI.{NNING -6-CIIANNEL alen @Cd 6.110
AIERT-PIINNING ALERT PLANNING . &CIIANNEL alenS N/A @rd .44
ALMANAC ALMANAC UPDATT OPTION @&LaLnhou Up&te 6.32
ALMANAC ALMANAC STATIJS MESSAGE alm Polled @Bd 6.80
ALMANAC ALMANAC DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE alnrout Polled @Be 6.87
ALMANAC

APPLICAI1ON

BROADCAST

DAIE

DATUM

Ary4I4ggETYgT 

-

APPUCATION TYPE

SATELLITE BROADCAST DAIA MESSAGE

DATE

DAT!,tvf lD CODE

almin

aPtype

NONE

ilate

datum

llld
Polled

No chapge

wGs44

@cb 6.108

@AB 6.62

@Bl 6.100

@Ac 6.10

@Ao 6.34

u&tum WG5-84 @Ap 6.36USER DEFINED DATTJMSDATUM

default @cf 6.116DEFAI,ATS SET.TO.DEFAULTS

doptype ?DOP @Aj 6.24DOP XDOP Tl?E

@AJ 6.70

@Bh 6.90

@Ce 6114

DGPS

DGPS

DGPS

dto 90 s.copds

Pollcd

DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION TIME.OUT

OUT?UT PSEUDOMNGE CORRECTION
OUTPUT MESSAGE

?SEUDOMNGE CORRECTION INPIJT

DOP - 6CH XDOP TABLE STATUS MESSAGE - GCHANNEL dop polled @Bc 6.73
DOP - 8G{ XDOP TABLE SBTUS MF5SAGE - &CIIANNEL dp8 Polld @Ec 6.128
EPHEMERIS EPHEMERG HOLD OPTION eptrhold Disable @AA 6.60

EPHEMERIs INPUT EPHEMERIS DATA ephin @Bf 6.84
EPI{EMERB EPHEMERIS DAIA oUTPUT MESSAGE ephout Polled @Rt' 692
p(IENSION MsG POSIT'IONISTATUyDATA EXTENSTON MSG. - 6-CIt .xr Pollcd @BL 5.96
EXTENSION MS6 POSITIONATAIUYT'ATA EXTENSION MSG. - 8-CTI 6.134et8 Pollcd @@Ek

POSITION FIX ALC,ORITHM TYPE fix N-itr-vicw @Ar 6.42Flx

HOLD POSITION PARAMETERS php 0 @@As 6.44HOLD

POSITION-HOLD OMON ph Disablc @Ar 6.46
HOLD

ALITTUDE-HOLD HEIGHT PAMMETER ahp O @Au 6.48TTOLD

ALNruDE.HOLD OPTION aI Disable @Av 6.50TTOLD

comtnands
com-

r'r 6.2
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Command List Alphabetically by Function
(Continued)

Function Description
Command Setting Comnrand Page #

HEIGHT HEIGHT hgt 0.00 @Al 6.16

ID RECEN'ER ID COMMAND STRING id N/A @@Cj 6.122

IGNORE SATELUTE IGNORE LIST ignoE None @An 6.30

IONOSPHERE IONOSP}trRECORRECTIONOPTION ion En ble @Aq 6.40

LANTUDE I-{TITT]DE lat 0 degr€es @Ad 6.Il
LEAP LEAP SECOND PENDING STATUS MESS,C,GE leapcec pollcd @@Bj 6'14
LONGITI,'DE IINGITLDE lon o degrE€s @Ae 6.i
LORAN SWITCH VO FORMAT NONE BIN 6.168

LORr{N

LORAN

OUTPUT T1ME INTERVAI

POSITIONING DATA OUT?UT

NONE

NONE

Polled

Polled
I
z

6.I66

6.164

MASK SATELLIIE MASX ANGIf nask 10 degrees @Ag 6.18
MESSAGE OUTPUT ALIGN NONE Disabl€ @AE 6-6a

MODE POSITION FIX/IDLE MODE OPT1ON mode ldle @CC 6. I I I
NMEA S\\'ITCH YO FORMAT NONE N/A FOR 6.162

NMEA

NMEA

NMEA

GP6CA (GPS FrX pATA)

GPGLL (GEOGRAPHIC PO$NON.
LATITL'DF/LONGITL'DE)

GPGSA (GPS DOP AND ACTN'E SATELUTES)

NONE

NONE

NONE

Polled

Polled

Pollcd

GGA

GLL

GSA

6.148

6.152

6.154

NMEA GPGSV (GPS SATEIINES N \TIEW) NONE PoUed cSV 6.156

NMEA GPP-\{C (RECOMMENDED MNIMUM SPECIFIC NONE poued RMC d.150
GPgTMNSIT DATA)

NMEA

NMEA

GPVTG (TRACK MADE @OD AND GROIJND SPEED)

GPZDA (NME AND DAIE)

NONE

NONE

Polled

Pollcd

vTG

mA.

6.158

6.160
POSITION - 6CH POSITIONATAru9DATA OUT?tIt I{ESSAGE, GCH pos pollcd @Ba 6.72
POSITION .8CH POSITION/CHANNEL DATA . 8-C}IANNEL ps8 Polled @Ea 6.124

RANGE DATA-6CH SATELUTE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MES'{GE - 6-CH mg polled @@Bg d.B6

RANGE DATA4CIi SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUT?UT MFJSAGE - 8-CH ,gS polcd @Eg 6.D;
SATELLITE SATELLITE SELECT ss Nonc @Ai 6.22

SATELLIIE SATELLITESELECTOPTIONS sEr AutoEatic @Ah 6.20

SAfTLLIIE VEIBLE SATELUTE STATUS MESSAGE vis Pollcd @Bb 6.76

SELF.TEST.6CH SELF-TFJT.GCHANNEL stlJtcst @Ca 6. tO6

9EI.F.IEST.8CH SELF-TFsT.&C}TANNEL selft6tS @Fa 6.142
9WITCH SWTCTI YO FORMAT ioformat MotorDh @Ci 6. l2o
IIIRESHOLD XDOP I{YSTERESIS dophp 1.0 @Ak 6.26

]HRESHOLDS CORRECTION TITRFSHOLDS conlu 0BZ @AD 6.66

NME GMT gru 00:m @Ab 6.8

IIME TIME OF DAY time No chrngc @@Aa 6.6

utc Enablc @Aw 6.52I1ME UTC TIME CORRECT1ON OPTION
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i Command List Alphabetically by Binary Command
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rl:

Functio[ Description Controller Default Binary User Guide
Comrnaad Setting Command Page #

EPI{EMERIS EPHEMERIS HOLD OPNON ephhold Disable @AA 6.60

TIME TIME OF DAY time No change @Aa 6.6

APPLICAIION APPLICAIION TYPE aptyp€ knd @AB 6.67

NME GMT smt 00:00 @Ab 6.8

DAII DATE ilate No change @Ac 6.10

2-D 2.D TO O.D HDOP THRESHOI-D doprnask I2.0 @AC 6.64

I-AIITIJDE T^TITUDE lAr 0 degces @Ad, 6.12

T}IRESHOLDS CORRECTION THRESHOLDS conhr OBZ @AD 6.66

LONGITL'DE LONGITL'DE lon 0 degre6 @Ae 6.14

MESSAGE OUTPUT ALICN NONE Disablc @AE 6.68

HEIGHT HTIGHT hgt 0.00 @Af 6.16

MASK SAIELLITE MASK ANGLE mask I0 degrers @Ag 6.18

SATELLITE SAfiLLITE SELECT OPTIONS sm Aubm2tic @Ah 6 20

SATELLITE SAIEIIITE SELECT ss None @^ 6.2)

DOP XDOP TYPE doptypc PDOP @Ai 6.24

DGPS DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION TIME.OUT dto 90 seconds @AJ 6.70

I'IiRESHOLD XDOP HYSTERESIS dophys 1.0 @Ak 6.26

3-D 3-D TO 2-D XDOP THRESHOLD doptlr 6.0 @Al 6.28

IGNORE SATELLITE IGNORE IIST ignor. Non€ @Am 6.30

ALMANAC ALMANAC II?DATE OPTION aldbold Updare @An 6.32

DATIJM DATI'M ID CODE &tun WGS-84 @Ao 634
DAT1JM USER DEFINED DATTJMS u&tum WG984 @Ap 6.36

IONOSPHERE IONOSPHERECORRECTIONOPTION ion Enablc @Aq 6.40

FIX POSITION FIX ALGORITHM TYPE fix N-in-vicw @Ar 6.42

HOLD HOLD POSITION PAMMETERS php 0 @As 6.44

HOLD POSITION-HOLD OPTION ph Disable @Ar 6.46

IIOLD ALIITUDE-HOLD IIEIGHT PAMMETER ahp 0 @Au 6.48

IIOLD ALTITIIDE.HOI-D OPTION ah Disable @@Av 6s0

T'IME UTC TIME CORRECNON OPTION trtc Enallc @Aw 6.52

IPPS MEASTIREMENT EPOCH OFFSET OPTION NONE 0.000 @Ax 6.54

IPPS IPPS TIME OFFSET pp6ofi 0 @Ay 6.56

IPPS 1PPS CABLE DEIAY OPTION ppsdelay 0.000 @Az 6.58

POSITTON - 6CH POSITTONATATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE - 6-CH pos pollcd @k 6.72

SATELLITE VISIBLE SATELLITE 5TAIUS MESSAGE vis Pollcd @Bb 6.76

DOP - 6CH XDOP TABLE STATUS MESSAGE - 6-CIIANNEL dop Polled @Bc 6.78

ALMANAC AIMANAC STATUS MESSAGE allfl Polled @@M 680

AIMANAC ALMANAC DAn{ OUTPUT MESSAGE almout Polled @Re 6 82

EPTIEMERIS INPUT EPHEMERIS DATA ephih N/A @Bl 6.84

i o.+
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Command List Alphabetically by Binary Command
(Continued)
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tunctioD DescriptioD co@
Conmand Settirlg Command Page #

RANGE DATi6CH SATELUIE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE - 6-CH Ing polled @Bg 6.86
DGPS OUIPUT PSzuDOMNGE CORRECTION

OUTPUT MESSAGE
corout Poll€d @Bh 6.90

ephout PoUed @Bi 6.9)EPHEMERIS EP}IEMERIS DATA OUT?UT MFJSAGE

LEAP leapscc Polled @@Bj 6.94LEIP SECOND PENDING STATUS MESSAGE

EXTENSION MSG POSITION/5TIIUyDATA EXTENSTON MSG. - 6-CH ext polted @B! 6.96
BROADCAST SATELLITE BROADCAST DATA MESSAGE NONE Polled @@Bl 6.tOO

TIME RAIM SETLIP AND SltruS 6-CIiANNEL rEta! Iurle RArM @nn 6.t02
AlSorithb "OFF"

TPPS

sclftest @C^ 6.106SEI.F,IEST - 6CH SELF-TEsT - 6.C11ANNEL

elnin N/A @Ch 6.t08ALMANAC ALMANAC DATA INPIIT

alen @@Cd 6.tIOALERT-PI-{NNING ALERT PT.ANNING - 6-CHANNEL

corin N/A @Ce 6.114PSEUDOMNGE CORRECT1ON INPUTDGPS

dejault @Ct 6.116DEFAULTS SET-TO-DEFAULTS

mode ldle @Cs 6.llg14ODE POSITION FDVIDLE MODE OPT1ON

iofon*t Motorola

id N/A

ps8 Polled

SwITCH

ID

POSITION - 8CH

SWITCH UO FORMAT

RECEI\,'ER ID COMMAN'D STRING

POSITION/C}IANNEL DAT{ . &CHANNEL

@@ct 6'L10

@cj 6.122

@F3 6.n4
DOP - 8CH XDOP TABLE STAIUS MESSAGE - 8-CHANNEL dp8 polled @Ec 6.128
RANGE DATA-8CH SATELUTE RANGE pATA OUT?UT MESSAGE - B-Ctt rCS pollcd @EC 6.13;

e€ Polled

lrstatS lime RAIM
Algori$m "OFF'

@Ek 6.134

@En 6.138

@Fa 6.142

@@Fd 6r-4

EXTENSIONMSG POSITION/STATU$DATAE$ENSIONMSG..8-CH

IPPS TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS &CHANNEL

SELF-TFsT - 8CH SELF-TEST - 8-CHANNEL selftest8

al.rt8

N/A

LORAN SW1ICH VO FORMAT NONE N/A BIN 6.16A

NMEA SWITCH VO FORMAT NONE N/A FOR 6.162
NMF-A GPGGA (GPS FIX DATA) NONE Polld GGA 6.148
NMEA GPGLL (GEOGRAPTTIC POSITION-

LANTI,JDE/LONGITTJDE)
NONE Polled cLL 6.1s2

NMEA GPGSA (GPS DOP AND ACIVE sA'IELLIIES) NONE POIICd GSA 6,154

NONE Polled GSV 6.156NMEA GPGSV (GPS SATELLITFS IN VIEW

NMEA GPRMC (RECOMMENDED MINIMI,\I SPECIFIC NOffi
GPgTRANSIT DATN )

LORAN

NMEA

OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL

GPVTG (TIACK MADE GOOD AND GROUND SPEED)

NONE

NONE

Polled

Polled

T

VTG

6.164

6.r58
LORAN

NMEA

POSIT1ONING DATA OUTPUT

GPZDA (TrME AND DAIE)

NONE

NONE

z

ZDA

Polled

Pollcd

6.r6.t
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TIME OF DAY

This input command changes the curent time in the GpS receiver to the time speci-
fred in the command. The time normally will be correct because ir is updated by the
optional intemal real-rime clock (RTC). lt is not necessary for the user to enter the
time of day if power is removed, however rhe TTF| will be greatly reduced if the
time is initialized. The GPS receiver corrects the time data in the real_time clock
with time information decoded from the sarellite broadcast dara. The GMT
Conecdon paramerer fiIsr musr be specified before this .Change Current Time of
Day" input command is sent to the GPS receiver

The user can send the "Change Current Time of Day" command in either the
Position Fix mode, or the ldle mode. However, if the GpS receiver has acquired at
least one satellite in the Posirion Fix mode, it will ignore this command since it
obtains time information from the satellites as a norrrBl pan of tracking. For this
reason, the user must place the GPS receiver in the ldle mode in order to change the
time if the unit is ir the Position Fix mode and is alrcady rmcking at Ieast one sarel-
lite. The GPS receiver will accept and execute the "Change Current Time of Day"
command if it is in the Position Fix mode and the GpS receiver has yet ro acquire
the first sarellite.

Time is stored as local time or GMT tirne, depending on the setdng of rhe GMT
Corection parameter The GPS receiver automatically cornpensates for leap_second

corrections, thus the response message can contain 'seconds" parameter equal to 60. v
Leap seconds are irsened approximately once per year

Range: 00:00:00 to 23:59:59

Default value: Time not changed if RTC backup power present

i2:00:00 (GpS rime) if RTC and backup power nor presenr

6.6
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i:: TIME OF DAY

\- rrrpot co--"rrd '. Motorola Binary Format

Description I'i . sad cutent time ol Day:

;;, G@aaxxxC<CR><LF>

xxx - $ffffi (three bytes, all hex fI)

C - checksum

Message Length: 10 bytes

. Change Curr€nt Ti&e of Day:

@GAahmsC<CR><LF>

h-hours O..23
m - mirrutes 0 .. 59

s - seconds 0 .. 59

Message l-ength: l0 bytes

Resoonse . (to cither command):
vlessage

e@AahmsC<CR><LF>

h-hours 0..2i
B - miJrutes 0 -. 59

s - seconds 0 .. 60

C - checksum

Message Length: 10 byras

6.7 ti
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GMT CORRECTION

This command changes the correcdon factor between GMT and local time.

The GPS receiver computes local time from GMT rime and the correcrion faoor
by the equation:

LOCAL TIME = GMT_TIME + GMT_CORRECTTON

The minutes correction is provided for those locations in rhe world that do not use

an even offset of hours between GMT and local time. lf it is desired to opemrc on

GMT time, the corlection is set to 0 hours, O minutes and the time set in rhe Time

of Day parameter must be entered in GMT time.

Range: hou6: -23 to +23

minutes: 00 to 59

Default value: 00:00 (No GMT Correction)

f o.s
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lnput Command
Description

GMT CORRECTION
Motorola Binary Fomat

. Send Current GMT Conection:

GOAbxxxC<CR><LF>

xxx - $ffffi (three bytes, all hex ff)

C - checksum

Message Lengtl: I0 bytes

Change Current GMT Conection:

geAbshmc<CR><LF>

s-s€n

h - hours

m - minutes

C - checksum

Message Length: 10 bytes

00 - positive

ff - negative

0..23
0..59

Response
Message

. (to either commala):

ggAbshmc<CR><LF>

s - sign

h - hours

m - minutes

C - checksum

Message Length: l0 bltes

00 - posirive

ff - negative

0..23
0..59

6.e i
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DATE

This comrnand changes the current date in the GpS rcceiver real-time clock to the
&te specified in the input command. The date in the receiver normally will be cor-
rect because it is updaled by the intemal real-time clock (RTC). lr is nol necessary

for the user to enter the current date if the real time clock power is removed, how_
ever the TTFF will be greatly reduced if rhe date js inidalized. The GpS receiver cor_

rects the date data in the real-time clock wirh date in{ormation decoded from the

saellite broadcast data. The GMT Correcrion parameter musr firsr be specified

before the "Change Current Date" input command is sent to the GpS rcceiver.

The user can send the GPS receiver a "Change Cunent Date" command in either the
Posirion Fix mode, or the ldle mode. However, if rhe GpS receiver has acquired at
least one sarellite in rhe Position Fix mode, it will ignore this command since it
obtains date information from the satellites as a normal pan of tracking. For this
reason, the us€r must place the GPS receiver in the ldle mode in order ro change the
GPS receiver date if the GPS receiver is in the position Fix mode and is already
tracking at least one satellite. The GPS receiver will accept and execute the "Change
Current Date" command if it is in the position Fix mode and the GpS receiver has

yet to acquire the firct sarellite.

When the date command is executed and the change is accepted, the year is stored
in the EEPROM. This year is then used as the default year if the RTC and backup
power are not applied. Caution: if the date is set to more than two years into the
future, the wrong 20 year GPS window will be selected. This will resuh in the dare

beilg incorrect (the position will still be valid). If this occurs, issue the date com_

mand with the correct year while the receiver is in idle mode.

Default value: Date not changed if RTC and backup power presenr

l/i^o< if RTC and backup power not present

I
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lnput Command
Description

DATE
Motorola Binary Format

. S.nA C!ftant Date:

GGAcxxxxC<CR><LF>

xxxx - $fffiF (four byres, all hex ff)

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 11 bytes

. Cbange Current Date:

ecAemd)tr'C<CR><LF>

n - month

d-day

w - yeat

C - checksum

Message Length: 11 bytes

1.. 12

I ..31

].980 .. 2077

Response
Message

. (to either commdnd)

GGAcmdlryC<CR><LF>

rtt - month

d-&v
w - yea\

C - checksum

Message length: 11 bytes

1..12
I ..3t
1980 .. 2077

I

I
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LATITUDE

The following three parameters (latitude, longitude, and height) are used to establish
the initial position of the GPS receiver The initial position estimate provides the
GPS receiver with a sunilg point to begin the satellite acquisirion process. lt is not
necessary for the user to initialize the coordinates with a position esdrrate, however
the TTFF will be minimized by providing an estimate thar is close (within one

degree is suflicient) to the userb position.

Ladtude is measured in degrees nonh (+) or degrees south (-) of the eanh equator.

The datum for the latitude is specified by setting the Datum ib parameter This
input command sets the initial laritude coordinate if the GpS receiver is nor yer

compurhg a position fix, or is used to replace the current latitude with a new lar!
tude while in the Posirion Fix mode.

Range: -90 (South Pole) to +9O (Nonh Pole) degrees latitude
Defaultvalue; 0larirude(Equator)

Units: milliarcseconds (mas) (i" = 3,600,000 mas)

F o.rz
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Input Command
Description

LATITUDE
Motorola Binary Format

. Se d Cuftefit latituAe:

GGAdxxxxCcCR><LF>

xxpr = $99999999 (four bytes, all hex 99)

C - checksum

Message l-ength: lI bltes

. Change Curent Iatitude:

eeAdddddc<cR><LF>

dddd - latitude in mas -324,000,000 .. 324,000,000 CgO. to +90")

C - checksum

Message Length: 11 bytes

Response
Message

. (to eithet command):

GGAdddddC<CR><LF>

dddd - latitude in mas -t24,000,000 ..324,0@,000 C9O. ro +90.)
C - checksum

Message Length: ]t bytes

Note: I degree of latitude equals 3,600 arcseconds or 3,600,000 milliarcseconds (mas)

6.13 g
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LONGITUDE

Longrtude is measured in degrees west O or degrees east (+) of the Greenwich
Meridian. The datum for the longirude is specified by setting rhe Set Daum lD para-

meter. This input command sets the initial longitude coordinare if the GpS receiver

is not computing a ffx, or is used to replace the current longrrude with a new input
Iongirude while in the Position Fix mode.

Range: -180 to +180 degees longitude

Defaultvalue: 0longitude(GreenwichMeridian)

Units: mill,iarcseconds (mas) (f " = 3,600,000 nas)

b o.r+
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Input Command
Description

LONGITUDE
Motorola Binary Format

. Sena Current Longitude:

GGAexxxxC<CR><LF>

xxxx = $99999999 (four bytes, all hex 99)

C - checksum

Message Length: 1l bltes

. Change Current Longitude:

@AeddddC<CR><LF>

dddd - longitude in mas -648,000,000 .. 648,000,000 (-t80. to +180.)

C - checksum

Message Lcngth: ll bytes

Resnonse
Message

GgAeddddc<CR><LF>

dddd - longitude in mas -&8,000,000 .. -648,000.000 (_180. to +1800)

C - checksum

Message Irngth: Il bltes

Note: I degree of latirude equals 3,600 arcseconds or 3,600,000 milliarcseconds (mas)

6.15 
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HEIGHT

This comrnand sets the initial height coordinate if the GpS receiver is nor compuring
a position fix, or is used to replace the current height with a new input hej,ght while
in the Position Fix mode. The user can enter the height in either of the two follow-
ing references:

. GPS Ellipsoid Height - the height above the reference ellipsoid, or

. MSL Height - the height above mean sea level

The units of hieght are meters. lf the "Change Currenr Heighr" command is per-
formed while the GPS receiver is in the Position Fix mode, the heighr parameter is
set to the new value entered.

Range: -1000.00 ro 18000.00 meten

Default r.alue: 0.00 merers

Resolution: 0.0I meter

$ o.ro
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Input Command
Description

HEIGHT
Motorola Binary Format

. Sena Cuftent Height:

@Af xxxxxc<CR><I-,F>

xxxx = $9999999999 (five bytes, all hex 99)

C - checksum

Message Length: 12 bltes

. Change Curredt H€ight:

eeAf hhhhtC<CR><I-.,F>

hhb}t - heighr in cm -100000 .. 1,8OO,O0O

(-1000.00 to + 18000.00 meters)

t - height tyPe O = GPS elipsoid heighr

I = MSL height

C - checksum

Message l-ength:l2 bltes

Resnonse
..1 . (to either command)
Ir4essage

GGAf hhhhmmmmc<CR><LF>

hhhh - heighr in cm -1OO0O0 .. t,g0O,00O
(GpS Ellipsoid Heigho G1000.00 ro +]8OOO.OO meters)

mmEm - height in cm _100000 .. I,8O0,OO0

(MSL Height) C1000.00 to +18000.00 merers)

C - checksum

Message Length: 15 bytes

6.17 z
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it,, Serrl-I-trrMASKANGLE
i..

l' The GPS receiver will attempt to rack satellites for which the elevation angle is

i1 greater than the satellite mask angle. This parameter allows the user to control the
i,, elevation angle that was used for this decision.

ii: Range: 0 to 89 degrees

Default value: 10 degrees

9'"



Input Command
Description

SATELLITE MASK ANGLE
Motorola Binary Format

. Sena Cvnent Satzllite Mash Angle:

e@Agxc<CR><LF>

x = $ff (one bFe, hex ff)

C - checksuo

Message Length: 8 byres

. Chauge Satellite Mask Angle:

eGAgdC<CR><LF>

d - degrees

C - checksum

Message Lengtl: 8 bytes

0..89

Response
Message

. (to either comnana):

GGAgdC<CR><LF>

d - degrces

C - checksuDl

Message Length: 8 bytes

0..89

6.re I
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SATELLITE SELECT OPTIONS

This command ses the Satellite Select option ro either autonatic, manual, or high-

est-in-the-sky satellite selection. With rhe "automadc" option enabled, rhe GpS

receiver automatically selects the set of satellites to track with the best geomerry
(selection criteria optimized for the selecred xDOP t)rpe, rhe xDOp h'sleresis para-

meter and position fix t'?e). Wi.th rhe auromatic satellite select option enabled, the

GPS receiver will cbange satellites to maintair the set with the best geometry based

on each new computadon of satellite geometry Selection of the manual satellite

select option requires the user to select the satellites to be tracked.

With the "autornatic hrghest-in-sky" mode, the receiver simply tracks the six (or

eight, if the receiver has eight channels) satellites currently highest above rhe ho -

zon. Use of this option will result in more posidon fixes in urban canyon environ-

ments when more than six (or eight) satellites are visible at the expense of accurary

since geometry is not considered as a satellite selection criterion when this option is
selected

The GPS receiver will power-up to either automadc or highest-in-the-s\ depending

on which oprion was last selected by the user The receiver will never power-up in
manual mode. When manual mode is selected the receiver will continue to track

those satellites set by either the automatic or highest-in-the-sky selection processes

when the Satellite Select option is set to manual satellite select. The user can then
change any satellite on any channel using rhe Manual Satellite Select command.

The GPS receiver always defaults to the automatic satellite mode last used option
when the GPS receiver is powered up. The GPS receiver continues to track those

sakllites set by autornatic sarellire selection processes when the Satellite Select

option is set to manual satellite select. The user can then change any satellite on any

channel using rhe Manual Satellite Select command.

Delault value: Automatic

i o.u o
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Input Command
Description

SATELLITE SELECT OPTIONS
Motorola Binary F ormat

. Sena Cwr.nt Sdtellite Select:

gOAhxC<CR><LF>

x = $ff (one byte, hex tr)

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

. Chang€ Satellite Select:

g@Ahoc<CR><LF>

o - option

C - checksum

Message length:8 bJtes

0 - Automatic

I - Manual

2 - Automatic highesr-in-sky

Response
Message

. (to either commord):

GGAhoC<CR><LF>

o - oPtion

C - checksun

Message kngth:8 b''tes

0 - AutoEatic

1 - Manual

2 - Automatic highest-in-sky

6.21 l:,
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SATELLITE SELECT

This option is used to manually change rhe satellires tracked. This inpur command
is used by the cPS receiver only when the Manual Satellite Select oprion G erubled.
The input command has no effect if the Auromatic or highest-inrhe-sky Satellite
Select option is enabled.

Default value: none

I o.zz
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Input Command
Description

SATELLITE SELECT
Motorola Binary Format

. Selnd Curr.nt Sd'tellite Assignment on Chdmel:

@eAicxc<cR><LF>

c - channel number

x = $fi (one byte, hex ff)

C - checksum

Message hngth: 9 bytes

. Change 9tellite Assignment on Cbannel:

I ..8

gGAic sC<CR><LF>

c - channel number

s - sat ID per channel

0 - disable channel

1..8
0 ..37

L.37 - sat lD including pseudolite 1Ds

C - checksun

Message Length: 9 bltes

Response
Message

. (to eithtr commanl)

G@Aic sC<CR><LF>

c - channel uumber

s - sat lD per channel

0 - disable channel

1..8
o ..37

1..37 - sat ID including pseudolite lDs

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 9 bytes

6.23 6
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XDOP TYPE

The xDOP Tlpe paramerer specifies which DOP rype to use for satellite selection cri-
teria. The user has the choice of allowing the GPS receiver to optimize irs sarellite

selection based on minimum value of the chosen DOP rype as defined by the fol-
lowing table:

PARAM DEFINITION GEOMETRY
CONSIDERED

GDOP Geometic Dilution of Precision X, Y, Z, T or Q, 1,, H, T

PDOP Position Dilution of Precision X, Y, Z or 0, 1,, H

HDOP Horizontal Dilution of Precision O, f

!'DOP Vertical Dilution of Itecision H

TDOP Tirne Dilution of Precision 'f

Default value: PDOP

lcr 6.24
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Input Comrnand
Description

xDOP TYPE
Motorola Binary Format

. Send. Cunent xDOP Typz:

ggAjxC<CR><LF>

x = $fI (one byte, hex S)

C - checksum

Message l-edgth: 8 bFes

. Change xDOP Tlpe:

e@Aj dC<CR><LF>

d - DOP T}?e

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bltes

r:r'

l:

irt

F'

i:,

ii.
i'.

O - GDOP

I - PDOP

2 - HDOP

3 - !'DOP

4 - TDOP

Response
Message

. (to either coftnnan.d)

@AjdC<CR><LF>

d - DOP Tlpe

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

O - GDOP

1 - PDOP

2 - HDOP

3 - 1DOP

4 - TDOP

6.25 r
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XDOP HYSTERESIS

Setdng this parameter allows rhe user to change the criteria by which the GpS

receiver selects satellites. The GPS receiver evaluates the geometry for all satellires in
view every few seconds. ln doing so, it evaluates every combination of the visible
satellites @ased on the Position Fix Algorithrn Type selection), cornputes an xDOp
parameter for each combination (xDOP type as selected) and sons them into
ascending order lf three or four satellites are visible, the GpS receiver tracks the visi-
ble satellites and computes position wirhout regard ro geometry (xDOp) since rhese

satellites represent the only choice at that time. However, if five satellites are visible,

rhen five combinations of four satellites are possible for navigati.on (with the
Position Fix Algorithm Type set for "Best-,l"). The GPS receiver computes an xDOp
for each combination and determines position from the set of four satellites corre-
sponding ro the best xDOP, Ieaving any remaining satellites that are tracked in
reserve for use if one or more of the primary four sarcllites are lost rnomentarily
With the Position Fix Algorithm Tlpe set for "N-in-View," the GpS receiver compares

the closeness of XDOP for all cornbinations of visible satellites grearcr than the num-
ber of receiver channels.

There are periods in the satellite pass where the relarive difference in xDOp among
the many satellite combinadons is small, and the GPS receiver would switch satel-

Iites needlessly if it werc not for this parameter. To combat this, the xDOp hysteresis

command can be used. When set to a non-zero number, a threshold on the change

in xDOP is added to the satellite selection criteria. If the parameter is ser ro zero,

then the GPS receiver will select the besr satellites after every satellite alen computa-
tion withour regard ro the "closeness" of xDOP lf the parameter is set reladvely high,
then the receiver will switch satellites only if the geometry on the tracked satellites

becomes very poor, or if one of the tracked satellites goes below the satellite eieva-

tion mask angle.

Range:

Default value:

Resolution:

0.0 to 99.9

1.0

0.1

I
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Input Command
Description

xDOP HYSTERESIS
Motorola Binary Format

. Setd Current xDop Hysteresis:

@GAkxxC<CR><LF>

xx - $ffff (two bytes, all hex fQ

C * checksum

Message Length: 9 bytes

. Change xDop H)steresis:

gGAkxxC<CR><LF>

xx - xDop H'steresis

0.1 resolution

C - checlsum

Message Length: 9 bytes

t::
ii
l::
1.,

1.,

i:-:
ti.
:i'.

it'
t.:
i::i

0 .. 999

(0.0 .. 9e.e)

Response
Message

. (to either coitmonl):

EGAKXXC<CR><LF>

xx - xDop hysteresis

0.I resolution

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 9 byes

0 .. 999

(0.0 .. 99.9)

6.27 E
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3-D TO 2-D XDOP THRESHOLD

There are periods in rhe satellire pass wherc the 3-dimensional (3-D) dilution of pre_

cision (PDOP and GDOP) grows very large, but the 2-D HDOp stays reladvely
small. This command allows the user to set the DOp threshold above which the GpS

receiver will switch from 3-D posirioning to altitude-hold at the current height. This
allows the GPS receiver to maintain a relatively accurate position fix, and avoids the
condition of a 3-D fix algorithm singularity

Range: 1.0 to 99.9

Default value: 6.0

Resolution: 0.1

$'*
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Input Command
Description

3-D TO 2-D xDOP THRESHOLD
Motorola Binary Format

. Se'na Cwrent 3-D to 2-D DOP threshold:

@A1xxc<CR><LF>
(Note: The second character is a lowercase ,,L', not the number "1,,)

xx - $Ifif (two bytes, all hex ff)
C - checksum

Message Length: 9 byres

. Chang€ Curent 3-D to 2-D DOP rhreshold:

eOAIxxc<CR><LF>

xx - threshold

(0. I resolution)

C - checksum

Message Lengtl: 9 b''tes

10..999
(r.0..99.9)

Response
Message

. (to either cohmdnd|

GEAlxxC<CR><LF>

xx - threshold

(0.1 resolution)

C - checksuB

Message Length: 9 bltes

i0..999
(1.0 . . 99.e)

6.2e 3
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SATELLITE IGNORE LIST

It is useful to have rhe flexibility to delete panicular satellire idenrifications (lDs)

from the selecdon process. The GPS receiver includes, in its lisr of satellites to track,
all satellites that are healthy and in the almanac. The user can elect to ignore panic-
ular satellites in the alrnanac by issuing an lgnore Satellite Command. ln addition,
the user can restore any previously ignored satellire lDs by issuing an lnclude
Satellite Command- This command also affects the satellire Alen-planning settings.

Satellites that have been removed by this command are not included in the pro-

duced Alen-Planning ourpur. The user rnay notice a delay berween issuing this com-

mand and the actual removal or inclusion of panicular satellites.

Default value: All satellite lDs included.

H o.:o
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SATELLITE IGNORE LIST
Motorola Binary Format

. SenA Cufte t Sotellite lgnore List:

GGlnxxxxxc<CR><LF>

xxxxx - $ff00000000 (five bytes, hex fI00000000)

C - checksum

Message Length: 12 b''res

. Cbange Satellite lgnore Lisr

eeAnkss s sC<CR><LF>

k - 00 fixed binary consrant

ssss - 32 bit binary field, Each bit represents one S\tlD
(MSB = 51'tD 32

tsB = SVID 1)

I - lgnorc

0 - lndude

C - checksum

Message Length: 12 bytes

Input Command
Description

Response . (o either command):

Message
@GAnkss s sC<CR><LF>

k - 00 fixed binary consunt

ssss - 32 bir binary field, Each bir reprcsenrs one SVID
(MSB = SvlD 32

lJB = SVID ])
I - Ignore

0 _ lndude

C - checksum

Message Length: 12 bltes

6.3r $
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ALMANAC UPDATE OPTION

The user has the flexibility of allowing or disallowing the GpS receiver ro updare its
intemal almanac when a new one is received. With the automatic almanac update
enabled, the GPS receiver will continuously gather the satellite-transmiued almanac
from any of the active channels and compare the new alrranac to the old one stored
in its nonvolatile memory When a new almanac is received, the GpS receiver will
store the new almanac to nonvolatile memory and begrn the process again. With rhe
no-update almanac option enabled, the GpS receiver will not obtain a new almanac
from the received satellite signal.

Default value: Update

I o.sz
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Input Command ' .

Description |i
u

ia.:.

ALMANAC UPDATE OPTION
MotorolaBinary Format

. Smd Current Almanac tlpd^te Mod.:

EEANXC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one bne, hex ff)

C - checLsun

Message Length: 8 bytes

. Change Almanac Uldate Mode:

e@Anmc<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bltes

I - Update

0 - No-Update

ReSpOnSe . (o either com'./Lanl,):

Message
GGADmC<CR><LF>

m-mode I - Update

0 - No-Update

C - checksum

Message I_ength: 8 bytes

6.33 i
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DATUM ID CODE

The GPS receiver has 49 predefined daturns in irs intemal memory and two user

definable datums. The datums are referenced by an lD number The predefined

datums are numbered I through 49 and the user defined datums are numbered 50
and 5I. A table of the lD number vs datum name is provided in Appendix A. The

user instructs the GPS receiver which datum to use by sending the "Change Datum

lD Number" command. The command contains the lD number of the desired

datum and the GPS receiver retums the response message which gives the user the

ability to validate that rhe input command was accepted. The user can insruct the

GPS receiver to use one of the two user defired datums by sending the "Change

Datum lD Number" command with the datum ID set to 50 or 51. Datum IDs 50

and 5l are set at the factory to default ro WGS-84 parameten.

Default Daturn: WGS-84 (ID code +9)

v
!:

I
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Input Command
Description

DATUM ID CODE
Motorola Binary Format

. Out?ut Cvftent Datufi lD Number:

eeAoXC<CR><LF>

X - $II (one byre, hex tr)

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

. Change Datum ID Number:

GgAodC<CR><LF>

d - Datum ID

C - checksurn

Message Length: 8 bytes

l.:

:l' l

,,.

a;'1

g:

1..51

Response
Message

. (to ather cornmanA):

d - datum lD
sssff - seEi-bajor axis

sss - integer part

ff - ftactional par
iiff - inverse llanening

ii - integer part

ffi - fractional pan

xx - delta X

0.1 Eeter resolution

yy - delta Y

0.1 mete! resolution

zz - debz Z

O.l meter resolution

C - checksum

Message kngrh: 25 b'-tes

1..51

6,000,000 .. 7,000,000

(6,000,000.0 .. 7,000,000.0)

0 .. 999 (0.0 .. 0.999)

285 .. 305 (285.0 .. 305.0)

0 .. 999,999,999 (0.0 .. 0.999999999)

-3276A ..32767 (3276.8 ..3276.7)

-3276a ..32767 (-3276.8 ..3276.7)

-32768 ..32767 (-3276.8 ..3276.7)
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USER DEFINED DATUMS

The GPS receiver has two user defined darums stored in Datum lD numbers 50 and
51. The following commands allow the user to define the constants used for a cus-

rom datum given a semi-major axis; an inverse flattening constant; and delu-X,
delta-Y, and delta-Z parameters.

Default Darum: User defined datums are factory set to WGS-84 paramerers.

!| 636
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Input Command
Description

USER DEFINED DATUMS
Motorola Binary Format

. Outpxt User D.fhel Ddtum Paran t rs:

eGApdxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxc<CR><LF >

d - Desired User Daturo 50 or 5I
xx)o*)o.xxxtoo.x)oo( (17 bnes, all hex 00)

C - checksum

Message Length: 25 bFes

Change User Defined Datum Paranerers:

GGApds s s f f i i f f f f xxly z zC<CR><LF>

d - Datum ID

sssff - semi'major axis

sss - integer part

ff - fractional pan

iilFf - inverse flatteuing

ii - integer pan

ffif - fractioul part

xx - delta X

0.1 meter resolutiod

,y - delta Y

0.1 meter resolution

zz - d.lt^ Z
0.1 Eeter Esolution

C - checksum

Message l-engrh: 25 byEs

50..5l

6,000,000 .. 7,000,000

(6,000,000.0 .. 7,000,000.0)

0 ._ 999 (0.0 .. 0.999)

x5..305 (285.0 .. 305.0)

0 .. 999,999,999 (0.0 .. 0.999999999)

-32768 ..32767 (3276.8 ..3276.7)

-32764 .. 32767 (3276.8 .. 3276.7)

-32768 ..32767 (3276.8 ..3276.7)

Response Message on Foloqring Page

fi7 li
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Response
Message

USER DEFINED DATUMS
Motorola Binary Format

. (to either comnai.A):

GGApdss s f f i ! f f f fx:qa, z zC<CR><LF>

d - datum ID 50 .. 5I
sssff - semi-major axis

sss - integer part 6,000,000 .. 7,000,000

(6,000,000.0 .. 7,000,000.0)

ff- fractional pan O .. 999 (0.0 .. 0.999)
iim - inverse llartening

ii - integer pan 285 .. 305 (285.0 .. 305.0)
ffff- fractional pan O .. 999,999,999 (0.0 .. 0.999999999)

xx - delta X -32768.-32767 (3276.8 ..3276.7)
0.1 meter resolution

'y 
- delta Y -32768 ..32767 (3276.8 ..3276.7)

0.1 meter resolution

zz - delta Z -32768 .- 32767 (3276.8 .. 3276.7)

0.I meter rcsolution

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 25 bytes

f o.ea
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IONOSPHERE CORRECTION OPTION

The user has the flexibility of ruming the GPS ionospheric correcrion on or off The

correcdon does a reasonable job of taking out the range enor induced by the eafih's

ionosphere by using an algorithrn and parameters transmitted to the users by the

satellites. Some users (i.e., differcndal systems) choose to disable rhe ionospheric

model.

Default value:

F 6.40
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Input Command
Description

IONOSPHERE CORRECTION OPTION
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Cut nt lotlosph.ic Cotaection Selection:

geAqxc<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex F)

C - checlcsum

Message Lengtl: 8 bFes

. Change lonospheric Correcrion Selecrion:

g@AqsC<CR><LF>

s - selectioD

C - cbecksum

Message l-engtl: 8 bnes

0 - Disabled

I - Eaabled

Response
Message

. (to either conrmand):

eeAqsC<CR><LF>

s - selection

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

6.4r



POSITION FIX ALGORITHM TYPE

The GPS receiver uses a least,squares position computation algoithm, and operates

in one of two Position Fix modes as set by the user: Best-4 or N-in-View

Best-4: When enabled, the GPS receiver uses the best four satellites our of N satel-

lites that the GPS receiver can rack for the compubtion of position, where N is the
number o[ satellites that the receiver is currently tracking. The GpS receiver uses the
best four satellites as defined by the XDOP selection. The GpS receiver can have

other satellites on the remaining cbannels that the receiver will use in the case that

one or more of the prirnary selected satellites is lost due to signal blockage.

N-in-View: When erubled, rhe GPS receiver will use all satellites that it is rracking

for the position fix. The assignrnent of satellites to channels is optimized for the

N-in-View condition.

Default value; N-in-View

h a.+z
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Input Command
Description

i::,

:..:

f:,

';a,l

lll-i

1'.::

,,::

t'j

POSITION FIX ALGORITHM TYPE
Motorola Binary Format

. SenA Current Position Foc Algorithm Tlpe:

@ArxC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex ff1

C - checksum

Message kngth: 8 bytes

Chauge Positiou Fix Algorithm Type:

@gArsC<CR><LF>

s - selection

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 8 bytes

0 - Besr-4

1 - N-in-View

Response
Message

. (to eithet conmand):

ggArsC<CR><LF>

s - selectiou

C - checksum

Message kngth: 8 bnes

0 - Best-4

I - N-in-View

6.$ 6
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HOLD POSITION PARAMETERS

NOTE: The inpu/output messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

Options A, B, or I are installed.

The user can specifr receiver coordinates lor position-hold applications such as tim-
ing and real-time dilleremial master stations. This command is used when the Hold
Posidon option is enabled, to irutruct the GPS receiver the posidon to be held, and
to have a means of manually enabling/disabling the position-hold function on and

off. The position to be held is specified in rhe same units as the inidal position

coordinates of ladtude, Iongitude, and height (to the same resolution). The height

parameter can be referenced to either rhe GPS reference ellipsoid height or to mean

sea level. The datum specifying rhe coordinate system for the fixed position coordi-

nates musr be the same as the coordinate system specified by the datum cunemly in
use.

Default values: I-atitude = 0

lrngrtude = 0 GPS Heighr = 0

r 6.44
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Input Command
Description

i::

t
,r,
l:\

i:i
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I
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)):.

HOLD POSITION PARAMETERS
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Cunent Position-Ho? Position

geAExxxxxxxxxxxxxc<CR><LF>

xxxxxxxxro(xx = $7fflffi/ffffi1/ffififfI (f 3 bytes)

C - checksum

Message Length: 20 bpes

Change Curent Position:

GQAg l- l- I loooohhhhtC<CR><LF>

llll - Iatitude in msec

oooo - longitude in msec

hhhh - height in crn

t - height r)?e

C - checksurr

Message kngrh: 20 bytes

-324,000,000 .. 324,000,000 C90. to +90.)

-648,000,000 .. 648,000,000 (-r80. ro +180.)

-100000.. 1,800,000 (I000.00 m +18000.00)

0 - GPS eltpsoid height ref

I - MSL ref

Response
Message

. (to either cofiffiard):

@GAe 1I l- l-oooohhhhtC<CR><LF>

llll - latitude in msec

oooo - lougitud€ in msec

hhhh - height in cm

t - height q?e

C - checksum

-324,000,000 .. 32+,000,000 G90" ro +9Op)

-&8,000,000 .. 648,000,000 !180. to +180.)
-100000.. I,800,000 CI0O0.0O to +IB000.OO)

0 - GPS ellipsoid height rcf
I - MSL ref

Message Length: 20 bltes

Note: I degree equals 3,600 seconds or 3,600,000 msec

r
I
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POSITION.HOLD OPTION

NOTE: The inpuVourput messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

Options A, B, or I are installed.

The user can specify coordinates for position-hoid applicarions such as dming and
real-time differemial applicatiors. This option enableVdisables the Hold position

Parameters entered into the GPS receiver. The coordinates of the current GpS posi-
tion fix are not used for the position-hold mode; the Hold position parameters

Command must be used to enter the coordinates of the point.

Default value: Disabled

i. 6.46
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Input Command
Description

POSITION-HOLD OPTION
Motorola Binary Format

. Se a Current Position Hold. Modz:

ggAtxC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex ff)

C - checksum

Message Lengti: 8 bytes

. Cbange Position Hold Mode:

@CAtmC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksun

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

Response
Message

. (to either conma d):

gGAtmC<CR><LF>

n - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

6.47 rii
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ALTITUDE.HOLD HEIGHT PARAMETER

The user can specify receiver height for manual altitude-hold applications. Use of
the Altitude Hold Option enableVdisables this application. The altitude-hold height
is specified in the units of meters to a resolution of 0.01 meters. The user can refer_

ence the height parameter to the GPS reference ellipsoid or to mean sea level. The
daturn specifying the coordinate system for rhe altitude-hold height must be the
same as the coordinate system specified by the Datum ID currently in use by the
GPS receiver.

Default value: 0 meters

t: 6.4A
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Input Command
Description

ALIITUDE-HOLD HEIGHT PARAMETER
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Anrent Alntuae-How Height:

eaAuxxxxxc<CR><LF>

xxxxx - 97ffffffi (five bnes, hex 7ffiIIF)

C - checksum

Message Length: 12 byres

. Change Current Alritude-Hold Height:

G@AuhhhhtC<CR><LF>

hhhh - height iu cm -lOO000 .. 1,800,000 G100O.0O to +1.8000.00)

t - height type 0 - GPS ref ellipsoid

I -MSL heighr
C - checksum

Message Length: 12 bytes

Response . (to either comm4nd,

Message
eeAuhhhhtC<CR><LF>

hhhh - height in co _l00OO0 .. 1,800,000 CI00O.0O to +18000.00)

t - height t}?e 0 - GPS ref ellipsoid

I -MSL height

C - checksum

Message lrngth: t2 bytes

6.4S $
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ALTITUDE-HOLD OPTION

The user can specify a height coordinate for altitude-hold applications. This selec-

tion allows the user ro manually enable or disable the altitude hold function.

Remember, rhe GPS receiver automatically holds aldtude to the currem height when
the XDOP js grearer than rhe "3D to 2D DOP Threshold," or when the GpS receiver

is tracking three satellires.

Default value: Disabled

[ 6.50
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Input Command
Description

ALTITUDE-HOLD OPTION
Motorola Binary Format

. S.nd. Gtftent Ahitude-Hold Modc:

egAvxc<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex ff)

C - checksum

Message hngth: 8 bnes

. Change Altitude-Hold Mode:

eeAvmc<CR><LF>

m - oode

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 8 bltes

0 - DGabled

I - Enabled

Response
Message

. (to eithcr commana):

@CAvmC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 8 bytes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

t!t



UTC TIME CORRECTION OPTION

NOTE: A ponion of this message described here is available only if GpS receiver

Option I is installed.

This command selecrs rhe t1,?e of time (either GPS or UTC) ro be output in the

Position/StatuyData ourput messages during the Position Fix mode, and to be used

as the synchronization point for the IPPS riming pulse.

When the GPS receiver is defaulted, it may take ten to fifteen minutes for the UTC

corection parermeters to be downloaded from the satellites. During this time, the

UTC and GPS time will be equal. Ioading the almanac into the receiver wirh the

Almanac Data Input. command does not speed up the process.

Delault value: LJ l(-

nt 6.52
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Input Command
Description

t'l

i
1,:l

UTC TIME CORRECTION OPTION
Motorola Binary Formdt

. Send cunent WC Coftectiat Moae:

GgAwxC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex ffl
C - checksum
Message l-edgth: 8 bytes

. Chatge UTC Correction Moae:

e@Ardmc<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum
M€ssage Length: I bytes

O=GPS
I=UTC

. (to eithet command):

@AWmC<CR><LF>

m - mode 0=GPS
l=tlrC

C - checksum
Message Lengttr: 8 bytes

Note: The receiver will echo mode 0 for an input of either mode 0 or oode 4.
receiver will echo mode I for an input of either mode I or mode 3.

6.53 ri
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MEASUREMENT EPOCH OFFSET OPTION

NOTE: The input/output messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

Option A or I is insralled.

The GPS receiver computes a position relative to a measurement epoch that occurs

once per second. The GPS receiver can place the measurement epoch on any of
IO00 one-millisecond measurernent sample points. This one-milljsecond time refer-
ence clock is slmchronous ro the receiver's htemal oscillator and is as)'nchronous to
GPSruTC system time. The user can move the measurement epoch with rhis com-
mand.

At power-up, the GPS rcceiver s€lects a measuremenr epoch by si.mply choosing

one of the 1000 clock cycles. This epoch is asynchronous to GpSAJTC time mark.
When the GPS receiver acquires satellites, ir will compure the local time of the as1'n-

chronous measurement epoch (one of rhe 1000 i kltz do& cycles), and then skew
receiver rimirg so as to place the measurement epoch within 0.001 seconds of the
desired measurement epoch olfset. The skew action inserts between O.OOO and

0.999 seconds between measurement epoch so as to move the epoch to the desired

sample point. ln addition, the GPS receiver automadc2lly will insen or delete one

millisecond when necessary to keep the measurcment epoch on the selected time
because of the receiver Iocal oscillator drift.

As an exarnple, consider the case where the user specifies 0.333 for the
Measurcme Epoch Offset. For this case, the receiver skews the receiver times so

that rhe fracdonal pan of local receiver time is 0.333 for the Measurement Epoch
OIIset. For this case, the receive skews the receiver dming so that the fractional pan
of the local receiver dme is 0.333:oool., The receiver position output will be reladve

to thjs new measurement epoch until this paramerer is changed again.

The corrected tirne reference is relative to either GPS or UTC time, as specified and
set by the user via the UTC Time Correcdon option.

Range:

Default value:

Resolution:

0.000 to 0.999 seconds

0.000 seconds

0.001 seconds

b a.s+
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.I MEASUREMENT EPOCH OFFSET OPTION
,:.. Motorola Binary Format,:'

Input Command l. . Sai Cunent Measwemmt Epoch OlJset:

Description l,
. ggArcxxC<CR><LF>

ro< - $ffff (two bytes, all hex tr)

C - checksum

Message I-ength: 9 b;'tes

. Change CuEent Measurement Epoch Offset:

GAAxt tC<CR><LF>

tt- Time offset in msec O..999 (0.000 ro 0.999 sec)

C - checksum

Message I-engtl: 9 bltes

Response . (to either command):

Message
GGA:<t't.C<CR><LF>

r - Time offset in msec 0..999 (0.000 to 0.999 sec)

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 bytes

b.)) ll
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IPPS TIME OFFSET OPTION

NOTE: The input/outpur messages described here are available only if Oncore GpS

receiver Option A or I is installed.

The GPS receiver computes position relative to a measurement epoch that occu$
once per second. ln addition, the GPS receiver outpus a one pulse-per-second

(IPPS) signal, the rising edge of which is placed on top of the GpStuTC one second

tic mark epoch. The IPPS Time offset allows the user to offset the one-pulse per sec-

ond time mark in one nanosecond increments. The offset is relative to the

Measurement Epoch offset. The corrected dme reference is relative to either GpS or
UTC time, as specified and set by the user.

The resolution of rhis parameter is one nanosecond. This does not imply that the

accuracy of the 1PPS outpur sigrral is ro rhis level. The absolute accuracy of rhe sig-

nal is a function of GPS time accuracy, and is subject to degradation due to U.S.

Depanment of Defense policy

Range: 0.000000000 to 0.999999999 seconds

Default value: 0.000 seconds

Resolution: l nanosecond



Input Command
Description

1PPS TIME OFFSET OPTION
Motorola Bitary Format

. S. A Cuftart IPPS Offset

egAyxxxxc<CR><LF>

xxxx - $fffffftr (four bytes, all hex ffl
C - checksum

Message Lengrh; 1l byres

. Change Current IPPS Ofset:

eoAyt t t tC<CR><LF>

tttt - Time oflset in nsec

C - checksum

Message lrngth: 11 bytes

i'i
f,'r

t'
;::l

i.:at

l1;
!.,

ti:

,a

0.. 999999999 (0.0 ro 0.999999999 sec)

Response
Message

. (to either conflMnd)

eeAyt tt tC<CR><LF>

tttt - Time offset in nsec

C - checksum

Message hngth: tI b1'tes

0.. 999999999 (0.0 to 0.999999999 sec)

6.57 ,I
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IPPS CABLE DELAY OPTION

NOTE: The input/output messages described here are available only if Oncore GPS

receiver Option A or I is installed.

The GPS receiver outputs a IPPS signal, the rising edge of which is placed on top of

the GPS/ UTC one second tic mark epoch. The IPPS Cable Delay offser allows the

user to offset the one-pulse per second dme mark in one nanosecond increments

relative to the Measurement Epoch. The Cable Delay allows the user to select

between zero and one additional millisecond to compensate for the length of the

antenna cable.

This parameter instructs the GPS receiver to output the 1PPS ourput pulse earlier in
time to compensate for antenna cable delala Up to one millisecond of equilzlent

cable delay can be removed. Zero cable delay is set for a zeroJength antenna cable,

The user should consult a cable data book for the delay per foot for the panicular

antenna cable used in order to compute the total cable delay needed for a pamcular

installation.

The corrected time reference is relative to either GPS or UTC time, as specified and

set by the user.

Range: 0.000 to 0.000999999 seconds

Default Value: 0.000 seconds

Resolution: l nanosecond

F o.se
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Input Command
Description

IPPS CABLE DEI-{Y OPTION
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Cuneat IPPS Ofiset:

egAzxxxxc<CR><LF>

xxxx - 9ffffffS (four bytes, all hex ff)

C - checksum

Message Length: 11 bltes

. Change Current IPPS offset:

GgAz t tt tC<CR><LF>

tttt - Time offser 0 .. 999999

res = I nsec (0.0 ro 0.000999999 sec)

C - checksum

Message Length: ll bnes

Response . (o either command):

Message
GeAz tt t tC<CR><LF>

tttt - Time offset 0 .. 999999

res = I nsec (0.0 ro 0.000999999 sec)

C - checksum

Message Length: ll bytes
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EPHEMERIS HOLD OPTION

When this option is disabled, the GPS receiver automarically acquires and uses rhe

latest satellire ephemerides from the GPS sarellites. When the GpS receiver detects a

new ephemeris data set, it collects the new data and immediately begins using the
new data.

When this option is enabled, the GPS receivet holds the current ephemerides in
memory and will not collecr new ephemerides from the GpS sarellires. With
ephemeris hold enabled, the GPS receiver will only accept and use new ephemeris

data input via the RS232 port.

Ephemeris Hold OpLion is always disabled ar power-on.

Default value: Disabled

f o.oo
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lnput Command
Description

EPHEMERIS HOLD OPION
Motorola Binary Format

. Sdd Cuftent E?hemeis Hold Mode:

GGAAXC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex S)

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

. Change Current Ephemeris Hold Mode:

GgAAmC<CR><LF>

n - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bltes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

Response
Message

. (to either commond):

GgAAmC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - Disabled

1 - Enabled

6.61 i
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APPLICATION TYPE

This option is used to manua\ change the receiver application type. Setting this

parameter allows the user to select optimized search and reacquisition strategres for

differem receiver applications.

Note the initial satellite search time is the time the rcceiver spends searching for the

assumed visible satellites (based on the almanac and iritial receiver position).

Funher note, for all application t1pes, that if the set of assumed visible satellites

have not been found by the end of the initial search time, the receiver beglns a sys-

tematic search for all satellites in the GPS constellation.

Default value: land

Application
Type

Maxirruln Expcctcd

vdocity
vdocity

Averrging

Approximatc lnitial
satcllit€ scrtrh Time

fO ni!

< 100 D/s 2 mir

Suiic
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Input Command
Description

APPLICATION TYPE
Motorola Binary Format

. Send. Cwt nt Arylication Type:

eAABx<CR><LF>

x - $fi (one bne, hex ff)

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 b)-tes

. Change Current Application Tfpe:

eaAB!C<CR><LF>

t - applic.rion rt?e

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bnes

t,..

l

i

lr

:i:

0-Air
I - Handheld

2 - lznd
3 - Marine

4 - Static

Response
Message

. (to either cotunanil):

EEABIC<CR><LF>

t - application type

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0-Air
I - Handheld

2-Ilnd
3 - Marine

4 - St2tic

6.63 ,
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2-D TO O-D HDOP THRESHOLD

There are periods in the satellite pass where the two-dimeruional (2-D) dilution of
precision (HDOP) grows very iarge, and the posirion is too inaccurate for use. This

command allows the user to set rhe DOP threshold above which the GPS receiver

wil quit 2-D positioning.

Range: 1.0 to 99.9

Default Value: 12.0

Resolution: 0.1

t u.*
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Input Command
Description

2.D TO O-D HDOP THRESHOLD
Motorola Binary Format

. Sena Cuftent 2-D to 0-D DOP threshold:

@ACXXC<CR><LF>

>o< - $ffff (two bytes, all hex fI)

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 bnes

. Change Current 2-D to 0-D threshold:

CEACITC<CR><LF>

tt - 2-D to 0-D rhleshold

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 b)'tes

llr'

a::

il

tt'

ii:.
::r'

10.. 999 (0.1 resolution)

(r.0..99.9)

Response
Message

. (to either .onnaid):

A@ACt TC<CR><LF>

tt - 2-D to 0-D threshold

C - checkum

Message Length: I bytes

10..999 (0.1 resolution)

(r.0..99.9)

6.6s i:
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The Oncore GPS receiver filters the noisy raw code phase measurements with the
very smooth carrier phase measuremenb. This filtering process begrns as soon as the
signal is acquired and continues as long as the signal is tracked. The filter band-
width is narrowed gradually and reaches ir firul stare after I2B seconds. The

Oncore keeps a filter timer for each channel to control the timing of the bandwidth
changes. The filter bandwidth is res€t ro its initial wide serting and rhe timer is ser to
zero whenever the signal is lost.

The user-controllable threshold OUT_THR can be used to gate a channel,s ourput of
differendal conections until it has had some user-defined adequate time to filter the
raw code phase. Earlier versions of rhe Oncore software used 32 as an internal
threshold for this paramerer.

There is an inherent interdepend€nce in the use of these two thresholds. For
instance, if FX_THR is ser to 1.6 and OUT*THR is set to B, then the recerver will
filter the raw code phase for 16 seconds before using that channel for fix and then
will immediately ourpur dillerential coEections for that channel (if the message has

been requested). The 8 second OUT_THR threshold is effectively overridden by the
16 second FX_THR threshold in this example.

Default values: FIX_THR = 0

OUT_THR = 32

{ o.oo
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Input Command
Description

CORRECTION THRESHOLDS
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Cotection Threshohs:

eeADxxC<CR><LF>

xx - $fffi (two b1tes, all hex ff)
C - checksum

Message l-ength: 9 bytes

. Change Correction Thresholds:

EGADfdC<CR><LF>

f _ FIX_THR

d _ OUT.THR

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 bnes

i::l

ti

i:

#
ii;

tt
i:.:

0..127 secs

0..I27 secs

Response
Message

. (to either command):

eeADfdC<CR><LF>

f _ FIX_THR

d - our_THR

C - checksum

Message krgth: 8 bttes

0..127 secs

0..127 secs
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Input Command
Description

OUTPUT ALIGN
Motorola Binary Format

. Send Out?ut Aligntn.'tt

G@AExC<Cr><L f>

x - $lI (one byte, hex f0
C - checksum

, Message Length: 8 bytes

. Chfuge Outryt Alignmera

goAEmC<Cr><I_, f >

m - mode

C - checksuro

Message t-ength: 8 byres

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

Response
Message

. (to either conmurd)

G€AltnC<Cr><L f>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: I bytes

0 - Disabled

I - Enabled

6.6e r
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DIFFERENTIAL TIME-OUT MESSAGE

The differential time-out message allows the user to determine what the differentiat
timeout will be at which, if no differential corections are received, the GpS receiver
will switch to autonomous from differenrial mode. The GpS receiver will stay in dif_
ferential mode as long as it has a cunent and valid differential co[ection message.

The user should note that excessive differential correction latencies can lead to sig-
nificant error growth. As a rough guideline, an acceleration error of 1cm/sec2 due to
Selective Availability can be assumed producing the following (one-sigma) error
component values in the dillerentially corrected solution:

Range:

Default:

Resolution:

5 to 180 seconds

90 seconds

1 second

CORRECION LiTENCY (s) INDIJCED POSITION ERROR (m)
30 4.5
60 18.0
90 40.5
I20 72.O
r50 1r2.5
180 L62.0

E

r
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Input Command
Description

DIFFERENTIAL TIME-OUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Send. cutrett differettia.I time-out:

@GAiIxC<CR><LF>

x - $ff (one byte, hex ff)
C - checksum
Message l-ength: 8 bytes

. Chang. aiffer. tia,l time-out:

GCATSC<CR><LF>

s - secon& 5 .. 180
C - checksum
Message kngth: 8 bltes

Response
Message

. (to eithet cornma^d):

GeA{TsC<CR><LF>

s - seconds
C - checksum
Message I-ength: 8 bytes

5.. 180

6.71 t::
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POSITION/STATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE

The input command sets the rate that the position/statuVdata information (see

Response Message) is output. The mode parameter (m) in the input message

instructs the GPS receiver to either output this message one time (polled), or to out_
put this message at the indicated update rate (continuously). Once the GpS receiver
is set ro continuous output, the continuous message flow can be stopped by sending
a one-time output request. The GPS receiver will output the meJsage one more !ime,
then rerminare any further message ourpurs. lf rhe GpS receiver has its Idle Mode
option enabled, it ourpus the last knowa valid position/status/data message once
when polled.

The sute of the mode bit is srored in nonvolatile rnemory lf the GpS receiver was
continuously outputting the position/status/dau output when tumed off, it will
begin to output this message condnuously (at the selected update rate) again when
power is reapplied.

The position/statuydaa output is explained in the response message section. Refer
to the Dare, Time of Day, l-atirude, longitude, and Height commands for more
details on the formats of these parameters. Refer ro the glossary for definitions of the
DOP values.

The number of satellites visible is computed using the current date, time, position,
almanac, and a mask angle of ten degrees. If no aimanac is available, this number
will be zero. This condition will not prevent sarellites from being tracked. -

ln order for a satellite to be used for positioning, the satellite mode must reach
eight, indicating that the ephemeris for that satellite has been acquired. Once rhe
ephemeris is available, the satellite can be used for positioning in modes five
through eight. Refer to page 5.13 for a description of the signal value.

The signal strength value is meaningless when the channel tracking mode is zero.

The Oncore GPS receiver has a propagare mode that is used to extend coverage

when dropouts occur When a 2D fix can no longer be computed, the last known
velocity vector is used ro propagate the position solution ahead for up to five
seconds. This condition is indicated in the rcceiver status message.

NOTE: United Starcs expon laws prohibit GpS receiver from ourputting valid data
if the altitude is grearer rhan I8,OOO meters and the velocity is greater than
5I4 merers per second. lf the GpS receiver is used above borh these limits,
the height and velocity outpus are clamped to the maximum values. In
addition, the latitude and longitude data will be incorrect.

I a.zz
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POSITION/STATUS/DATA
Motorola Binary Format

.S.t response ,nessa.ge rdLe:

@BamC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 by'res

OUTPUT MESSAGE

0 - output response message once

L..255 - response message output at ilrdicated iate
(continuous)

I - once per second

2 - once every two seconds

255 - once every 255 seconds

Input Command
Description

Response
Message

. (to commatd)

GeBamdl^ahms f f f f aaaaooooLnrhhhmnunm\,'vbhddtnt imsdims
dimsdimsdimsdimsdsC<CR><LF>

Date

m - month

d-d.y
w yer

Time

h - hours

6 - minutes

s - seconds

IFf - fractional seconds

Position

aaaa - latitude in mas

oooo - longitude in mas

hhhl - height in cm

(GPS, ref ellipsoid)

mmmm - height in cm

(msl reO

Vclocity

!w - velocity id cm/s

hh - heading

(true north. res 0.1')

Geometry
Continued on Following Page

1.. 12

1..3I
1980 .. 2079

0..23
0..59
0..60
0 .. 999, 999,999 (0.0 ro 0.999999999)

-324,000,000 .. 324,000,000 G90' !o 90')
-648,000,000 -- +648,000,000 G180'to r80')
-100,000 .. 1,800,000

C1000.00 ro 18000.00 m)

-100,000 .. 1,800,000 (-1,000.00 to +18,000.00 m)

0.. 51400 (0 to 514.00 E/s)
0 .. 3599 (0.0 ro 359.9.)

:
t
il

ii

Response Message
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POSITION/STATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Response

Message
(Continued)

dd - current DOP

(0. r res)

t - DOP t}?e

(lsb)

C - checksum

Message I-ength: 68 bltes

0, 0..999 (0.0 to 99.9 DOP)

(0 - not computable, or pnsition-hold,

or posirion prop)

0 - PDOP (in 3D oode)
1 - HDOP (iD 2D mode)

Satellite visibility and tracking status

n - num of Yisible sat 0 .. 12

t - num ofsat tracked O .. 6

For each of six receiver channels

i-satlD o ..37

m - channel tracking mode 0 .. 8

0 - Code Search 5 - Message S).nc Detect

I - Code Acquire 6 - Satellite Time Avail

2 - AGC Set 7 - Ephemeris AcquiE
3 - Freq Acquirc 8 - Avail for Position

4 - Bit S)'nc Detect

s - Signal Streugth O ,.255
(nurbber proportional to SNR)

d - Cbannel Sratus Flag

Each bit reprcsents one of the followiug:
(nsb)

(lsb)

(End of Channel Dependeut Data)

s - Receiver Status Message-

(6sb) Bit 7: Position Propagate Eode

Bir 6: Poor ceonerry (DOp > 20)

Bir5:3Dfix

Bit 7: Using for Position Fix

Bit 6: grellite Mornentum Alert Flag Set

Bit 5: Satellite Anri-spoof Flag Set

Bit 4: Satellite Reported Unhealthy

Bit 3: Satellite Reporred tnaccurate (>16 m)

Bit 2: Spare

Bir I: Spar€

Bit 0: Padty Error

Bit 4: Altitude Hold (2D fix)
Bit 3: Acquiring Sar.ellireyPosirion Hold
Bit 2: Dilferential

Bit l: lnsufficienr visible satellites (< 3)

Bit 0: Bad Aloaoac

&elt
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VISIBLE SATELLITE STATUS MESSAGE

This command requests the results of the most current satellite alen compuution.
The response message glves a summary of the satellite visibility starus showing the
number of visible satellites, the Doppler frequency and location of the cunently vis!
ble satellites (up to 12 satellites). The reference position for the most rccent satellite
alen is the current position coordinates. Note that these coordinates may nor com_
pare to the GPS receiver's actual position when initially tumed on, since the GpS

receiver may have moved a great distance since it was last used.

I ote
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Input Command
Description

t
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VISIBLE SATELLITE STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Reqtest Visible Satellite Status:

@GBbmC<CR><LF>

rr - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - output response message once (polled)

I - outFrut rcsponse message when visibiliry data

changes

Response
Message

. (to contmand)

@Bbniddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas i ddeaa
s iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas idd.eaasC<CR><LF>

Sat Visibility lnfo -
n - nurnber of visible sas 0.. 12

For each visible satellite, up to n fields contain the following lid data _

i - satellite PN code ID

dd - Dopple! in Hz

e - elevation (deg)

aa - Azimuth (degrees) 0 .. 359

s - satellite heakh 0 - healthy & not removed

I-healthy&removed
2 - unhealthy & not removed

3-unhealthy&removed

C - checksuo

Message l-ength: 92 bytes

r..32
-5000 .. 5000

0..90

6.77'a
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XDOP TABLE STATUS MESSAGE

This command requests the XDOP parameters corresponding to combinadons of
cunently visible satellites based on the latesr satellite visibiliry calculation. The GpS

receiver will send up to nine combinadons of satellires w.ith the corresponding
xDOP parameter. The tlpe of DOP is defined by the xDOp Type parameter, and the
GPS receiver will compure xDOP of all combinations of sateliites uken N at a time
(GPS receiver is selected for N-in-View Position Fix mode) or for all satellites uken
four at a time (GPS receiver is selecred for Besr-4 posirion Fix mode).

I o.za
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Input Command
Description

,"..:
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xDOP TABLE STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Bfuwry Format

Reqtest XDOP Table Statlls:

eGBcmC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

0 - output response message once (polled)

1 - output response message when data changes

(continuous)

Response
Message

. (to comriand)

@Bctrsnddssssssddssssssddssssssddssssssdds sssssddssss
ssddssssssddssssssddsssssSC<CR><LF>

t - XDOP Ty'pe O - GDOP

I - PDOP

2 _ HDOP

3 - VDOP

4 - TDOP

n - number of valid combinations 0..9

m - B€sr-4 or N-in-View .1or6or8

For n valid combinations of satellites

l0 .. 999
(1.0..99.S)

dd-xDOP
resolution 0. I
ssssss - Sat Combo ID! each s = 0 .. 32 for sat ID

C - checksum

Message kngth: 82 bytes

Note: The number of valid "s" fields is giveu by m.
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ALMANAC STATUS MESSAGE

This command requess the almanac status information corresponding to the cur-
rently used sarellite almanac data (in MM), as well as the almanac data currently
stored in receiver nonvolatile memory (EEPROM). The GpS receiver caprures a new
alrnanac to internal RAM filst and uses this data immediately to compure satellite

visibility information. The receiver also copies the RAM data ro nonvolarile EEPROM

using a slow background process. Consequently there is a delay between the receipt

of a new almanac and copying the new one to EEPROM. The user is given status

information on both almanac data sets.

I o.go
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Input Command
Description

ALMANAC STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Reqwest Almanaa Stdtus Command:

@@BdmC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 byres

ilri

f,li

,.'|

il
fr'

i,::

::

ti
0 - Ourpur status once (polled)

I - Output status when Rr{M almanac data

changes (continuous)

Response
Message

. (to comnand):

G@Bdr,'wtas s ssvwt'as s s sC<CR><LF>

RAM Alllairac Status -
v - Aboanac valid flag

0 - no almanac in receiver

I - valid alnanac in receiver
w - almaoac week

number (raw)

t - time of almanac (raw)

a - nunber of avail sats

ssss - sat lDs in almaDac

32 bit binary field,
each bit rcpresents one SVID
(msb = 5Y19 32. lsb = SVID 1)

EEPROM Alaranac Status -
v - almanac valid flag

w - almanac week

number (raw)

t - time o[ aloanac (raw)

a - number of avail sats

ssss - sat IDs in Alloaiac
32 bit birury field, each bit
rcpresents one SVID
(dsb = SVID 32, lsb = S\4D 1)

C - checlcsun

Message I-ength: 23 bytes

0 .. 255

0CD-GPS-200 Ref)
o .. I+7
(ICD-GP9200 Rel)
0 -32
0-SVnota ilable
I - SV included

0 - no almanac in receiver
1 - valid almanac in receiver
0 .. 255
(lCD-GP9200 Ref)
o .. 147

0CD-GPS-200 ReO

o ..32
0 - SV not available
I - 5V included

t
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ALMANAC DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE

ThG parameter determines the rate the almanac data is output. The user has the

option of requesting the alrnanac data outpur one rime (polled), or each time the
almanac data changes (continuously). The almanac dau output pammeter s€t is

stored in nonvolatile memory

Almanac data for the GPS satellites is transmitted in words 3 through 10 of sub-
frame 5 (pages I through 25), and words 3 through I0 of subframe 4 (pages 2

througlr 5, 7 through 10, and 25) of rhe satellite broadcast dau message. The user is

directed to the ICD-GP5-200 for specifics on rhe format of the almanac data.

The GPS receiver outputs rhe almanac dau through a series of output messages,

each of which is idefiified by the pafticular subframe and page. The data fields of
each individual message corresponds to words 3 through lO of the broadcast dau.
Each word contains 24 data bits.

The entire almanac data output consists of 34 outpur respoDse messages corTe-

sponding to the 25 pages of subframe 5 and the 9 pages in subframe 4 that contain
almanac dau (pages 2 through 5, 7 through 10, and 25). The total message output
for one output request is Il22 byres including the @@Be preffx and the checksum /
carriage retum / line feed for each ourput. The output message begins with sub-
frame 5 page 1.

The GPS receiver will output about 750 bytes of rnessage data for each one second

output opponumry lf selected, the almanac response message is output until rhe

total number of bytes sent on a l-second epoch exceeds 750. The remainder of the

almanac message is sent on the nexr l-second epoch (up to rhe 750 byte limir per
second) until all of the almanac data is output.

lf rhe user issues this command and the GPS receiver does not contain an almanac,

then the GPS receiver returns one response nessage with the subframe and page

bytes equal to zero.

F
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Input Command
Descriptiou
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ALMANAC DATA OUTPUT
Motorola Binary Format

. Set Almai4c Ddta Output Rate:

eGBemC<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bytes

MESSAGE

0 - output rcsponse message once (polled)

I - output rqsponse loessage when almanac data

changes (coutinuous)

Response
Message

. (to commaid)

@GCbspxxxxx . . . x).xxC<CR><LF>

sp - subfrarne/page Number sf5/pgs l -25
ot

sf+/pgs2-5,
7 - 10,25

xr<x....xxx Words 3 - 10, each wod is 3 bytes long (format per ICD_GPS_200)

C - checksum

Message Length: 33 bytes

Note: lf no almanac is present iD GpS receiver, then the receiver returns one outpu!
respou-s;e message with the "sp" field set to 0, and all other bytes in the field set to 0.

6.83 [
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INPUT EPHEMERIS DATA

This command will cause the rece'iver to accept satellite ephemeris data input via the

RS-232 pon. The receiver keeps rhe ephemerides decoded from all satellires in its
nonvolatile memory as Iong as the 5/I2V_BATT voltage is applied to the receiver,

and the ephemerides are still valid (t-toe < 4 hours). However, the ephemeris dam

that the user inpurs via rhe R5-232 port is only remembered until the next time the
receiver power is cycled, or until it is replaced as a normal pan of decoding new

ephemeris data from a satellite. This is true even though the 5/12V_BATT voluge
may have been applied during the receiver off period. The ephemeris-hold swirch
can be used ro preveff the receiver from replacing the user input ephemeris with
new data decoded from the satellites.

The input format is idendcal to the format output by the receiver for the ourpur
ephemeris command to allow the same ephemeris output file to be used by the
receiver for an ephemeris input file. The receiver echoes the input ephemeris data

format message so the user can validate the ephemeris data with the new user sup
plied ephemeris upon completion of the receipt of a rzlid ephemeris.

F
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Input Command
Description

INPUT EPHEMERIS DATA
Motorola Binary Format

. Input satellite ephemeris aata:

G8Bfixxx. . . xxxC<CR><LF>

i-satlD
*o< ... xxx ephemeris

C - checksum

Message Length: 80 bytes

t

rl

1..37
sf I - 3/words 3 - 10 (72 bytes per sat;

format per ICD-GPS-2OO)

Response
Message

. (to comnand)

@Ccixxx. . . xxxC<CR><LF>

i-SatID
x)o( ... xxx ephemeris

C - checksum

Message Length 80 bJ'tes

1..37
sf I - 3,/words 3 - 10 (72 byres per sar;

format per ICD-GP5-200)

6.e5 |
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I.]. SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
;,'

NOTE: The input/ourpur messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

:i', Option is installed.

]1,, This parameter determines the rate that basic satellite range and range-rate informa-

" tion for each of the sarellites that the GPS receiver is tracking is output. The user

has the option of requesting the satellite range data staus one time (polled), or con-

tinuously at a user specified update rate. The selected rate is stored in the GpS

receiver's non-volatile memory lf the GPS receiver was continuously outputting the

satellite range data output when rumed off, it will begin to output this message con-

tinuously (at the selected updare rare) again when power is reapplied.

lf the GPS receiver has ts ldle mode option enabled, this parameter selection does

not exist, and the GPS receiver outputs the last known valid Range Data Output
informarion once when polled.

Two bits in each of the channel tracking mode words of the response mes-sage are

used to denote whether or not the channel has Iosr phase lock or frequency lock
since the last output of this message. This information is helpful for users who per-

form post-processing and it elimlnates the need to output this message at a one sec-

ond rate.

The channel tracking mode in this response message is not necessarily the same as

the channel tracking mode in the Position/Status/Data Output Message. When the
receiver is not using the channel as part of rhe position fix solution, rhe GpS sarellire

time (Integrated Carrier Phase Filtered) will be zero, and the channel tracking mode
will repon mode 4 or lower When the receiver is using the channel as pan of the
position fix solution (modes 5 through 8 afrer reaching mode 8 once), the GpS sarel-

Iite time (lntegrated Carrier Phase Filtered) will be valid, and the channel racking
mode will be the same as the channel tracking mode in the position/SratuyDara

Ourput Message.
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SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE

Input Command
Description

MotorolaBinary Format

. Set rcspose message rate:

@Bgrmc<CR><LF>

m - mode

C - checksum
Message Length: I bttes

0 - output response message once (polled)
1..255 - response message outpur at indicated rare
(courinuous)

I - once per second
2 - once every two seconds
255 - once every 255 seconds

Response
Message

. (to command)

@Bgttt ff ffimsss fff fccf frrrddimsss ff f fcc
f f rrddimsss f f f f ccf f rrrddimsssf f f f ccf f rrr
ddimsssffffccffrrrddims ss f f ffccf frrrddc
<CR><LF>

Response Message Continued on Following Page
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SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Response
Message

(Continued)

0 .. 604799
0 .. 0.999999999

(0 .. 0.999999999)

0..32

ttt - GPS local rime i! seconds
IIf - GPS local fractional rime in ns

resolution - I ns

For each of six channels:
i - satellite ID

0 - channel not used
I - 32 sacllite lD

ro - channel Eacking mode where bits 0 - 3 are decoded as
0 - code search
I - code acquire
2 - AGC set
3 - frequency acquire
4 - bit sync detect
5 - message s)'nc detect
6 - sat time available
7 - ephemeris acquile
8 - avail for position

where bit 6 is decoded as
0 - frequency locked since last range message
I - not frequency locked since lasr range message

and where bit 7 (MSB) is decoded as
0 - phase locked since last range mcssage
I - not phase locked since last range message

sssffff - GPS satellite rime (Integrated Carrier phase Filtered)
sss - ilteger pait o ..6M799

(resolurion - L sec)
ffi - fractional pan O .. 999,999,999

(resolution - 1 nsec) (0.. 0.999999999)
ccII - integrated carrier phase

cc - inreger part 0 .. 65535
16 MS bits of carrier (cyctes)
phase (above decimal point)

ff - fractional pan 0 .. 65535
16 bits of carrier NCO (0 .. 359.9945 degrees)
below decimal point at
measurement epoch

rrr - raw code phase (carrier cycles) 0 .. 1575420
dd - code discriminator -32,764 ..32767

ouput at measurement epoch

IJB = (2-r2)* 50l*0.00r/28644 berers
C - checksuB
Message Length: 122 blres

ln the discussions that follow, the subscript (1) refers to the current measurement
dau, and the subscript (t-f) refers ro the prtvious (I second old) dau.
The user can convert the above message into pseudorange and pseudorange rae
for each satellite by using the following formulas: -

$ o.aa
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Conversion
Formulas

SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Pseudorange (in meters) = (GPS local time - GpS satellite time) * SOL

Note: Not conected for possible End-Of-Week Rollovers.

Pseudorange rate (in meters per second) = 12 * (ICPk - lcp1_t)

ICP is the integer and fractional part of ICP treared as a 32 bit unsigned quantitli
Use 32 bit unsigned integer subnaction to avoid rollovers.

Absolute carrier phase at measurement epoch in degrees = K4 * ICpl

The GPS satellite time used in the first equations for the computation of pseudor-
ange is the same value that the Oncore uses intemally This sltelite time value
combines code and carrier information and has been pre-smoothed using carrier
aided ffltering with a very narrow-band (O.OO5 Hz) low-pass filter algonthm. The
user has access to the unfiltered raw code phase via the lolowing: -

Raw Code Phase (in meters) =Kl * RCP- K2 * ICPI +K3 * K5 * CD
where:
RCP is the raw code phase from the message
ICPI is the fractional part of the integrated carrier phase
CD is the code discriminator output from the Bessage
K5 is a variable code discriminator calibration constant

Code discrininator calibration constant: When tracking satellites, t}le receiver
causes the raw code phase to move back and forth once per second in discrete
steps of I code phase quantum. One code phase quantum is equal to 55 carrier
cycles, or about 10.4662 merers. This intentional dither allowJthe receiver to
calibrarc the ourput of the code discriminator.

T.he user can accurately cah.hrate the code discriminator output by using the fact
that the long term average difference between subsequent code diicriminator
measurements will be equal to 1 quantum, K5, the calibration constant, varies
slowly,over time as a function of received signd. to noise ratio and multipath.
Truical values of K5 are betwe€n 0.5 and I.5. A simple low-pass lilter cin be
used to generate K5 as follows:

diff = K3 * abs (CD1 - CD1_1)
CDr- r = CDr-
LPF = LPF + beta * (diff - LPF) (initialize LPF = 10.4662 meters)
K5 = LO.4662A_PF

The constant "beta" establishes the fflter time constant. Tpical values of beta are
0.001 (maximum filtering) ro 0.5 (minimum filtering). The bncore uses a constanr
of 0.05 intema\

OTHER F]XED CONSTANTS:
L1F0 = 1,575,420,000.0 Hz (LI carrier frequency)
SOL = 299,792,458.0 m/s (GpS value for the speed of light)
Kl = sol-/LlFo
K2=K\/65536
rc = (2-Ir) * sol- * 0.ool / 28644
K4=360/65536

r
.

1!
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OUTPUT PSEUDORANGE CORRECTION
OUTPUT MESSAGE

This parameter sets the rate the pseudorange correction shtus is output from rhe

GPS receiver.

The pseudorange correction response message allows the GpS receiver to be used as

a master site receiver in a real-time differentiral system. The message is structured to
retum a pseudo-range and pseudorange rate correcdon for up to six receiver chan-

nels, and identifies the satellire lD that corresponds ro each cbannel. To use this

output properly, the GPS receiver must have the position-hold option erubled wirh
the cunent GPS receiver position entered into the position-hold-position coordi-
nates. The assignment of sarellites to channels is accomplished during normal
receiver operadon (or may done manually).

lf the GPS receiver is in the Idle mode, the GPS receiver outputs the lasr known
valid Pseudorange Correction response message only when polled.

For an eight channel receiver, two consecutive messages are output wirh rhe data for
the seventh and eigth cbannels in the second message. The rest of the channel dau
in the second message is filled with zeros.

?i 6.e0
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iJ OUTPUT PSEUDORANGE CORRECTION
;.:I:I OUTPUT MESSAGE

tti Motorola Binary Format
:.:t:

Input Command ^ . set response rate:

Description t:i' eGBh*c.CR><LF>

m - mode 0 - ourput lesponse message (once polled)
1 .. 255 - response message output at indicated Iate

(continuous)
I - once per second
2 - once every two secodds
255 - once every 255 seconds

C - checksum
Mersage kngth: 8 bytes

Response . fte cornmand):

Message
eeCet t t ippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrd
c<cR><LF>

nt - GPs time ref 0 .. 6047999 (0.0 ..604799.9)
i - Satellite lD 0..32

0 = not us€d
I-32=SatID

For each of six channels:
ppp-pseudoraugecorrection -l,O+8,576..+1,048,576

0.01 meterresolution (-10,485.76..+10,485.76)
rr - pseudorange rate correction -4096 .. +4096

0.001 E/s lesolurion C4.096 .. +4.096)
d - issue of &ta ephemeris O .. 255

C - checksum
Message length: 52 bytes

6.er &
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EPHEMERIS DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE

This parameter determines the rate that satellite ephemeris data is output. The user

has the option of requesting the ephemeris data output one rime (polled), or each

time the satellite ephemeris data changes (continuously). The GpS receiver remem-

bers the last rate of rhe satellite ephemeris dara outpur (wirh 5/I2V_BAII signal

applied) when tumed off.

Ephemeris data for each of the GPS satellires is contained in subframqs l, 2, and 3,

words 3 rhrough 10. Each satellirc tansrnits the ephemeris data for itself only The

user is directed to the ICD-GP5-200 for specifics on the format of the ephemeris

datz.

When polled, the GPS receiver ourputs a complete Ephemeris Data Ourput Message

for each of the satellires ihar rhe receiver is curenrly using for position fix. When
requested continuously the GPS receiver outputs the current ephemerides once for
all satellites currently tracked, then outputs individual channel ephemerides again

any time the ephemerides on that channel change.

The GPS receiver outputs the ephemerjs dau rhrough a series of output messages,

each of which corresponds to a panicular satellite. The data ffelds of each message

corresponds to words 3 through l0 of subframes I through 3. Each word contains

24 datz. bits.

The GPS receiver will output about 750 by-tes of message data for each one-second

output opportuniqz lf selected, the ephemeris response message is output for each

satellite that is curently tracked until the total number of bytes sent on a

one-second epoch exceeds 750. The remainder of the ephemeris message is sent

on the next one-second epoch (up ro the 750 blte limit per second) until all of
the ephemeris dau for all satellites is ourput.

I
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lnput Command
Description

ai
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EPHEMERIS DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Set Response Message Rdte:

@BimC<CR><LF>

m - mode 0 - output resporse message once (polled)

I - output response oessage when ephemeris

data changes (continuous)

C - checksum

Message hngth: I b''tes

Response
Message

. (to eommand.):

@GBfixxxxx, . . xxxxC<CR><LF>

i-satlD
xxx ... xxx - Ephemeris

r ..37

sfl-3/words3-10
(72 bltes per sat; foroat ICD-GP9200)

C - checksum

Mesage Length: 80 bltes

Note: The GPS receiver returns one output rqsporEe message for each of the currendy
tracked satellites. For example, if the GPS receiver is curendy tracking five sarellites,
five output resporse messages will be sent by the receiver, one for each satellite.

,l
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LEAP SECOND PENDING STATUS MESSAGE

This command causes the receiver to send a message to the user indicating the

status of any pending leap second corection to UTC dme due at the end of the

current month. lf a leap second correction is pending, the direction of the coirection
is also indicated. This is a polled-only output message.

Leap seconds are occasionally insened in UTC time and generally occur on
midnight UTC June 30 or midnighr UTC December 31. The GpS comrol segment

notifies GPS users of pending leap second insertions to UTC time several week
before the event via a special broadcast message in the satellit! do*nlink message.

The receiver decodes this data and then insens the time correction in the
appropriate one-second time bin.

ti
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Input Command..ljescrtptron i

LEAP SECOND PENDING STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

AABjmC<CR><LF>

m-mode o-output iesponse message once polled
C - checksum

Message I-ength: 8 bytes

Response eaBjmc<CR><LF>
Message

m - message 0 _ No leap second pending

I - Additiob of 1 second pending

2 - Subtraction of I second pending
C - checksum

Message l,ength: 8 bnes

6.95 ?
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POSITION/STATUS/DATA EXTENSION MESSAGE

This message conhins inlornadon that can be considered an extension of the

data output in the Position/SraruyDah message (@@Ba). Some users may have

applications requiring use of this data at the same rate as the position/

Status/Data message while other users may only need ponions of this data

at a much slower rate (e.9., magnetic wriation).

Magn€tic vadadon can be used to correct the true nonh heading (see

Position/StatuyData Message) to magneric nofth. The correction is computed using
an algorithm developed by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office. lt is based on the

WMM-95 (World Magnetic Model 1995) magnetic field model which was generated

from actual field measuremenr and is valid until January 1, 2000. Another table

will be available from the U.S. Defense Mapprng Agency (DMA) at that tirne. The

algorithm primarily characterizes that ponion of the Eanhb magnetic ffeld which is
generated by the Earth's conducring fluid outer core. porrions of the geomagnetic

fi,eld generated by the Eanh's crust, mantle, ionosphere, and rnagnetospherc are for
the mosr pan not represented in these models. Coruequendy, a magnetic sensor

such as a compass or rrugnetomercr may observe spatial and temporal magneric

anomalies when referenced to the appropriate World Magnetic Model. ln panicular,
certain local, regional, and temporal magnetic declination anomalies can exceed 10

degrees. Anomalies of this magnitude are not common, but they do exist.

Declinadon anomalies on rhe order of 2 or 3 degrees are not uncorrmon, but are of
small spatial exent and relatively isolated. From a global perspective, the root-
mean-square (RMS) error at sea level of the World Magnetic Model are estimated ro

be less than 1.0 degrees over rhe entire 5-year life of the model.
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Input Command
Description
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POSITION/STATUS/DATA EXTENSION MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Request 64ersion messoge:

AOB]<]IIC<CR><LF>

m - mode 0 - output response message once (polled)

I .. 255 - output response message at indicated

rate (contiluous)

I - once per second

2 - once every two seconds

255 - once every 255 seconds

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 8 b)1es

Response
Message

. (to com and):

GGBkqgpphhwt tmnmeeuua axxxxy\ryy zz zzrrrrrri i i i i i
i iiii iiii i iii. iccooC<CR><LF>

Note: DOP values are NOT valid if in position hold mode.

Curlent GDOP

Cu!rcnt PDOP
pp-

CuBent HDOP
hh-

Current \EOP

Cunent TDOP
tt-

Magnetic variation
mut -

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.1 (only valid if in 3D Fix mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
rcsolution 0.1 (only valid if i! 3D Fix mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 ro 3276.7 DOP)
rcsolution 0.1 (only valid if in 2D or 3D Fix
mode)

0 ro 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.1 (only valid if in 3D Fix mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.I (only valid if uackins ar leasr one
satellite)

-1800 to +1800 (-180.0'ro +180.0")
resolution = 0.1

positive angles are east

velocity in dorth, €ast, up coordinate systeld 
negative algles arc west

lln-

ee-

uu-

north - 32767 to 32767 (rnrs)
resolurion = 0.1.
easr. - 32767 ro 32767 (rats)
resolution = 0.1
up - 32767 to 32767 (nls)
resolulion = 0.1

Response Message Continued on Following Page

v
$
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Response
Message

(Continued)

POSITION/STATUS/DATA EXTENSION MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Age of differential correction data (for slave receiver)
0 to 65535 resolurior 0.1s

Receiver position in ECEF coordinare systera (X, ! Z)
aa-

xxxx -
vvw -

l-

u-

URA for each of six receiver channels (6 elemens)

resoludoD = 0.01 meters
resolution = 0.01 Beters
resolution = 0.01 metets

A-1 Matrix element where
elemem #l is A-ll0ll0l
element #2 is A-1[0][ ]

eleBent #3 is A-1[0][2]
element #4 is A-1[0][3]
element #5 is A-I [1]{11
element #6 is A-l [1][2]
element #7 is A-I [][3]
element #8 is A-I[2] [2]
elcment l4 is A-l[2]l3l
element #10 is A-1[3]l3I
resolution = 0.1 (unidess)

-32767 ro +32767 (in m€ters)
resolution = 0.1

0 to 65535 (in m/s)
resolution = 0.1

as decoded from the GPS sateUite hessage
(0-15 is valid URA, 63 if not decoded yet)
see NAVSTAR GPS-ICD-2oo Secrion 20.3.3.3.1.3

l€ast Squares A-1 Symmetrical Matrix element (I0 elements)

Receiver clock bias

cc-

Receiver oscillator offset

oo-

C - checksurn

Message Length: 69 bytes

I e.se
I
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SATELLITE BROADCAST DATA MESSAGE

The Global Positioning Sysrem satellites each broadcasr a 50 birs per second (BpS)

data message called the Navigation data. The sfucture of each satellite data message

consists o{ 1500 bits (transmission time is 30 seconds) distributed across 5 sub-
frames (6 seconds each). Each subframe is funher subdivided into ten 30 bit words,
where each word consists of 24 birs of data and 6 bits of parity Subframes 4 and 5
are commutated over 25 pages spread over I2.5 minutes.

The data tmnsmitted by the sarellites consists of sarellite Keplerian orbital elernents
(ephemerides), almanac data, telemetry word, hand-over word, ionospheric correc-

tion data, satellite heahh data, UTC rime corecdon data, special message fields, erc.

More inforrnation on the content of the message is provided in the Navstar GpS

Space Segment/Navigarion User lnterface Control Documenr 1CD-GPS-200.

Only the 24 data bits of each word is output. The 6 parity bia from each word are

not output but are used to verify the contents of the data field intemal to the receiv-

er. The receiver collects each subframe (6 seconds of data) and then outputs the data

on the serial port after successful receipt of all l0 words of a particular subframe for
each satellite tracked.

No format conversion is applied to rhe data; it is output in its raw binary form for
zubsequent processrng ourside rhe receiver

lf the user selects the satellite broadcast dam in the continuous output mode, the
receiver outputs a single sateilite broadcast data message record for all cbannels for
the current subframe after word ten of that subframe has been collected.

Consequently in continuous mode, the receiver outpus one message per satellite

approximately every six seconds (the subframe transrnission rate). Data being output
for any channel will output data for all channels (active or inacrive).

If the user selects satellite broadcast data in the polled output mode, the receiver

outputs a single satellite broadcasr data record for all satellites tracked for the cur-
rent subframe after word ten of that subframe has been collected. No other data is

output after that time unless the user selecb the data to be output again in the

polled or continuous modes.

For either case, the GPS receiver outputs the broadcast data through a sedes o[ out-
put messages, each of which is idendfied by the particular channel, satellite ID (pRN

number), subframe, and when appropriate, the page number (subframes 4 and 5
onlt.

The entire broadcast data output message consists of N output respons€ messages

corresponding to the N receiver channels.

lf the user requests the satellite broadcast dara message and the receiver does not
proper\ receive the next subframe of data, only the valid words will be outpur wirh
the remaining fields set to zero.

[ 6.100
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Input Comrnand
Description

SATELLITE BROADCAST DATA MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Reqlest Broddcast messdge:

GABImC<CR><LF>

(Note: The second character is a lower case "L" not the number "1")

m - mode 0 - Output Next Subframe Data when collected
(polled)

I - Output Next and Subsequent data Messages

(continuous)

C - checksum

Message kngth: 8 bytes

Response
Message

. (to conmond)

. @BTcispxxxxx. . . xxxxC<CR><LF>

c - channel numbet

i - Satellite lD
1..8
o..32
0 = channel not used

1-32 = sat lD

p - Page number

too(...xto( -

s - Subframe number/ valid words

whele bits 0-2 (i.e. the t-s

nibble) are decoded asi 0 = no subframe

1-5 = subframe

where biis 4-7 (i.e. the MS nibble)

are decoded as: 0-I0 = numtrer of contiguous, valid words
starting at word I
0..25
0 = no page number

l-25 = page nuEber
Data Words I - 10, each vrord is 3 by'tes long
(FolElat per ICD-GPS-200)

C - checksum

Message kngth: 4l bltes

Note: lf a panicular channd of the receiver is nor assigned to a satellite, then the satellite pRN
lD field (i) will be set to zero. lf the receiver cannot decode any single word of a par-
ticular subftame, then the subframe number, page number, and data word fields will all
be set to zero for tlat particular subframe. Since tle data words rcpr€sent the suearn
of contiguous data starring at word one, the VALID_WORDS field represents the num-
ber of valid words of &ta starting wirh one tlrough the word number indicated by the
VALID_WORDS pararnete!. The lasr (I0 - VALID WORDS) three-byre-words will be
zero.

,
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6 CHANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE

NOTE: The input/output messages described here are available only if GpS receiver
option I is installed.

The GPS receiver uses the Time RAIM algorirhm to exploit redundancy in the GpS
time solution in order to detect and isolate faulty sarellites. The Time MIM Setup
and Sratus Message allows the user to change the update rate, the configuradon for
the IPPS output, and the Time RAIM alarm limit.

The rate parameter in$rucb the GPS receiver to either output this message one-rime
(polled), or to output this message at the indicated updare rate (continuously). lf rhe

message rate is the same as the 1PPS rate, then the message and the lppS pulse are

tmchronized. Once the GPS receiver is set to cotuinuous output, the continuous
message llow can be stopped by sending a one-time outpur rcquest. The GpS receiver
will output the message one more time, then terminate any funher message outpurs.
The state of the rate parameter is storcd in nonvolatile mernory lf the GpS receiver
was condnuously outputting the message when tumed off, it will begln to output this
message continuously (at the seleced rate) again when power is reapplied. lf the GpS
receiver has its Idle Mode option enabled, the rate parameter selection is unalzilable,
and rhe GPS receiver outputs the last valid message once when polled.

The state of the rate blte is stored in RAM. lf the GpS receiv€r was continuously
outputting the message when tumed off and backup power is applied, then it will
begin to output this message continuously (at the selected up&te rate) again when
t}re main power is reapplied. lf backup power is not applied during power down,
then the GPS receiver will stan up with a default rate of zero. The other Time RAIM
control parameters are also srored in RAM, so they will be reset to their default val-
ues if backup power is not applied during power down.

The pulse generation can be controlled with the lpps control mode byte. The pulse
can be on all the time, off all the time, on onJy when the receiver is tracking at leasr

one satellite, or on only when the dme solurion is within the alarm threshold.

The number of satellites appearing in the table below are the minimum which must
be tracked to ensure the detection, isolation, and removal of faulty satellltes. The
probability of detection and isolarion of a faulry satellite is grearer rhan 99.99%,
which corresponds to less than one missed detection every 10,000 failures. Given
the infrequency of GPS satellite failures, this makes a missed detection vinually
irnpossible. The probability of a false alarm is less than 2.e-4%, which coresponds to
less *ran one false alarm wery 5.7 days. Given that lock is mainuined on eight
satellites, the time alarm can be set as low as 3OO ns without compromising perfor-
mance-

*The minimurn time required false alarm raLe of 2.e-4oA cannor be achieved for rhis

time alarm range.

p o.roz
&

I

fitne Alarm (ns) SVs needed to detect SVs Aeeded to isolate

T >1000

1000> T>700
700> T>500
500> T>300
300> T>250

z

3

4

4

3

3

4

8
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i 6 CHANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
'L Motorola Binary Format
itl

i

:,'l The Time RAIM Setup and Starus Message outputs rhe sutus of the Time MIM solu-

ili tion when rhe algorithm is on. This messaage also outputs several values relating to
: the Time RAIM solution.

The receiver can make an esrimate of the overall accuracy of the time soiution.
The one sigma accuracy estirnate is computed using the residuals of the least-squares

time solution. This number is a measure of the spread of the obsewatiors, not an esti-

mate of the absolure rime accuracy.

The underlyrng noise due to the granularity of the clock generating the lppS
signal is deterministic on every pulse. The receiver computes and outputs the

negative sawtooth residual so that the user can compensare for the error and

remove granularity

Finally, the time solution of each individual satellite is output.

Default values; Time RAIM algorithm

Time RAIM alarm limit 1000 ns

IPPS control mode setting I

['
L
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Input Command
Description

6 CHANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Send current Time RAIM Serup and Status:

CeBaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxc<CR><LF >

x 15 out af range bJtes $ff trff tr...

C checksum

Message length: 22 bltes

. Change cuBent Time RAIM Setup:

eaBnot aapxxxxxxxc<CR><LF >

o ourput message lare 0 ,.255
0 = output response message once (polled)
1..255 = response message ouqrut at indicated
rare (continuous)

I = Once per S€cond
2 = once every two secon&
255 = once every 255 seconds

t TiEe RAIM algoritlm onlolI 0=off
I=oD

aa Time RAIM alanx limit 3 .. 65535
in l00s of nanoseconds

p 1PPS control Eode O = lpps output pulse is ofl all the time
I = IPPS on all the time
2 = pulse acrive oDIy when tracking ar least _
one satellite
3 = pulse active ouly when Time RAIM
algorithm con{irnrs time solution error is
wirhin rhe user defined alar6 limit

unn aot used 0
mdlyhos uor used O

C checksum
Message length: 22 byres

Response . (o either command):

Messaee' eeBnotaapnnrundl4ahmspysreensffffsffffsffffs
ffffs ffffg ff ffC<CR><LF>

o output message rate 0 .. 255r Tiare RAIM algorithm on/of 0 = olI

aa Time RAIM atarE liBit in ] '.= :lt-
100s of nanoseconds

$ o.ror

6

Response Message Continued on Folloq/ing page
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6 C}IANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

p 1PPS contol mode 0 = IPPS ourput pulse is off all the time
I = IPPS on all rhe riEe
2 = pu)se active only when rracking at least

one salellite
3 = pulse acrive onlyvhen Time RAIM algorirhm

conurErs Lrme soluEon error rs wrttln the
user defined alaln lirnir

0 .. 86400

0.. 12
0..31
1980..2079
0..23
0..59
0..60

0=oF
l=on

0 = pulse referenced to UTC
I = pulse rcferenced to GPS time

0 = OK: solution within alarm limirs
I = AL{RM: user specified limit exceeded
2 = UNKNOWN: due to ...

a) alarm rhreshold set too low
b) TiItre RAIM tumed ofi
c) irrulficient satellites being tracked

0 = detection and isolation possible
I = detectiou only possible
2 = neithe! possible

0 .. 65535

Response
Message

(Continued)

nnn IPPS oueur larc

mdyyhms time to next fire
m months
d days
w yeals
h hours
m minutes
s seconds

p pulse status

y 1PPS pulse sync

s TiEe RAIM solution status

r Tilne RAIM status

ee time solulion one sigEa
accuracy estiiute in
nanoseconds

d negative sawtooth
time error of next
1PPS pulse in nanoseconds

For each ol six receiver channels

satellite ID

-124 .. t27

s

ffi
0..37

fractional GPS local 0 .. 999999999
tiEe estiEate of satellite
in nanosecon&

C checksum
M€ssage length: 59 bltes

t
!
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SELF-TEST

The GPS receiver user has the abiliry to inidate an extensive self-test. The tests that
are accomplished during the comrnanded self-test are as follows:

ROM checksum

RAM

EEPROM

Correlator lC

SPI pon comm wirh DCXO

SPI pon comm wirh RTC and Time incremenr

SCI comm is verified operational if the RS232 pon is active

The output of the self-test command is a l6-bit field, where each bit of the field rep_

resents the golno-go condition of the particular irem tested.

I o.roo
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Input Command
Description

SELF-TEST
Motorola Binary Format

. lnitiates Self-Test:

eGCaC<CR><LF>
C - checksum

Message Lengtl: 7 bytes

u.r:

1.

l.i;.

li?

Response
Message

. (to cofinaiA)

G@CaxxC<CR><LF>

xx - self test result

Each bit of the self-test result field is either zero (pass) or one (fail) and
represents the result of the lollowing tesrc:

(uEb) Bit 15:

Bit l4i
Bir 13:

Bit 12:

Bir I l:
Bir l0:
Bit 9:

Bir 8:

Bir 7i

Bir 6:

Bit 5:

Bir 4:

Bir 3:

Bir 2:

Bir l:
(lsb) Bit 0:

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 bnes

Spare

Spare

RTC Comm & TiBr
DCXO sPI Comm

EEPROM

RAM MSByte

RAM EByte

ROM MSBlte ChecksuEr

ROM lsByte Checksum

I Kllz Presence

Chatrnel 6 Cofielation resr

Channel 5 Correlation tesr

Channel 4 Correlatiou test

Channel 3 CoEelarion test

Channel 2 Correlation test

Channel I Corrclation rest

f
I
I
v
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INPUT ALMANAC DATA

This input data utility command insulls an alrnanac into the receiver,s nonvoladle
memory This command will cause the GpS receiver to accepr an almanac dara file
via its RS232 pon. The eftire almanac data message consiss of 34 unique formatted
messages that correspond to the subframe and page number of the almanac data
(see rhe GPSICD-20O for format description).

The GPS receiver echoes the input almanac data subframe and page numbers of
messages received so that the user can validate that each almanac slice has been

accepted. The Oncore GPS receiver will collect an entire almanac in local storage,

then check the almanac for raliditir The receiver will updare the intemal almanac
data with the new user-supplied almanac upon completion of the receipt of a valid _
almanac.

Upon completlon of the receipt of a valid almanac, the GpS receiver outputs an

almanac sratus message (see Almanac Status). This output verfies that the almanac
was accepted and is curently being used for sarellite visibility and DOp computa_
tions. Upon completion of the storage of the new almanac to nonvolatile memory
(EEPROM), the GPS receiver will output another almanac status message to verify
successful storage of rhe almanac.

Any single input message thar has an invalid subframe (i.e., not 4 o! 5) will reset the
almanac collection software so tlpt the local collecdon of almanac data can begin
fresh. Subframe 5 page I marks the beginning message and resets the collection
process. The data for subframe 5 page I musr appear firsr in the string of 34 com_

mands that make up the total ahnanac input dau. Order for the remaining data is
not important,

At 9600 baud, the user can insen up ro about IK of data per second into rhe RS232

port. Consequently, the user should be aware that the 34 total messages rhat make
up the alrnanac daa will take Ionger tban I second to input into the receiver. Also,
the output response message to each input is limired by the 750 maximum byte

trarsfers per second. As a result, the GPS receiver will take several seconds to oper-
ate on all 34 input almanac data commands.

If the GPS receiver is currently storing an almaruc when the user inputs another
almanac, the GPS receiver will complete the storage of the first almanac to non-
volatile memory before accepting the new user input almanac.

r
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lnput Command
Description

INPUT ALMANAC DATA
Motorola Binary Format

GeCbspxxx. . .xxxC<CR><LF>

sp - Subframe/Page Number sf 5 ,/ pgs I - 25

)oo(....xxx

C - checksum

Message Length: 33 byres

sf 4 /p+s2-5,7 - I0,25
words 3 - 10, each wod is 30 bils long

(Format per ICD-GPS-200)

Response . fto each ol 34 conmands):

Message
GeChspC<CR><LF>

sp - Subframe/page Number sl5 / pgs I-25
ol
sf4/pgs2-5, 7 -10,25

C - checksum

Message Length: 9 bytes

6.109 t;
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ALERT-PLANNING

This urility command allows the user to compute satellite visibility information for
other locations than the GPS receiver3 cunent localion. This can be accomplished in
either the ldle or rhe Position Fix modes. The input command allows the user to
specify the date, time, location, satellite rnask angle, and GMT time correcrion to
compure the satellite visibility information, and the output response message rerurlls
satellite elevation, azimuth, and Doppler information for up to 12 visible satellites as

well as DOP vs satellite selection combinations for up to 9 differem cornbinations.
The receiver uses the current datum lD, Sarellite lgnore List, posirion Fix Algorithm
T)/pe, and xDOP Compuurdon T)?e parameters in order to compute the Aleft plan.

The time the GPS receiver requires to compute the output response message is a

function of the curent loading on the Oncore GPS receiver CpU. The response mes-

sage will be ourput much hsrer if the GpS receiver is placed in the ldle mode before

the input comnEnd stdng is entered. Otherwise, the output message is made avail-
able when there is sullicient time for the GpS receiver to process the inpur com-
mand and compure the outpur yisibility data. The user can build a visibility vs time
table by inputting alen request commands, one at a time, that increase rhe dme
palIrmeter at some consunt rate (i.e., every 15 minutes).

ii
e
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Input Command
Description

ill

':.'

l.

ALERT-PLANNING
Motorola Binary Format

. Initiate Alert-Plannin g:

e8c&nd] /tmsggaaaaoooohhmc<CR><LF>

Date

m - month
d-day
w-yef

Time-
h - hours
m - rninutes

GMT Correction-
s - sign of GMT corr

gg - GMT Corr (hrs,min)

hrs:

loin:
Positiotr-

aaaa - latitude
in msec

oooo - longitude
in msec

hh - height in meters
Satellite Mask Angle -

Er - Sat Mask

Angle in deg

C - checksum

Message kngth: 27 bltes

l .12

1..31

1980 .. 2079

0..23
0..59

00 - positive
fi - negative

0.. 12

0..59

-324000000..324000000 (-90' - +90")

-648000000..6.18000000 !r80. - +180")

-1000.. 18000

0..89

Note: The response message to an alert-pianni-ng command wirh at least one out-of-range
input paramet€r is to retum all fields of the response rnessage below zero_filled. in
addition, the response is zero filled when no almanac is presint in the Oncore GpS
receiver.

Response
Message

. (to command)

C@dmdyyhmni ddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaas iddeaa
s iddeaas i-ddeaas iddeaas iddeaa s i ddeaas iddeaas id
deaastdds ss s s sdds s s sssdds s s s s sddss s s s sd.ds s ss s
sddss ss s sdds s s s s sdds s s s s sdds s s s s sC<CR><LF>

Date -
m - mout}r 1..12
d -,luy 1..3r

W - y.ar 1980 .. 2079

Response Message Continued on FollowiDg page
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Response
Message

(Continued)

ALERT-PLANNING
Motorola Binary Format

Time -
h - hours
m - minutes

Sat Visibiliry lnfo -
n - nurnber of visible sars

i - satellite PN code lD
dd - Doppler in tlz
e - elevation (degrees)

aa - Azimuth (degrees)

s - sat health

dd - DOP (0.f resolution)

ssssss - SVID pe! chan

C - checksum
Message langth: l7I bytes

a::a

1:::

l:,r

1..

.:

i

i

:1,i
:-

0..23
0..59

0..12
(for each visible sat, up ro n fields contain lid dara)

xDOP vs Satellite Selection Info (up to 9 combinations) -
t - XDOP type

1..32
-5000 .. s000
0..90
0 .. 359
0 - healthy
I - removed from sv sel
2 - unhealthy

O _ GDOP
1 _ PDOP
2 - HDOP
3 - \'DOP
4 - TDOP
0,10..999 ( 0,1.0 .. 99.9)
dd = 0 if the combination is not valid
each s = 0 -. 32 for sar lD (zero indicates chan

not used)

.
I
I
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iii.

INPUT PSEUDORANGE CORRECTION

NOTE: The input/ourput messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

Option B is insulled.

Enabling this option allows the GPS receiver to accept pseudorange correcuon mes-

sages from a differential master site receiver The input message is structured to

accept pseudorange and pseudorange-rare corrections for up to six satellites. The

slave receiver uses the corrections ir the input message by associating the satellire

lD with the corresponding satellite (channel) thar rhe slave is tracking. The user can

specify up to 12 satellite correcrions through rhe use of two back-to-back input
commands.

I
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Input Command
Description

aall

ii: INPUT PSEUDORANGE CORRECTION
Motorola Binary Format

. Eflahle Pseuaorunge Cotection (for up to six sat):

eeCet tt ippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdippprrdi
ppprrdC<CR><LF>

ttt - GPS time ref

i-SatID
0 .. 6047999 (0.0 .. 604799.9)

o..37

0 = not used

I-37 = sat lD
ppp - pseudorange corr -1,048,576 ..+1,048,576

0.0I merer resolurion C10485.76 ..+10485.76)

rr - pseudorange-rate corr -4496 .. 4096

0.00I o,/s resolution (4.096 ..4.096)

d - issue of dau ephemeris O .. 255

C - checksum

Message Length: 52 bytes

Response
Message

. (to comnqi):

oockc<cR><LF>

C - checksum

Message l-eugth: 7 b1'tes

I
:l

,
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SET-TO-DEFAULTS

This utility sets all rhe GPS receiver paramerers ro rheir factory default values.

Performance of this utility results in aU continuous messages being reset to polled

output, clears pseudorange corrections contained il the GPS receiver, places receiver

in idle mode, and clears almanacy'ephemeris data. However, the time and date stored

in the internal real-time clock is not changed by performance of rhis utilitlz

f; 
o.rro
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Input Command
Description

SET-TO-DEFAULTS
Motorola Binary Format

. Set Oncore GPS recetuer to deJauh valucs:

GECfC<CR><LF>

C - checksum

Message Length: 7 bytes

Response . (to comnand):

Message
eGcfc<cR><LF>

C - checksum

Message l-ength: 7 bytes

6.r17 !1
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POSITION FIX/IDLE MODE OPTION

This utility allows the user to place the GPS receiver into one of two operating -
modes: Position Fix mode or ldle mode. The Position Fix mode is the normal oper-

adng mode of the GPS receiver in which it acquires and tracks satellites and com-
putes position from the satellite measurements. The Idle mode is a reduced power

mode in which the GPS receiver does not track satellires. The receiver's MpU is

active only while it operates on input commands and creates output resporue mes-

sages. All other times, the receiver is placed in a low-power wait-state in which it
waits for the nexr command string to be entered via the RS232 pon.

Default value: Idle

l o. rre
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,',, POSITION FIX/IDLE MODE OPTION
ti.l

l:,'.: Motorola Binary Format

|ii
Input Command i:, . setect Wrati^gMode:

Description l:.

ir eeCgrmC<CR><LF>
::.

m - rnode 0 - Go to ldle mode

I - Go to Position Fix Mode

2 - s€nd cunent receiver Mode

C - checksun

Message I-ength: 8 bytes

Response . fto commatd)

Message
g@grmc<CR><LF>

o-mode O-IdleMode

1 - Position Fix Mode

C - checksum

Message Lengtl: 8 bytes

Note: The respolse message is ouput when the GPS receiver reaches the desired mode. For
exanple, if the GPS receive! is in rhe Position Fix mode and the user issues the Idle
mode command, the Gsponse rnessage occurs only after the GPS receiver is configured
into *re lo{'-power Idle mode. This can take several seconds, depending on the current
status of the GPS receiver. For example, if the leceiver is storing almalrac data to its
internal nonvolatile memory (EEPROM), the ldle urode vrill be reached only afrer the
completion of the storage of the dau, which may take 12 seconds to accomplish,

6.rle I,
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i"i. SWITCH VO FORMAT

This utilitv command swirches

;, the other embedded formats.

t.

:i:

GPS receiver from Motorola binary format to one of

ii 6.120
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Input Comrnand
Description

SWITCH VO FORMAT
Motorola Binary Format

. Select I/O Jormat:

@GCimc<CR><LF>

m - format

C - checksum

Message Length: 8 bpes

iii

l:,

,::

rl-

ir!

I - NMEA-0183 ForEar

2 - LOMN Emulation Format

Response
Message

. (to contnand):

NOTE: There is no response message to this input comhand. The GPS receiver configures
rhe RS232 port paramereE (baud rate, starr bis, stop bis, etc.) to the selected format,
and input commands are recognized iu this new format only.
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i' RECEIVER ID COMMAND STRING

]'i The GPS receiver outputs an lD message upon request. The information contained. 
in rhe ID string is self-explarurory

!..t
i:',

{
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lnput Comrnand
Description

RECEIVER ID
Motorola Binary Format

. Poll Receive! ID string:

GGCj C<CR><LF>

C checksum

Message length: 7 bltes

Response Message . (to command):

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I 10 11 12 13 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

@ G C J (cr) (tf) C 0 P \7I I GHT r,9 9 I L Y 9 X 1

M 0 T 0 R 0 L I C ..r"0 (lDSF T W P N 2

ii
II X X X X X X X X X XXX X X t",r 00 ) 0 F T W A 3

E V E # X XXX XX X X X (c0 (|0 c 0 F 4

T WA E R E \I # X XXX X X X X X X Xl"o 00 5

S 0 F T W A R E D A E \.2 X X X X X X X X X 6

X (cr) (10 o D E L # XX X X X Y X X X X X 7

X X X X (c') (t0 H D W R P /u # X X X X.X XX X 8'
X X X X XX X (cr) 00 S E ]AL tl

ft X X XX X I

X X l\ X XX X X X X (r0 MAN F A C T U R D A 10

T E X X X X X X X (c0, 00 0 P T I o S L I 11

12S T X X X X X X X XX X C (cr) (f)

C checksum

Message length: 294 b1'tes

6.rzr f
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8-CTIANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE

The input command sets the rate rhat the position/statuvdata informadon (see

Response Message) is output. The mode parameter (m) in the input message

instructs the GPS receiver to either output this message one tirne (polled), or to out-

put this message at the indicated update rate (conrinuously). Once the GPS receiver

is set to continuous output, the continuous message flow can be stopped by sending

a one-time output request. The GPS receiver will output the nessage one more ume,

then terminate any funher message outputs. lf the GPS receiver has its ldle Mode

option enabled, it outputs the last known valid position/statuvdata message once

when polled.

The state of the mode bit is stored in nonvolatile memory lf the GpS receiver was

continuously outputting the position/stauydata output when tumed off, it will
begin to output this message continuously (at the selected update rate) again when

power is rcapplied.

The position/statuVdara output is explained in the response message sedion. Refer

to the Date, Time of Day, Laritude, Longitude, and Height cornmands for more

details on the formats of rhese parameters. Refer to the glossary for definitioru of the

DOP values.

The number of satellites visible is computed using the current date, dme, posirion,

almanac, and a mask angle of ten degrees. lf no almanac is available, this number
will be zero. This condition will not prevent satellites ftom being tracked.

In order for a satellite to be used for positioning, the satellire mode must reach

eight, indicating that the ephemeris for that satellite has been acquired. Once the

ephemeris is available, the satellite can be used for posirioning in rnodes five

through eight. Refer to page 5.13 for a description of the signal rzlue.

The signal srrengh value is meaningless when the channel tracking mode is zero.

The Oncore GPS receiver has a propagate mode that is used to wxend coverage

when dropous occur When a 2D fix can no longer be computed, the lasr known

velocity vector is used to propagate the position solution ahead for up to five sec-

onds. This condition is indicated in the receiver status message.

NOTE: United States export laws prohibit GPS receiver from outpuning valid data
if the ahitude is greater than 18,000 meters and the velociry is grearcr than
514 meters per second. lf the GPS receiver is used above both rhese limits,
the height and velocity outputs are clamped to the rnaximum values. ln
addition, the latitude and longitude data will be incorrect.

I
i
I'
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Input Command
Descripcion

&CHANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Sat ftsponse mess4Se rate:

g@Eamc<CR><LF>

m - mode 0 - ourpur response message once (polled)
I..255 - r€sponse hessage output at indicated rate
(continuous)

I - once per second
2 - once every two secon&
255 - once every 255 seconds

C - checksum
Message l-eugth: 8 bytes

Response . (to commanl)

Message
@Eamdyyhms f f f faaaaoooohhhhrnmmmwvhhddtnt im
sdimsdimsdirosdimsdimsdimsdimsdsC<CR><LF>

Date
m - month I .. 12
d-duy 1..3I
W - ye:l 1980 .. 2079

Time
h - hours 0..23
!t - milrutes 0 .. 59
s - seconds 0.. 60
ffi- fractional seconds 0 .. 999,999,999 (0.0 ro 0.999999999)

Position
aaaa - latitude in mas -324,000,000

324,000,000 (-90' to 90')
oooo -longitude in nas -648,000,000 ..648,000,000

(-180' ro 180)
hhhh - height i! cm -100.000 .. 1,800.000

(GPS, ref ellipsoid) C1000.00 ro t8,000.00 m)
mlnEr:r - height in cm -100,000.. 1,800,000

(MSL ref) G1000.00 to 18,000.00 m)
Velocity

w - velocity in cE/s 0 .. 51400 (0 to 514.00 B,/s)
(true nonh rcs 0.1')

hh - heading 0..3599 (0.0 ro 3s9.9.)

Response Message Continued on Following Page
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8-CHANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Response
Message

(Continued)

GeomeEy
dd - current DOP

(0.1 res)

t - DOP t)?e

Satellite visibility and tlacking status
n - num of visible sats 0 .. 12
t - num of satellites uacked 0 ..8

For each of eight receiver channels
i -satID

0 .. 999 (0.0 lo 99.9 DOP)
(0 - not conputable), or position-hold, or
positioB prop)
0 - PDOP (in 3D)
I - HDOP (in 2D)

o..37
m - channel tracking mode 0 .. 8

0 - Code Search
I - Code Acquire
2 - AGC Set

3 - Fleq Acquire
4 - Bit Sync Detecr

s - Signal Stength

5 - Message S)4c Detect
6 - Satellite Time Avail
7 - Ephemeris Acquirc
8 - Avail for Position

0 .. 255
(number proportional to SNR)

d - Cbaqnel Status Flag
Each bit represens one of the following:
(nsb) Bit 7: Using for Posirion Fix

Bit 6: Satellite Momentum Alert Flag
Bii 5: Satellite Anti-Spoof Flag Set
Bit 4: Salellite Reported Unhealthy
Bit 3: Satcllite Reported Inaccurate (>16 m)
Bit 2: SpaE
Bit l: Spare

(lsb) Bit 0: Parity Error
(End of Channel Dep€ndeBt Data)

s - Receiver StanE Message
(nsb) Bir 7: Posirion Propagate Eode

Bit 6: Poor Geonerly (DOP > 20)
Bit 5: 3D fix
Bit 4: Altirude Hold (2D fix)
Bit 3: Acquiring grclliteyPosition hold
Bit 2: DifiereEtial
Bit I: IDsufticiert visible sarellites (<3)

(lsb) Bit o: Bad AlEranac
C - checksum
Message I-engttr: 76 bytes

{ ene
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8-CHANNEL XDOP TABLE STATUS MESSAGE

This command requesr the XDOP parameters corresponding to combinations of
currently visible satellites based on the latest satellite visibility calculation. The GpS

receiver will send up to nine combinations of satellites with the corresponding

xDOP parameter The ry?e of DOP is defined by the xDOp TJpe paramerer, and the
GPS receiver will compute xDOP of all combinations of satellites taken eight at a

time (GPS receiver is selected for N-in-View Posirion Fix mode) or for all sarellites

uken four at a time (GPS receiver is selected for Best-4 Position Fix mode).

t 6. r28
t
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i 8-CIIANNEL xDOP TABLE
il: Motorola Binary Format
i:l

Input Command ir . Request xDop Table status:

Lrescnptron
il GGECmC<CR><LF>
.:...

STATUS MESSAGE

0 - output response message (once polled)
I - output response message when data changes

(continuous)

m - mode

C - checksum
Message kngth: 8 bltes

Response . fto commqnd):

Message
egEc Lnmdds s s s s s s s dds s s s s s s s dds s s s s s s sdds s s s s s s s dd
ssssss ssddssssss ssddsssssss sddssssss ssddsssssss sC
<cR><LF>

t - XDOP T)?e 0 - GDOP
I - PDOP
2 - HDOP
3 - VDOP
4 - TDOP

n - number of valid combinatiods 0.. 9
m'Best-4 or N-in-View 4 or 8
For n valid combinarions of

satelLtes
dd - xDOP r0..999 (r.0..99.9)

(resolution 0.I)
ssgsssss - Sat Combo lD's each s = 0..32 for Sat lD

C - checksum
Message kngth: 100 byres

Norc: The number of valid "s" fields is given by "m".

6.r2e &!I
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* s.cHAN}.IeL SATELLITE RANGE DATA oUTPUT MESSAGE

.

ii NOTE: The input/output messages described here are available only if GpS receiver

i. r option C is installed.

it Thi" p"t"-.t"r determines the rate basic satellite range and range-rate information
lu for each of the satellites that the GPS receiver is tracking is output. The user has the

option of requesting the satellite range data sktus one dme (polled), or continuously
at a user specified update rate. The selected rate is storcd in the GpS receiver's non-
voladie memory lf the GPS receiver was condnuously outputting the satellite range

dau output when tumed ofl, it will begrn ro outpur this message continuously (ar

the selected update rate) again when power is reapplied.

lf the GPS receiver has irs ldle mode opdon enabled, rhis parameter selecdon does

not exist, and the GPS receiver outputs the last known valid Range Data Output
inJorrnadon once when polled.

Two bits in each of the channel tracking mode words of the response message are

used to denote whether or not the channel has lost phase lock or frequenry lock
since the last output of this message. This informarion is helpful for users who per-
form post-processing and it elirninates the need to output this message ar a one sec-

ond rate.

The channel tracking mode in this response message is not necessarily the same as

the channel tracking mode in the Posirion/StatuVData Ourpur Message. When rhe

receiver is not using the channel as pan of the position fix solution, the GpS satellite

time (lntegrated Carrier Phase Filtered) $/ill be zero, and the channel tracking mode
will repon mode 4 or lower When the receiver is using the channel as pan of rhe

position fix solution (modes 5 through 8 after reaching mode 8 once), rhe GpS sarel-

Iite time (lntegrated Carrier Phase Filtered) will be valid, and the channel racking
mode will be the same as the channel tracking mode in the position/SratuyDara

Output Message.

i o.rro
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r;'r 8-CHANNEL SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE.,. Motorola Binary Format

:::

Input Comrnand ..: . set ftsponse messdge rate:

Description' @EgmC<CR><LF>
..:.

m - mode 0 - output respons€ Eessage once (polled)
1..255 - response message output at indicated rate

(continuous)
I - once per secondt - once evew Lwo secon&
255 - once everv 255 seconds

C- checksum
Message Lengtl: I bltes

Response . (m command)

Message
e@Egttt f f f f insss f f f f ccf f rrrddimsssf f f f cc f f rrrddim
sssf f f f ccf f rrrddimsssf f f f ccf f rrrddimsssf f f f ccf f rr
rddinsssf f f f ccf f rrrddirnsssf f f f ccf f rrrddimsssf f f f c
c ffrrrddc<CR><LF>

Message Length: 158 bytes

ttt - GPS local timc in seconds O ,.604799
ffff- GPSlocal &actional time 0.. 0.999999999

in nanoseconds
resolution - I ns (0 .. 0.999999999)

For each of eight Channels:
i - satellire ID O ..32

0 - channel not used
I - 32 satellite lD

6.13r F
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Response
Message

(Continued)

8-CHANNEL SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

m - channel tracking mode where birs 0 - 3 are decoded as
0 - code search
I - code acquire
2 - AGC set
3 - Iiequency acquire
4 - bit sync detecr
5 - message sync detect
6 - sat time available
7 - ephemeris acquire
8 - avail for posirion

where bit 6 is decoded as

0 - frequenry locked since last range message
I - not frequency locked since last range message

and where bit 7 (MSB) is decoded as
0 - phase locked since last range message
I - nor phase locked since lasr range rnessage

sssm - cPS satellire riEe (Integrated Carrier phase Filtered)
sss ' integer part 0 .. 604799

(resolution - I sec)
fIff - fracrional pan O .. 999,999,999

(resolution - l nsec) (0 .. 0.999999999)
ccfi - integrated carrier phase

cc - integer pan 0 .. 65535 (cycles)
16 MS bits of carrier phase
(above decimal point)

ff - fractional part 0 .. 65535 (0 .. 359.9945 degrees)
16 bis of carrier phase
NCO b€low decimal point
at Eeasurement epoch

rrr - raw code phase
(carrier cycles)

dd - code discriminator -32.76A ,32767
output at urea;urcment epoch
15B = (u-rz)* 561*9 .O0It28644
meters

C - checksum
Message Lengrh: 158 byres

Conversion In lhe disc-ussions that fo qw, lhe sub:cript (;) refers to rhe currenr measuremenr
Formulas data, and the subscript (p_1) iefers to thi freif<iG (;;. il;;;iji;d;:-*-"

LXi:*:tm ;ilm"*""P,ii;,*gffet;Jlil,pseudorange and pseudorange rate ror

Pseudorange (in meters) = (GpS local time _ GpS satellite time) * SOL

Note: Not corrected for possible End_Of-Week Rollovers.
' Pseudorange rate (in meters per second) = K2 ,r (ICpp _ lcpl-1)

lcp is the integer and fracdonal part of lCp ceated as a 32 bir unsigned quanrit)4

Conversion Formulas Continued on Follov/ing page
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Conversion
Formulas

(Continued)

8-CIIANNEL SATELLITE RANGE DATA OUTPUT MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Use 32 bit unsigned integer subtnction to avoid rollovers.

Absolute carrier phase at measurement epoch in degrees = K4 * lCPf

The GPS satellite time used in the first equations for the compuration of pseudor-
ange is the same value that the Oncore uses internally This satellite time value
combines code and carrier information and has been pre-smoothed using carrier
aided fi.ltering with a very narrow-band (0.005 Hz) low-pass filter algorithm. The
user has access to the unfiltered raw code phase via the following:

Raw Code Phase (in meters) = Kl * RCP- K2 * ICP1 + 1(3 * K5 * CD
where:
RCP is the raw code phase from the message
lCPg is the fractional part of the integrated carrier phase
CD is the code discriminator output ftom tJle message
K5 is a variable code discrinrinator calibration constant

Code discriminator calibration constanr When tracking satellites, the receiver
causes the raw code phase to move back and forth once per second in discrete
steps ofone code phase quantum. One code phase quantum is equal to 55 carrier
cycles, or about 10.4662 meters. This intentional dither allows the receiver to cali-
brate the output of the code discrjminaror

The user can accurately calibrate the code discriminator output by using the fact
that the long term average difference between subsequent code discriminaror mea-
surements will be equal to one quantum. K5, the calibration constant, varies slow-
ly over time as a function of received signal to noise ratio and multipath. Ty?ical
values of K5 are between 0.5 and I.5. A simple low-pass filter can be used to gen-
erate K5 as follows:

diff = K3 * abs (cD1 - c\_1)
CDk_t = CDk

LPF = LPF + beta * (diff- LPF) (initialize LPF = 10.4662 meters)

K5 = I0.4662/LPF

The constant "beta" establishes the filter time constant. Typical values of beta
are 0.001 (maxtnum filtering) to 0.5 (minimum filtering). The Oncore uses a
constant of 0.05 intemally.

OTHER FIXED CONSTANTS:
LtFo = f,575,420,000.0 Hz (Ll carrier frequency)
SOL = 299,792,458.0 m./s (GPS value for the speed of light)
Kl=sol/L1FO
W=Kl/65536
rc = (2-11) * sOL * o.'oi /28u,4
K4=360/65536
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8-CHANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA EXTENSION MESSAGE

This message contains inforrnation that can be considered to be an extension of the
data output in the 8-Channel Position/StaruyDau Message (@@Ea). Some userc

ruy have applications requiring use of this data at the same rate as the .Ea" 
message

while other users may only need ponions of this data at a much slower rate (e.g.

magnetic variation).

Magnetic variation can be used to correc the true north headrng (see 8-Channel

Position/ Status/DaE Message) to magnetic nonh. The correction is computed using

an algorithm developed by the U.5. Naval Oceanographic Office. It is based on the

WMM-95 (World Magnetic Model 1995) magnetic field model which was generared

from actual field measuremens and is valid until January l, 2OOO. Another table

will be available from the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) at thar time. The

algorithm charactedzes primarily that ponion of the Eanh's magnetic field which is
generated by the Eanh's conducting fluid outer core. Ponions of the geomagnetic

ffeld generated by the Earthb crust, mande, ionosphere, and magnetosphere are for
the most part not represented in these models. Consequently, a magnetic sensor

such as a compass or magnetometer rnay obsewe sparial and temporal magnedc

anomalies when referenced to the appropriate World Magnedc Model. ln panicu-
Iar, certain local, regional, and temporal magnetic anomalies can exceed 10 degrees.

Anomalies of this magnitude are not uncomrnon, but are of small spatial extem and
reladvely isolated. From a gJobal perpecrive, the root-mean-square (RMS) error at
sea level of rhe World Magnetic Model are esrimated to be less than I.O degrees over
the entire 5-year life of the model.

F
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Input Command
Description
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8-CHANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA EXTENSION MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

. Raquest extension fiassd.ge:

eGEkrnC<CR><LF>

m - mode 0 - output respouse message once (polled)
I .. 255 - output response message at indicated rate

(continuous)
I - once per second
2 - once every two seconds
255 - once every 255 seconds

C - checksum
Message Lengrl: 8 bytes

Response
Message

. (to commod):

GGEkggpphhwt Cmmnneeuua axxxxyyyy z z zzrrrrrrrr i i i I i
ii-ii iii ii ii ii iiccooC<CR><LF>

Note: Dop values are NOT valid if in position hold mode.

Current GDOP

Curlent PDOP
pp-

Current HDOP
hh-

Curreut VDOP

CuEent TDOP
tt-

Magnetic variation
mm-

velocity in north, east, up coordinate system 
negative angles are west

']'orrh - 32767 to 32767 (n/s)
resolution = 0.I
e st - 32767 to 32767 (Ix,ls)
i€solution = 0.1
up - 32767 to 32767 (ntJs)
resolution = 0.1

Age of differcntial correction data (for slave receiver)

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
nsolution 0.1 (only valid if in 3D Fix mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOp)
resolution 0.1 (only valid if in 3D Fix mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 to 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.1 (only valid iI in 2D or 3D Fix
mode)

0 to 32767 (0.0 ro 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.1 (only valid if in 3D Fix oode)

0 ro 32767 (0.0 ro 3276.7 DOP)
resolution 0.1 (only vaLid if tracking at leasl one
sarellite)

-1800 to +1800 (-180.0. to +180.0.)
resolution = 0.1

positive angles arc east

nn-

uu-

r

Response Message Continued on Following Page
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S,CHANNEL POSITION/STATUS/DATA
EXTENSION MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

0 to 65535 resolution 0.1 sResponse
Message

(Continued)

Receiver positiou in ECEF coordinate system (X, Y, Z)
aa-

x)ooa -
vwv -

t-

u-

UM for each of six receiver channels (8 elements)

resolution = 0.0I meters
resolution = 0.01 meters
resolution = 0.01 merers

as decoded from the GPS satellite oessage
(0-15 is valid URA, 63 if uor decoded yet)
see NAVSTAR GPS-ICD-20o Section 20.3.3.3.1.3

Least Squares A-1 S''rmetrical Matrir elemeut (I0 eleurents)

Receiver clock bias

Receiver oscillator offser

oo-

C - checksum

Message hngth: 7l bltes

A-l Matrix element where
elenent #1 is A-II0ll0l
element #2 is A-1[0][]
element #3 is A-l [0][2]
element #4 is A-ll0l[3]
element #5 is A-I [1] [ ]
elemcur #6 is A-l [I][2]
eleEledt #7 is A-l[l][3]
element #8 is A-1[2][2]
element #9 is A-1[2][3]
element #10 is A-1[3][3]
rcsolution = 0.1 (unitless)

-32767 to +32767 (in meters)

resolutiod = 0.I

0 to 65535 (id m./s)

r€solution = 0.1

! o.rso
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8 CHANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE

NOTE: The input/ourput messages described here are available only if GpS receiver
oprion I is installed.

The GPS receiver uses the Time RAIM algorithm to exploit redundancy in rhe cps
time solution in order to detect and isolate faulty satelli,tes. The Time MIM Setup
and Starus Message allows the user to change the update rate, the configuution for
the IPPS output, and rhe Time MIM alarm limit.

The rate parameter insructs the GPS receiver to either output this message one-time
(polled), or to outpur rhis message at the indicated update rate (continuously). lf the
message rate is the same as the IPPS rate, then the mesxge and the lppS pdse are

srnchronized. Once the GPS receiver is set to continuous output, the continuous
message flow can be stopped by sending a one-time output requesl The GpS receiver
will output the message one more rine, then terminate any funher message ourpur.
The *ate of the rare parameter is stored in nonvolatile memory If the GpS receiver
was continuously outpurring rhe message when tumed off, it will begin to outpur rhis
message continuously (at the selected rate) again when power is reapplied. lf the Gps
receiver has its ldle Mode opdon enabled, the rate parameter selection is urravai.lable,
and the GPS receiver outputs the last valid message once when polled.

The state of the rate b1te is storcd in RAM. If the GpS receiver was continuously
ourpuning the message when tumed off and backup power is appLied, then it will
begin to output this message conrhuously (at the seleced update rate) again when
the rnain power is reapplied. lf backup power is not applied during power down,
then the GPS receiver will stan up with a default rate of zero. The other Time MIM
control parameters are also stored in RAM, so they will be reset to their default val-
ues if backup power is not applied during power down.

The pulse generation can be con[olled with the lpps confol mode byre. The pulse
can be on all the time, off all the time, on only when the receiver is rracking ar leasr
one satellite, or on only when the time solution is within the alarm threshold.

The number of satellites appearing in the table below are the minimum which musr
be tracked to ensure the detecdon, isolation, and rcmoval of faulty satellites. The
probability of detection and isolation of a faulty satellite is grearer than 99.99%,
which corresponds to less than one missed detecdon every 10,000 failures. Given
rhe infrequency of GPS satellite failures, this makes a missed detecrion vinually
impossible. The probability of a false alarm is less than 2.e-4%, which coresponds to
less than one false alarm every 5.7 days. Given that lock is maintained on eight
satellites, the time alarm can be ser as low as 3OO ns without compromising perfor-

*The minimum time required false alarm rate of 2.e-4% cannot be achieved for this
time alarm range.

,l 6.138
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T >1000

1000> T>700
700> T>500
500>T>300
300> T>250
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8 C}IANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

The Time RAIM Serup and Srarus Message ourpurs rhe srarus of the Tirne MIM solu-
tion when the algorithm is on. This messaage also outputs several values reladng to
the Time RAlM solution.

The receiver can make an estimare of the overall accuracy of the time solution.

The one sigma accuracy estimate is computed using the residuals of the least-squares

time solution. This number is a measure of the spread of the obsewations, not an esd-

mate of the absolute time accuracy

The underlying noise due to the granularity of rhe clock generadng the lpps
signal is deterministic on every pulse. The receiver computes and outpus the
negative sartooth residual so that the user can compensate for the error and

remove granularity

Finally, the time solution of each individual satellire is ourpur.

Default values: Time RAIM algorirhm off

Time RAIM alam limit 1000 ns

IPPS control mode setring 1

6.r3e I
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8 CHANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

Input Command ii . Send current Timc R,ArM sctup and sr.tus:
Description i.' i" egEnxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxc<CR><LF>

x 15 out af range by'res $fffffffi...
C checksum

Message length: 22 byres

. Change current Time RAIM Setup:

@Enotaapxxxxxxxc<CR><LF>

o oulput message late 0 .. 255
0 = output respolse Eessage once (polled)
L.255 = respouse Eessage output at indicated
rate (contisuous)

I = once per second
2 = once every two secon&
255 = once every 255 s€conds

t TiDie RAIM algorithm onloff 0 = off
l=on

aa TiBe RAIM alarm li6ir 3 .. 65535
in l00s of nanoseconds

p IPPS control mode 0 = tpps ourpur pulse is ofi all the time
I = 1PPS on all the time
I = pulse acrive only when rracking at least
one satellite
3 = pulse active only when Time RAIM
algorirhm coofirms time solution erlor is
within the user defined alarm limit

dnn not used 0
mdlyhms not used 0
C checksum
Message lengt-h: 22 byes

Response . (to eith.r com',4nd):

Messase" eOEuoCaapnnnmdlLhmspysreens ffffs ff ffs fff fs
ffffsffffs ffffs f ff fs ffffC<CR><LF>

o ouq)ur message Iate 0 ..255
t Tine MIM algorithtr on/ofl 0 = ofl

aa Time RArM alarm libit in I : 3L$
l00s of nanoseconds

I ot+o
I
it!

Response Message Continued on Following Page



Response
Message

(Continued)

8 CIIANNEL TIME RAIM SETUP AND STATUS MESSAGE
Motorola Binary Format

IPPS control rnode 0 = 1PPS output pulse is off all the tirne
I = ]PPS on all rhe time
2 = pulse active only when uacking ar least

one satelhte
3 = pulse acrive only when Time RAIM algorithm

confirrns rime solution error is withirithe
user defined alarB limit

0 .. 86400

0.. 12
0.. 3l
1980 .. 2079
o..21
0..59
0..60

0=off
I=on

0 = pulse refercnccd ro UTC
I = pulse referenced to GPS dme

0 = OK: solution within aland limits
I = ALARM: user speciJied limir exceeded
2 = UNKNOWN: due to ..-

a) alarm ttrreshold set too low
b) Time RAIM tumed off
c) insufiicient satellires bei4g tracked

0 = detection and isolation possible
I = detection only possible
2 = neitle! possible

0..37

nnn

mdyyhms

1PPS output rate

time to next fire
m rnondrs
d days

w years
h hours
m minutes
s seconds

pulse status

1PPS pulse sync

Time RAIM solution status

Time RAIM status

time solulioa oDe sigma 0..65535
accuracy estirnate in
runoseconds

n negarive sa{'tooth -IZA ..I27
time error of next
IPPS pulse in nanoseconds

For each of eight receiver channels

satellite lDs

ftrf fractional GPS local 0..999999999
time estildate of satellite
in aanosecon&

C checksum
Message length: 69 bnes

I
:
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&C}IANNEL SELF-TEST

The GPS receiver us€r has the ability to initiate an extensive self-test. The lests that
are accomplished during rhe commanded self-test are as follows:

ROM checkum

RAM

EEPROM

Correlator lC

SPI pon communicadon wirh DCXO

SPI port comm wirh RIC and Time increment

SCI communication is verified operational if the RS232 pon is acrive

The output of the self-test command is a l6-bit field, where each bit of the fieid rep-

resents the golno-go condition of the particular item tested.

I axz
F
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Input Command
Description

8-CHANNEL SELF-TEST
Motorola Binary Format

lnitiat. 8-Channel SeU-Test:

GeFaC<CR><LF>

C - checksum
Message Length: 7 bytes

Response
Message

. (to command):

GGFaXXC<CR><LF>

xx - self-test result

Each bit of rhe self-test result field is either zero (for pass) or one (for fail) and represents the
result of the followiig test:

(Esb) Bir 15:
Bir 14:
Bit t3:
Bit 12:
Bir lI:
Bit I0:
Bir 9:
Bir 8:
Bir 7:
Bir 6:
Bit 5:
Bir 4:
Bir 3:
Bir 2:
Bit 1:

(lsb) Bit 0:
C - checksum
Message Lengtl: 9 bltes

RTC Comm & Time
DCXO SPI Comm
EEPROM
RAM MSByre
RAM EByre
ROM MSB'.te Checksun
ROM 6Byte ChecksuE
I KIlz Presence
Channel 8 Correlarion test
Channel 7 CoEelation resr
Channel 6 Conelarion rest
Channel 5 Correlation test
Channel 4 Correlation rest
Channel 3 Correlation test
Channel 2 Correlation tesr
Channel I Corrclation test
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8-CHANNEL ALERT-PLANNING

This utiliry command allows the user to compute sarellire visibility informarion for
other locadons than the GPS receiverb current location. This can be accomplished
in either the ldle or the Position Fix modes. The input command allows rhe user to
specify the date, !ime, location, satellire mask angle, and GMT offset correcdon ro
compure the satellite visibility information, and the output response message rerurns
xtellite elevation, azimuth, and Doppler in_formation for up to 12 visible satellires as

well as DOP vs satellite selection combinations for up to 9 dillerent combinations.
The receiver uses the crurenr datum lD, Satellite lgnore List, posirion Fix Algorithm
Type, and XDOP Compuadon Type parameters in order ro compue the Alen plan.

The time the GPS receiver requires to compute the output response message is a
function of the current loading on the Oncore GpS receiver CpU. The response

message will be output much faster if the GpS receiver is placed in the ldle mode
before the input command string is entered. Otherwise, the output message is nade
arzilable when there is sufficient time for the GpS receiver to process the input com_
mand and compure the ourput visibility data. The user can build a visibiliry rs time
table by inputting alen request commands, one at a time, that increase the time
panmeter at some constant rate (i.e. every 15 rninutes).

$o.r++
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Input Command
Description
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S.CHANNEL ALERT-PLANNING
Motorola Binary Format

. Initiate 8-Channel Alert-Plan ing:

GGFdrnd)rLtuns ggaaaaooooh-l.rnc<CR><LF>

Date
m - month
d-d"y
w - yeaf

Time
h - hours
m - ninutes

GMT Correction
s - sign of GMT corr

Position
aaaa - latitude

(in nsec)
oooo- Iongitude

(in msec)
hh - height in meters

Satellite Mask Angle
m - Sat hask

(angle in degrees)
C - Checksum
Message length: 27 bytes

gg - GMT Correction (hrs, m.in)
hrs: 0,. 12
Bin: 0 .. 59

1.. 12
1..3I
1980 .. 2079

0..23
0..59

00 - positive
ff - negative

-324,000,000 . 324,000,000 C90' to +90' )

-648,000,000 .. 648,000,000 (-r80' ro +180')

-1000.. 18,000

0..89

Note: The resporue message to an alen-planning command with at least one out-of-range input
parameter is ro retum all fields of the above rsponse message zero-filled. ln addi-
tiou, the respor$e is zero filled when uo almanac is prcsem in th€ ODcore GpS rcceiv-
eL

Response
Message

. (to command):

G@Fdmdyyhmniddeaas iddeaasiddeaas iddeaas iddeaas id-
deaas i ddeaa s iddeaa s iddeaas i ddeaas iddeaas iddeaas E -
ddssssssssddssssssssddssssssssddssssssssddssssssssddsss
sssssddssssssssddssssssssddss sssssSC<CTb<LF>

Date
m - month
d-duy
w-y. f

Time
h - hours

Response

1..12
r..31
1980..2079

0 ..23

Message Continued on Following Page
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Response
Message

(Continued)

8-CHANNEL ALERT-PLANNING
Motorola Binary Format

m - minutes
Satellite Visibility Inforrution

n- number of visible sats

i - Sateuite PN code lD
dd - Doppler in Hz
e - elevation (degrees)

aa - Azimuth (degrees)

s - satellite health

dd - DOP (0.f resolution)

ssssssss - SVID per channel

C - checksum
Message Length: I89 bytes

xDOP vs Satellite Selection Information (up to 9 combinations)
r - XDOP type

0..59

0 .. 12 (for each visible sat, up to n fields contai!
valid data)

I ..32
-5000 .. 5000
0..90
0 .. 359
0 - healthy
I - rcmoved from sv sd
2 - unhealthy

O . GDOP
I . PDOP
2 - HDOP
3 - VDOP
4 - TDOP
0, 10 .. 999
dd = 0 iI the combination is nor valid
each s = 0..32 for sat lD
(0 indicates cban not used)

l
ll
i
$
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Input Command
Description

GPGGA (GPS FIX DATA)

This command enabies the GPGGA GPS Fix Data message and determines the rate

at which the information is transmirred. The periodic rate field (yyfy) instrucrs the

receiver either to output ihis message once (polled), or to output this message ar the

indicated updare rate (continuously). Once the receiver is set to continuous output,

the continuous flow can be stopped by sending a one-time (polled) outpur request.

The receiver will output the response one final time, and then terrninate any funher

message outputs. The value of the periodic rate is stored in nonvolatile memory lf
the receiver was continuously output ng this message when tumed off, then the

receiver will begin to output this message continuously (at th| seiected rate) again

when power is reapplied.

If the receiver has just powered up and bas yet to cornpute a position fix (GPS qual-

ity indicator field will be zero (q = 0)), rhen the rime (hhmmss.ss) and HDOP (y.y)

fields will be nulled. After the first fix, if the receiver is not compudng a position fix
(GPS qualiry indicator field will be zero (q = 0)), the time field (hhmmss.ss) will be

frozen and the HDOP field (yy) will be nulled. lfthe receiver is not using differen-

tial GPS (GPS quality indicator field will not be two (q = 0 or q = 1)), then the age

of differential data (t.t) and differential reference sution lD (iiii) fields will be nulled.

A negative number for the geoidal separation field Q.g) indicates mean sea level

below dlipsoid.

Default value: Message disabled
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GPGGA (GPS FIX DATA)
NMEA-0183 Format

$PI4OTG, GGA, ]IIaCC<CR><LF>Input Command
Description

yyyy - update rate

CC - Optional checksum

0 .. 9999 s€c

bex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

$ePGcA, hhmms s . ss, ddmm.mmmm, n,
dddmm.mmmm, e, q, ss.y.y, a. a I z,
g.g, z,t. t, iiii*CC<CR><LF>

hhmmss.ss - UTC ol position fix
hh - hours

mE - dinutes

ss.ss - secon&

ddmrn.-nmm,n - larirude

dd - degrees

mm.mmm - minutes

n - dir€ctioD

dddr:r-m.mmmm,e - Iongitude

ddd - degrees

Dm,mmnx - 6inute5

e - direction

q - GPS quality indicator

ss - Number of sat being used

y.y - HDOP

a.a,z - antenna height

a.a - height

z - units

g.g,z - geoidal separation

g.g - height

z - units

r.t - age of di$erential data

00 ..24

00 .. 59

00.000..59.99

00 .. 90

00.000..59.999

N - nonh

S - south

000..I80

00.00 .. s9.9999

E - east

0 - GPS not available

I - GPS available

2 - GPS difierential fix
0..12

M - rdeters

M - meters

iiii - difierential reference starion IDOOoo . . 1023

CC - checksum hex 00 .. 7f
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GPRMC (RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SPECIFIC
GPS/TRANSIT DATA)

This command enables rhe GPRMC Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/TRAN_

SIT Data message and determines the rate at which the inJormation is tmnsmifted.
The periodic Iare field (lyyy) insrructs the receiver either to output rhis message

once (polled), or ro outpur this message ar rhe indicated update rate (continuously).

Once the receiver is set ao continuous output, the continuous llow can be stopped
by sendhg a one-time (polled) outpur request. The receiver will output the
response one final time, and then terminate any funher message outputs. The value
of the periodic rate is stored in nonvolatile memory lf the receiver was condnuous-
Iy outpuning this message when tumed off, then the receiver will begin ro ourpur
this message continuously (at the selected rate) again when power is reapplied.

lf the receiver has just powered up and bas yet to compute a position fix (status

field will be invalid (a = V)), rhen the dme (hhmmss.ss) and date (ddmmly) fields
will be nulled. A-fter the first fix, if the receiver is nor computing a position {ix (sta-

tus field will be invalid (a = V), then the time (hhmmss.ss) and date (ddmmyy)

fields will be ftozen. lf the receiver is not computing a position fix (sratus field w.ill
be invalid (a = V)), then the speed over ground (z.z) and track made good (yy)

fields will be nulled.

Default valus Message disabled

$ o.rso
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GPRMC (RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SPECIFIC
GPS/TRANSIT DATA)
NMEA-0183 F ormat

$PMOtrG, Rl,lC, \D1.yCC<CR><LF>Input Command
Description

111y - update rare

CC - Optional checksum

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 .. 7I

Response
Message

$GPRMC, hhmmss. ss, a, ddmr. mmun,
n, dddnm.trunnun.\!i, z. z,y .y,
ddmmyy, d. d, v*CC<CR><LF>

hhmmss.ss - UTC time of position ffx

hh - hours

dlm - minutes

ss,ss - seconds

a - stafus

ddmm.mmmm,n - latitude

dd - degrees

mEd,mdEE - minutes

n - direction

dddmm.mmmm,w - longitude

ddd - degrees

Em.mrnErm - m.inutes

w - directioo

z.z - speed over ground (knos)

y.y - track made good

(reference to true nonh)

ddl:nm)ry - UTC date of posirion fix
dd - day

mo - month

w - ye4l

d.d - dagnetic variation
(degrees)

v - verietion sense

CC - checksum

00 ..24

00 .. 59

00.00 .. 59_99

A - valid

V - invalid

00 .. 90

00.000..59.9999

N - north

S - south

00 .. 180

00.000 .. 59.9999

E - east

0.0

0.0..359.9

01 ..31

01 .. 12

00..99
0.0.. 180.0

E-@st

hex 0O .. 7f
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GPGLL (GEOGRAPHIC POSITION.LATITUDE./LONGITUDE)

This command enables rhe GPGLL Geognphic Posirion l_atitude/Longirude message

and determines the rate at which the information is transmitted. The periodic rate

field (yyy) insrructs the receiver either ro ourpur rhis message once (polled), or ro
output rhis message at the indicated update rate (continuously). Once the receiver

is set to continuous output, the continuous flow can be stopped by sending a one-

time (polled) output request. The receiver will output the response one final time,
and then terminate any further message outputs. The value of the periodic rate is

stored in nonvolatile memory 1f the receiver was continuously outputting this mes-

sage when tumed off, then the receiver will begrn to output this message cominu-
ously (at the selected rate) again when power is reapplied.

lf the receiver has just powered up and bas yet ro compute a position fix
(GPS qualiry indicaror will be zero (q = 0)), then the dme field (hhmmss.ss) will be

nulled. A-frer the ffrsr fix, if rhe receiver is not computing a posirion fix (GpS qualiry
indicator will be zero (q = 0)), the time field (hhmmss.ss) will be frozen.

Default value: Message disabled

t;
r
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GPGLL (GEOGRAPHIC POSITION-LATITUDVLONGITUDE)
NMEA-0783 Format

$PMOTtt, GL,L, ]aMaCC<CR><LF>Input Command
Description

yyly - updarc rare

CC - Optional checksuh

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

$GPGL,L , ddmm . mmmm, n, dd&run . ruTurun,

e, hhruns s . ss , a*CC<CR><LF>

ddmm.mmmm,n - laritude

dd - degrces

Em.rnEmm - minutes

n - direction

dddmm.mmmm,e - longitude

ddd - degrees

urm.ml.dmrB - Dinutes

e - direction

hhmmss.ss - UTC of position fix
hh - hours

rnm - minutes

ss.ss - seconds

a - status

CC - checksum

00 .. 90

00.000 .. 59.9999

N - north

S - south

00..180

00.000 .. 59.9999

E - east

00 ..24

00 .. 59

00.00..59.99

A - valicl

V - invaM

hex 00 .. 7f

B

1i
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GPGSA (GPS DOP AND ACTIVE SATELLITES)

This command erubles the GPGSA GPS DOp and Acrive Satellites message and
determines the rate at which the inJormarion is transmirted. The periodic rate field
(ypy) instructs the receiver eirher ro output this message once (polled), or to
output this message at the indicated update rate (continuously). Once the receiver
is set to continuous output, the continuous flow can be stopped by sending a one-

time (polled) output requesr. The receiver will ourpur the rcsponse one firul rime,
and then terminate any funher message outputs. The value of the periodic rate is

stored in nonvoladle memory If the receiver was condnuously outputring this mes-

sage when tumed off, then the receiver will begin to output this message

continuously (at the selected rate) again when power is reapphed.

lf the receiver is not computing a posirion fix (mode field will be one 6 = 1)),

then the xDOP fields (p.p, q.q, rr) will be nulled. If the receiver is compuring a 2-D
position fix (mode field will be two (b = 2)), then rhe pDOp field (p.p) ancl the
VDOP field (r.r) will be nulled. Only satellite lDs used in the solution will be

output; the remaining satellite ID fields will be nulled.

Default value: Message dlsabled

!
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GPGSA (GPS DOP AND ACTI\'E SATELLITES)
NMEA-0183 Format

$PMOTG, GSA, ylaryCC<CR><LF>Input Cornmand
Description

yDJ - updare rate

CC - Optional checksum

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 -. 7f

Response
Message

$GPGSA, a, b, cc . dd, ee, ff, gg,
hh, ii, j j , kk,mm, nn, oo, p.p,
q. q, r. r*CC<CR><LF>

a - sat acquisition mode

b - pos mode

cc, dd, ee, ff, gg, hh, ii, jj, kk,

mlu, nn, oo

p.p - PDOP

q.q - HDOP

r.r - VDOP

CC - checksum

M - manual

(foiced to operate in 2-D or 3-D mode)

A - automatic (auto switch 2-D/3-D)

I - fix not available

2-2-D
3-3-D
Sat IDs used in solution (null for unused fields)

r.0..9.9
1.0..9.9

1.0..9.9

hex 00 .. 7f

il
I
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GPGSV (GPS SATELLITES IN VIEW)

This command enables the GPGSV GPS Satellites in View message and determines

the rate at which the information is transmitted. The periodic rate field (yyyy)

instrucb the receiver either to output. this message once (polled), or to outpur this
message at the indicated update rate (continuously). Once the receiver is ser to
continuous output, the continuous flow can be stopped by sending a one-time
(polled) output request. The receiver will output rhe rcsponse one final time, and
then terminate any funher message outputs. The value ofthe periodic rate is stored

in non-volatile memory lf the receiver was continuously outputting this message

when turned ofl then the receiver will begin to output *ris message continuously
(at the selected rate) again when power is reapplied.

lf the receiver is not racking the satellire, rhe SNR field (ss) will be nulled. Funher,
an entire group - satellite lD field (ii), elevadon field (ee), azimuth field (aaa), and
SNR field (ss) 

- will be nulled if not needed.

Default value: Message disabled

$
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GPGSV (GPS SATELLITES IN VIEW)
NMEA-0183 Format

$PUOIG, GSV, ]4aa/CC<Cr><Lf >Input Comrnand
Description

yyyy - up&te rate

CC - Optioual checksuo

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

$GPGSV, t,m, n, ii, ee, aaa, ss, ii, ee, a4a, ss, ii, ee, aaa
, ss, ii, e e. aaa, ss*CC<Cr><Lf>

t - total number of messages

m - message number

1..3
1..3

n - total number of satellires in view

For each visible satellite (four groups per message)

ii - satellite PRN number

ee - elevation (degrees)

aaa - azimuth (degrces True)

ss - SNR (dB)

CC - checksum

0..90
0 .. 359

0..99
hex 00 .. 7f

I
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GPVTG (TRACK MADE GOOD AND GROUND SPEED)

This command enables the GPWG Tra& Made Good and Ground Speed message

and determines the rate at which the information is tansmitted. The periodic rare

field (yyfy) instructs the receiver either ro outpur rhis message once (polled), or ro
output this message ar the indicated update rae (condnuouslr. Once the receiver

is set to continuous output, the continuous llow can be stopped by sending a one-

time (polled) ourpur request. The receiver will ourput the response one final time,
and then termirute any funher message outputs. The value of the periodic rate is

stored in nonvolatile memory lf the receiver was continuously outputting this mes-

sage when tumed off, then the receiver wili begrn to output this message contrnu-
ously (at the selected rate) again when po.wer is reapplied.

If rhe receiver is not computing a position fix, all numeric fields (a.a, c.c, e.e, g.g)

will be nulled.

Default value: Message disabled

i o.rse
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GPVTG (TRACK MADE GOOD AND GROUND SPEED)
NMEA-0183 Format

$P!4OTG, VTG , lA.yyCC<Cr><Lf>Input Comrnand
Description

y;1y - update rate

CC - Oprional checksum

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

$eP\rTc,a.a,b, c.c, d, e.e, f , g.g,h*CC<Cr><Lf>

a.a - rack (degrees True)

b - unis
c.c - track (degrees Magneric)

d - units

c.e - speed (knots)

f - units

g.g - speed (Km./br)

f - units

CC - checksum

T - degrees True

M - degrees Magnetic

N - knots

K - kmZhr

hex 00 .. 7f
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GPZDA (TIME AND DATE)

This command enables the GPZDA Time and Date message and determines the rate

at which the information is transmirted. The periodic rate field (yyyy) instructs the

receiver either to output rhis message once (polled), or to output this message at the

indicated update rate (continuously). Once the receiver is set to continuous output,
the continuous flow can be stopped by sending a one-time (polled) output requesr.

The receiver will output the response one final time, and lhen terminate any funher
message outputs. The ralue ofthe periodic mte is stored in nonvolatile memory lf
the receiver was continuously outputting this message when turned off, then the

receiver will begin ro ourput this message continuously (at the selected rate) again

when power is reapplied.

Currently, there is no mechanjsm to set the local zone description in NMEA VO for-
mat, and the receiver operates as if set to OO:OO.

Default valuc Message disabled

f o.roo
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Input Command
Description

GPZDA (TIME AND DATE)
NMEA-0783 F ormat

$PMOTG, ZDA, ] ,TICC<Cr><Lf >

y11y - up&te rate

CC - Optional checksum

0 .. 9999 sec

hex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

$GPZDA, hhnuns s . s s , dd, mm, y111r, xx, l.y*CC<Cr><Lf>

hhmmss.ss - UTC time

hh - hours

mm - minutes

ss.ss - seconds

dd - day

mn - nonth
yyw - y@f

ro. - local zone description hours

1y - local zone description minures

CC - checksum

0..23
0..59
0 .. 59.99

1..31
1..12

-I3 .. 13

0..59
hex 00 .. 7f

tt
g
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SWITCH VO FORMAT

This utiliry command switches the Oncorc GPS receiver I/O prorocol from NMEA-

0183 Format to one of the embedded forrnats. The format selected is retained in
nonvolatile memory

I o.roz
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Iuput Command
Description

SWITCH YO FORMAT
NMEA-0183 Fonnat

. Select Fomat:

$PMOTG, FOR, XCC<CR><LF>

x - Iormat

CC -Optional checksuE

lll
llrl

l!

':
'1.

t:

,:r

0 - Motorola Binary Format

2 - LOMN Format

hex 00 .. 7f

Response
Message

. (to commatd):

NOTE: There is no rcsponse bessage to this input command. The GpS receiver configures
the R5232 pon parameters (baud rate, stan bis, srop bis, erc.) to tie selected format,
and input cornrnands are recognized in this new format only.
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POSITIONING DATA OUTPUT

This message provides the position fix inlormation in the LOMN emulation format.
Using the polled input command results in the response message to be ourput
immediately The response message is in prinuble ASCII characte$.
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POSITIONING DATA OUTPUT
Loran Emulation Format

Z<CR><LF>Input Command
Description

Response
Message

ddmmhhlf ddd:mnhhws S SDDDQ<CR><LF>

ddmmhhN - latitude

dd - degrees

mja - minutes

hh - hundredths of minutes

N - direction

dddmmhiW - Iongitude

ddd - degrees

mll - minutes

hh - hundredths of minutes

W - direction

S55 - speed (mph)

DDD - heading (referenced to

true north)

Q - Quality factor

00 .. 90

00 .. 59

00 .. 99

N - north

S - south

00 .. 180

00 .. 59

00 .. 99

E - east

0..999

0..359

I - 2D or 3D avail

0 - positiodng &ta not avail

6.165 |
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OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL

The user can select a rimed output rate (up to 2.77 hours in one second

increments), or request the position outpur to occur immediately The outpur rate

selected is stored in the GPS receiver nonvolatile memory

E o.roo
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Input Command
Description

ili

t:l
i.i
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li.t

OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL
Loran Emulation Format

. Send Outryt Time Interral:

T<CR><LF>

. Change Outpul Tilfie Intenral

Ts s s s<CR><LF>

ssss - Time interval in sec 0 .. 9999

Response
Message

. (eithn command):

Ts ss s<CR><LF>

ssss - Titne int€r%l in sec 0 .. 9999

anil

ddmmhhNdddrnmhhws S SDDDQ<CR><LF>

ddmmhhN - latitude

dd - degrees

Er1l - minutes

hh -hundredrhs of miautes

N - direction

dddmmhhW - longitude

ddd - degrees

rnra - minutes

hh - hundredths of minutes

W - direcrion

SSS - speed mph

DDD - heading (referenced to

true north)

Q - Quality factor

00 .. 90

00 .. 59

00 .. 99

N - north

S - south

00.. 180

00 .. 59

00 .. 99

E - east

0..999

o .. 359

I - 2D or 3D avail

0 - positioning data not avail

*

t
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SWITCH VO FORMAT

This utility command swi,tches the GPS receiver from LOMN Emulation Formar ro
one of the other embedded formas.
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Input Cornmand
Description

SWITCH YO FORMAT
Loran Emulation Format

. Select Motorola BinaDt Format:

BIII<CR><LF>

. Select NMEA-01.83 Fonnat:

NMEA<CR><LF>

Response
Message

. (to comnaad\

NOTE: There is no response message to tlis input cooroand. The GPS receiver recon-
figures the R5232 port paradeters (baud rate, stan bits, stop bits, erc) to the
selected format, and input commands are recognized in this new format only.
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APPENDIX A DATUMS

Daturrs

1 ARC_1S50 Clarke 1880
2 ARC,186O Clarke_1880
3 AUSTMLIAN_GEODETIC_1S66 Austl-alian_Natiooat
4 AUSTRAUAN-GEODETIC_1g84 Australian Natimat
5 SOGOTLOBSEFVATORY lnl€rnalional
6 CAMPO_INCHAUSPE tnteftationat
7 SAPE Ctarko_1880
I CABTHAGE Clarke 1880
I CHATHAM-1971 lnternatdEl'tO CHUA_ASTRO lntornationat

11 CORREGO_ALLEGRE lniernatiooat
12 EUROPEAN_1950-W6stEurope lntematjonat
13 EUROPEAN_I95o_CYPRUS lniernational
14 EUROPEAN_IgsO-EGYFI lntemefonat
15 EUROPEAN_195O_|MN lntomelionat'16 EUROPEAN_195O_S|C|LY lntamationat
17 EUROPEAN_1g7g lntemationat
1 I GANDAJIKA-BASE tnl€mationat
19 GEODETIC_DATUM_1g4g tnternatonal
20 HJORSEY_1955 lntemational
21 INOIAN Clheilend/VietrEm) Evorest
2. INDIAN(BngldsMndiaA6pal) Ev€rest
23 IBELAND-1965 Airy_Modmed
24 KEFrrA,J_1948 ElBrest_modlisd
25 LIBERIA 1964 Clarke,'1880
26 LUZON Clarks-1806
27 MASSAWA B€$s€1,1841
2A MERCHICH Clarke_1880
29 MINNA Clarke_188o
30 NAHRWAN Ctarke_1880
31 NORTH_AMEBICAN- Clarke 1866

1927_CONUS
32 NORTH_AMERICAN_

1g27-ALASKA
33 NORTH_AMERICAN_

1g27-CANADA
U NORTH_AMERICAN_

1927_C_AMER

Clarke_1865

Clarke_1865

Clarke_l856

GRS-80
Helmert-1906
Clark€,l866
Clarke,l880

ORD_SRVY_G RT_ BRITAIN 1936 Airy

NORTH_AMEBICAN_1 983
OLD,EGYPTIAN
OLD HAWAIIAN
OMAN

PITCAIRN_ASTRO-1 967
QUATAB_NATIONAL
QORNOO
SCHWARZECK
SOUTH_AMERICA_I 969

TOK\O
ZANDERIJ
wGs-1972
wGS-1984

-143.0 -90.0 -X4.O
-160.0 -8-O {m.O
-133.0 -44.0 +148.0
-134.0 -{a.0 +149.0
+307.0 +304.0 -318.0
-148.0 +136.0 +90.0
n36.0 -10€.0 -292.0
-263.0 +6.0 +431.0
+175.0 .i8.0 +113.0
-134.0 +ng.O -4.
-206.0 +172.0 -6.0
-87.0 -96.0 -120.0

-104.0 -101.0 -1,10.0

n30.0 -117.0 -151.0
-'t17.0 -132.0 -164.0
-97,0 -88.0 -135.0
{6.0 -98.0 -119.0

-133.0 -321.0 +50.0
r€4.0 -22.0 +2m.0
-73.0 r.46.0 -86.0

+2'14.0 +836.0 +303.0
+289.0 +734.0 +257.0
+506.0 -12.O +61 1.0
-11.0 r€51.0 +5.0
'90.0 +4O.0 r€8.0

-133.0 -77.O -5 t.0
1639.0 r4O5.0 r€O.0
+31.0 +146.0 147,0
-92.0 -93.0 +122.0

-247.0 -148.0 +369.0
-8.0 +lm-O +176 O

-5.0 +135.0 +172.0

-10.0 +158.0 +1A7.

-0.0 +125.0 +194.0

-o-o -o.o o.o
-130.0 +110.0 -13.0

{61.0 -285.0 -18'!.0
-346.0 -1.0 +24.O
+375.0 "'111.0 +431.0
+185.0 +165.0 +42.O
-128.0 -283.0 +22.O
+164.0 +138.0 -189.0
{€16.0 +97.O -251.0
-57.O +1.O -41.0

-689.0 +691.0 -46.0
-128.0 {481.0 r€64.0
-265.0 +120.0 -358.0

-0.0 -0.O r4.5
-0.0 -0.0 0.0

35
36
37
3a
39
40
41

42

44
45
,16

4a
49

TIMBALAI 1948 Er€rsst

lnt6malional
lntornalional
lniemadonal
B€ss€l_1 841 _in_Nambia
South Arherica 1969

Be8s€l_l841
lnlemalional
wGs-72
wGs-84

@ notoro.n o.'ii
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User Defined Datums

ID ELLIPSOID DY DZ LOCAIION

' Adindan

' Adiftlan
' Adindant Adindan

' Adindan

' Adndan
' Afgooy€

' Ain elAbd 1970

' Ain ol Abd 1970* Anna 1 Aslro 19€5

' Antigua lsland Astro 1943i tuc 1950

' Arc 1950

' Arc 1950t Arc 1950* Arc 1950

' Arc 1950

' Arc 1950

' Arc 1950

' Asc6n6ion lBland 1g5B

' Asfo B€acm E 19.(5

' Aslro DOS 7114

' Asro Tsm l6land (FR|G) 1s61

' Astsonomical Station 1952

' Ayabolle Ughlhouse* B€llevue (lGN)* B€rmuda 195/* Bisseu

' Bukll Rimpah

' Carnp Ar6a Astro
' Canion A6tro 1966* Cap€ Canav€rsl* Dabola
' DJakarta (Batavia)

' DOS 1968

' Eastgr l6land 1967

' Europ€an l95O

' Euaopsan t95Oa Europsan 1950t European 1950

' Errropean'lgso

' gurop€an 19So

' Europgen 1950

' Fort Thornaa lg55
' Gnciosa Base SW lg{€
' Grado€e Bass SW 19,18

' Guarn 1953

' cunung Sagera

' GUX l A8tro

' Hsrat Nortn

' Hong KonO 1963

' Hu-Tzu-Shan

' ISTS 061 Astro 1968

' tsTs 073 Asfo 196S

' Johnstm leiend 1941

' Kandawala

' lGrguelon lsland 1949

' Kusale A!fro'1951

' L. C.5 Astro l95l

-166 -15 204 MEAN FOR Ethtofia, Sudan
-118 n4 218 Burkina Faso
-134 -2 210 Cameroon
-165 -11 206 Ethtopia
-123 -h 22O |iati
-128 ng 224 Senegat
-16i -14 2O5 Sudan
43 -J63 45 Sornatta

-15O -251 -2 AehEin
-1,$ -236 7 SaudiArabia
-491 -22 435 Cocos tslands
-27O 13 62 Antigua (L66vJa.d tstands)
-134 -105 -289 Botrssana
-153 -5 -292 Burundi
.125 -104 -295 L66otho
-161 -73 '317 Matawi
-134 -1G5 .295 Swazitand
-169 -19 -27A Zait.
-147 -74 -283 Z^mbia
-112 -96 -293 Zmbabre
-191 103 51 Asc€nsion l6land
1,15 75 -272 twoJio]|a
-3rlo 550 -4!N St Holona tsland
114 -116 -333 Tsm tstand
'121 -2U -25 MaEus tstand
-79 -12s 145 Djiboud

-'127 .749 472 EfatE & Enoanango lslands
-73 213 296 B€muda

-'173 253 2Z GuirEa-Bt66au
-384 664 -48 tndonasia (Bangk6 & B€fitung

tstands)
-104 -129 239 Antarc ca (McMurd Camp Area)
294 -W -375 Pho€nix tslands
.2 151 181 Bahamas, Florida

€3 37 124 cuinea
-gTl 681 -5O tndon€sta (Sumatra)
m -199 -752 New ceorgia t6tands (cjzo tstand)
211 147 111 Eastor tstand
-103 -106 -141 MEAN FOR traq, lsla6t, Jordan,

Labanon
-103 -106 -141 Kuwatl SaudiArabta, Syrja
-86 €6 -12O England, Channsllstands, lreland
{6 €6 -'ti,o Sco{and, ShEland lstands
-44 -95 -'130 croocr

-107 -88 -149 Malta
S4 -107 -120 Ponugat, Spain
-7 215 225 Nevts, St Kitb (Ls€ward lstands)

-104 167 -38 Azores (Fatat, craclo3a, pico)

"1O4 167 -38 Sao (Jorge, Tsrc€ile)
-1m -24€ 259 cuam
-(!3 684 41 Indon€sia (Kafimantan)

2 -2Og -751 Guadalcsnat lsland
-3:13 -A. 114 Atghanlstan
-156 -271 -189 Hong Koog
-6:17 -5:19 -2ff1 Taiwan
-794 119 -1€8 South coorgia tslands
208 .435 -229 Dlego carcia
189 -79 -2@ Johnston lslancl
-97 787 g€ Sd Lanka
145 -187 103 t(orguotsn tslaDd
U7 17n -1124 Carolin€ lstands
42 124 147 Cayman Brac lsland

* a.z
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User Defined Datums (Continued)
ID ELLIPSoID DX DY OZ LOCATION

t L€igon -130 29 364 Ghana* Mah€ 1971 41 -nO -194 Mah€ tstand
' Midway Astro 1961 912 -58 ln7 Midway tslands
' MinlE -81 -84 i1s carnercon
' Montsenat lsland A6tro 1958 174 359 365 Monts€rral (Leewad tstands)r M'Poraloko -?4 -13O ,12 Gabon
' Nahrwan -243 -192 477 SaudiArabta
' Nahrwan -245 -156 3€t Unltod Arab Emirates
' Napa maBWI -10 375 165 Tdnidad & Tobago
' North American 1927I -g 161 179 tnctuding Louisiana, Mtssouri,

Mlnn6sob
' No.h Am€dcan 1927 4 1* l7A Bahainas (Excopt San Satvador

tstand)

' North Amerlcan '1927 1 140 165 Bahama6 (San Sahrador lsland)
' North Amorican 1927 -7 162 1Og Canada (Alb€rta, gritish Columbja)
' Nort'r Amorirn 1927 -9 157 184 Canada (ManitotE, Ontario)
' North Am€rican 1927 -22 160 190 Canada (New Brun$vick,

N6wfo!ndland
' North Amedcan 1927 -n lm 190 Ndva Scotia, Oueb6c)
' North Amedcan t92T 4 tsg .188 Canacta (NorthwostTeritodes,

SaskadE$/an)
' North Ameican 1927 -7 139 .l8l 

Canada C/ukon)
' North Am€rican 1927 -g 152 1m Cuba
' Norlh Americ€n 1927 11 114 19S Groentand (H4/86 poninsuta)

' Norh American 1927 -12 1OO tgo Mexicoa Obsolaiodo Moter6o. 1939 -425 -169 81 Azoros (Coruo & Flores lstands)* Old Hawelian 89 -279 -183 Hawaii

' Old Hawaiian 45 -2gO -172 Kauait Old Hawallan 65 -290 -19O Maui
' Old Hawaiian 58 -283 -.t82 Oahu
' Ord. Survey G. gdtaln 1936 375 -111 431 Sh€fand tstands, lr/hbs
' Ord. Survoy G. Britain 1935 371 -112 ,t3t England
' Ord. Survey G. Britain 1 936 971 -1 1 1 434 Englanct,tste of Man, Wales* Ord. Surwy G. Britain 1 936 3a4 -1 1 1 ,125 Scaiand, Sh€Iand t6tands* Ord. Surv€y G. Bribin 1936 37O "1Og 434 Wbl6s
' Pico d€ las Ni€ves -n7 -92 127 Canary lslends
' Ftint 58 -106 -129 16s MEAN FoR gurldna tu.o & Niger* ftiinia Noir6 1948 -14a 51 -291 Congo
' F,orto Santo 1936 -499 -24€ 314 pono Santo, Mad€i6lsland6
' Provlslonal S. Amorican 1956 -288 175 -37O MEAN FOB Bo via, Chil6,

Cdombia
' Provisional S. American 1956 -2AA 175 -376 Ecuador, cuyana, peru, Ven€zusla
' Providonal S. Amorican 1956 -27O 188 -388 BoliviaI Povisional S. Amsritan 1956 -27O 183 -ggo Chile (Nortrsrn, Nesr 19.S)
' Provisional S. Amodcan '1956 -3OS 243 -442 Chile (Soufiem, Near 43.S)
' Provislonal S. Arnerican 1956 -2A2 16t) -371 Colombiar Povisional S. Amorben 1956 -27A fll -*7 Ecuador
' Provisional S. Amsrican 1956 -298 15S -369 Guyaha
' Provisional S. Amedcan 1956 -279 175 -379 poru

' Provisionat S. Am6dc6n 1956 -2g5 179 -971 V€n€zueta

' Provinional S. Chilean 1963 16 196 93 Ch e (Souh, Near53.S)
(Hiio xvlll)

' Puorto Rico 11 72 -101 puerto Rtco, Virgin lslands
' Reunion 94 -948 -1262 Mascaren€ lslandsi Rorne 19{O -25 -65 9 ttaty (Sardinia)

' Sanio (DOS) 1965 170 42 04 Espirno Santo tstand
" Sao Brdz -2OO 111 53 Azor$ (Sao MigLtst, Santa Maria

lslands)
' Sapper Hill 1943 -355 21 72 Ea6t Fathand tstand
' Selvagem Glancle -28I) -124 60 Sah/age l6lands
' SGS 85 3 I -9 So\ri6t ceodetic System 1985t South Amoricsn 1969 -62 -1 -37 A€e.{ina
' South funerican 1969 31 2 4A Bofivia
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User Defined Datums (Continued)

ID ELLIPSOID DX DY DZ LOCATION

' South American 1969 €O -Z 41 Btuzil
' Soulh Amedcan 1969 -75 -l -44 Chite
' South Amedcan 1909 -44 6 -36 Cotombia
' South Amorican 1969 -48 3 -44 Ecuador
' South AftErican 1969 47 27 42 Ecuadq (Battra, Gatapagos)
' South American 1969 -5:] 3 -a7 Guyana

' South Amedcan 1969 €1 2 -33 paraguay

' Soufl Amodcsn 1969 -Sa O -,44 peru

' South Amedcan 1 96S -45 1 2 -33 Trintdad & Tobago
' South Arnericsn 1969 <s 8 -OO Venezuela
' Soub Ada 7 -1O -26 Singapore
' Tananarivo Obs€rvatory 1925 -t8s -242 -9.1 Madaq6scar
' Tlmbalai 194a Toklo -679 669 -aA Brunei, East Matayda (Sabah,

SaBwak)
' Tokyo -148 507 685 MEAN FOR Japen, tG.6a,

Okinawa
' Tokyo -148 507 685 Japan
' Toklo -146 EO7 687 lGrea
' Toklo -1sa 5o7 67€ okinawa
' Tri6bn Ast D 19€8 -632 ,$a -609 Trtstan da cunha
' Vlti Levu 1916 51 391 -36 Fii (VrU Ls\.u tstand)
' Wako-€nit€iok 1960 1@ 52 -30 Marshalltslands
' Wek€ lsland A6tro 1952 276 -57 1/f,9 Wako Ato* WGS 1972 O O O GtobalDefnition* Yacaro -155 171 37 Uruguay

DoD Wodd Goodelb Sysi€m 1984 DMA TR 83502-8 1 DEC 87, Socood printing, tnctudes I SEp 91
Updates

' As a user opt'ron, U€€r Doffnod DatJms can b€ assign€d lo Datum tDs SO and 51.

lo'
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@N€ORE APPENDIX B ELLIPSOIDS

EliFdd Nam.

Nry
Arry_lrodf€d
Austsdlan_Naliqlal
B€9s€l_1841

Be98€l_1 841 _in_Nantia
clarka_l866
Chd.o_i88{)
Er€rE6L1g'0
R€lE{l944
EEr98t_1956
Ew'est 19€9
Er€rE{Sabah & S{rM,ak)
Fi6dFr-19€o
liiodf6{Fi6cher_t 960

Ftschor_l 96a
GR9'8O
H€lm.rt_l9O0
Ho!dl
lntsrnatlooal
Ka6so\619
sGs_85
Soutt_Arnena19@
wGs_60
wBs_80
wGs_72
wGs_84

Seni-li.tljo. An6 Irl\€rso Flaibnlng

299.32,006,15

290.3449645
2,€25

alt.15241?3
2S.1548128
4.971!M.

293.{65
300.4017

3ax).8017

300.$17
3@.8017
300.80r7

298.3
294.3
298.3

2*.872101
298.3
297

47.O
298.3

,{8257
298,5
29a.3
4A
2sA2s

2sa-2572236,13

qrzS€B.s6
et7rc40.189
6378160.0

637/397.155
d]7tt&i.465
6t782063

fiY8249.1,{5
€977276.95
697r3{X.06:l
dt7730121{t
Ggf7236.&
er/72s8556

6978166
mt78155
8378150

637A 1t.O
d178200,0

63782/0
6g7d)8a.0
qr782,{5

cr8136
6378160.0
€978165

6378145
63?813s.O

63781S7.0
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